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1. NEW ENGLAND DAIRY INDUSTRY
TO BE STUDIED BY COOPERATIVE MARKETING.

The Division of Cooperative Marketing will make an economic study and
analysis of the production and marketing of dairy products throughout Hew
England, with special attention to cooperative marketing, according to Chris

L» Christensen, Head of the Division.
William A. Schoenfeld, recently returned from Berlin where he served as

foreign representative for two. years, has "been placed in charge of the project,

and plans for the study will "begin at once. He will he located at 408 Atlantic
Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Arrangements for this study have been made at the urgent request of many
New England dairy cooperatives, that have pledged to assist in every way
possible. In making the economic survey of facts relative to the industry, it

will be helpful to have access to records and data of organizations. These con-
cerns have promised that such material will "be available to further the study.

2. SCHEDULE 0E LIVESTOCK .

GRADE CONFERENCES.

m
The Marketing Livestock, Meats and Wool Division will hold a series of

ne grade conferences during the next two months. The schedule includes the
following:

City Place Date Time
)rtland, Oregon
an Erancisco, Calif.
Lt Lake City, Utah

snver, Colorado
it. Worth, Texas
Kansas City, Mo.

Omaha, Nebraska
St. Paul, Minn,
licago, 111.

At each of these conferences the tentative grades of vealers and veal,
salves and calf carcasses, live lamb and dressed lamb, live sheep and dressed
Ltton will "be explained and discussed. Several hundred invitations will

ae sent to producers organizations, educators, animal husbandry workers,
packers, editors and stockyard operators. Anyone interested in standard
market classes and grades for livestock and meats will he welcome. It is
hoped that there will be a large attendance at each of these conferences
so that those responsible for the standardization program may have the benefit
of the experience and judgment of most of the leaders in the livestock and
meat industries.

Livestock Exchange Building Nov. 4 9:00
Room 19, Harbor Board Rm.Eerry Bldg. tt 8 n

Room 314, Capitol Building tt 11 n

Exch.Hall, L. S. Exch. Bldg., tt 13 tt

Committee Room L.S. n " tt 16 It

Exchange Hall, L.S. " " tt 19 tt

Auditorium, L.S. " " tt 23 it

City Hall n 26 tt

Assembly Hall, Record Bldg. Dec, 3 it
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3, measures jtaeettjeo
cqiveTat corn borer. ("

It is evident that the corn borer will be as serious a pest in the Corn

Belt as the cotton boll weevil has been in the Cotton Belt, declared Br, W.J*

Spillman, Farm Management and Costs, in an account of the recent corn borer con-

ference.

About 150 people took the field trips preceding the conference,. They

were farmers from Ohio, Indiana and Michigan, as well as State and federal repre-

sentatives, implement manufacturers and others who are interested in the problems

to which the advent of the corn borer gives rise* The party started oat in

automobiles and busses from Toledo on the morning of September 25 and visited

a number of infested corn fields in Ohio and Michigan,, They also stopped at the

corn borer experiment station at Monroe, Michigan* The next morning the start

was made from Detroit and a trip of about 100 miles was made over the infested

portions of southeastern Ontario. The third day was spent in conference in

Detroit.

The destruction of the com crop in Kent and Essex counties, Ontario, is

appalling. Since the infestation occurred a few years ago, there has been a 9m
reduction in corn acreage in those two counties. The corn that remains is IQu^fc

infested and very few fields were seen that would produce more than 10 bushels

of wormy nubbins per acre.

The seriousness of the situation was recognized by everyone* The work

that has been done with parasites of the borer indicates that some help in con-

trolling the insect may be had from this direction, but more will depend on the

completeness with which farmers in the infested territory destro;?" every vestige

of the corn crop after the crop is harvested. It is not yet known how much

control this will exercise over the pest. A plan has been drawn by the repre-

sentatives of the Ohio University looking toward a gigantic protective one to

control the pest. This plan was approved by the conference and a committee was

appointed to lay it before Congress and ask for funds to carry it out. If this

experiment is made, it will reveal how much control of the pest is possible by

the use of the best plans that can be devised with present knowledge.

4* MR. GOEDEKE RETIRED
FROM GRAIN DIVISION.

After several months illness, Milton T. Goedeke, Assistant Grain Sup-

ervisor in the Baltimore office has been retired on account of total disability.

He has been on furlough since March. .

It is with sincere regret that we learn of Mr. G-oedeke , s condition. He

has been a faithful employee of the Grain Division since 1917, having previously

been employed in the Bureau of Plant Industry and also in the Bureau of Animal

Industry, of the Department. His services have been at all times very satis-

factory and he has the highest regard of his co-workers.

5, STATUS OE; STANDARD
TRAD0l$

Last week in the District Supreme Court, Justice Bailey heard a brief

argument on the Government's motion to dismiss the amended bill of complaint

against the Secretary, with reference to the Standard Trading Rules project.

The Government lost in its effort to have the bill dismissed, as Justice Bailey

decided that he would hear arguments on the bill of complaint itself at some

future date.
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6. PLANS DISCUSSED FOR EXPANDING
ccttcn spumim tests.,

Eor some time the Bureau has conducted spinning tests for cotton in

cooperation with Clemson College, S, G, Types of cotton from North Carolina,

South Carolina and Texas have been included in the experiments. Enese xosxs

have been made to determine the amount of waste, yarn strengvh, evenness,

and suitability for spinning, ' . . .

Plans for including Georgia and Alabama types of cotton, ± or spinning

tests to be conducted in cooperation with the State Experiment Stations, are

now being considered, according to- H.H*Willis, Bureau representative, wno nc.s

been making these tests at Clemson College,, •

.

Much interest has been shown in' the work, and publications giving re-

sults are in demand by the trade, as well as by growers, and agricultural workers,

7. REPORT OE PROGRESS
ON MEN'S BOWLING TEAMS.

Bowling is here again and the duckpin shooters among the .men . of the

Bureau have answered the call. A league of six teams has been organized,

composed of Fruits and Vegetables, J. W« Strowbridge, Captain; Earm Management,

0. Steanson; Cotton Standards, L. Lackey; Grain Division, G. W*. Morrison;

Center Market, Samuel R. Mullen and Agricultural Cooperation, A. ¥# McKay.

The last named is a new team and while the men are inexperienced are expected

to make the other teams hustle when they have steadied down. C# W# Walleigh

of Center Market has consented to be the guiding hand and accepted the posi-

tion' as President and H. B* McQuihn as Treasurer- Scorer will keep tally of the

kills. After the first few deadly encounters- September 20, 27 and October 4

at the Coliseum Alleys the raiders lined up in the following order;

Team Won Lost
Standards 9 0
E. & V„ 7 2
Center Market 4 5

Grain 4 5

Agr. Cooperation 2 7
Earm Mgt* 0 9

8, COOPERATIVE BEAN
INSPECTION SERVICE,

An agreement has been entered into with the Montana Department of Agri-
culture to provide joint inspection service for dry, edible beans. This is
the first time bean inspections have been arranged and J.E-Barr, Hay, Eeed and
Seed Division will stop at Billings on his Western trip to work for a few
days with those in charge of the service.

United States Standards for beans as issued September 1, will be used
) in this connection, the State Department of Montana adopting the standards
recommended by the Bureau.
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9. IMPORTANT NOTICE
FOR AIL WHO~~TPAVEL.

For the information of Field Employees, particularly, there are at-

tached to this issue of the NEWS copies of Secretary4 s Memorandum No» 553

and P.B. A* Circular No, 44 containing the more important points in whiofc tibe

new travel, regulations differ from the present- regulations of the Department.

The changes are effective October 1, and it will "be well for them to "be noted.

Copies of these instructions have been distributed to the Divisions m
Washington*

10. AGREEMENT FOR INSPECTION
OF WYOMING POTATOES,

The Bureau has entered into a cooperative agreement with the State of

"Wyoming to cover shipping point inspections on potatoes at Powell and xn that

vicinity. This is similar to the form of agreement existing in several States.

11. BUREAU REPRESENTATIVES TO JUDGE
GRADING- CONTESTS AT DAIRY SHOW-

One of the features of the National Dairy Exposition, Detroit, Oct. 6-13,

will be the Students* Judging Contests in Grading Butter, Cheese and Mills. State

Agricultural Colleges of several States will send teams to Judge dairy products

while L.E.Gaylord, of the Philadelphia office, Dairy and Poultry Products, will

act as one of the judges in the "butter contest. CW.Fryhofor, of the St* Paul

office will serve as one of the judges in the cheese grading contests.

BUREAU BREVITIES

12. DAIRY AND POULTRY are treated in List No* 12 of ECONOMIC CHART SERVICE

which has been mimeographed and is ready for distribution. This list contains

charts, maps and graphs, copies of which are available at cost*

13. COST OF LIVING OH IOWA FARMS, Bulletin 237, by C.F. Curtiss, Director of

Rural Sociology at Iowa State College, is off the press., This publication is

the result of an economic and sociological study made in cooperation with the

Division of Farm Population and Rural Life of the Bureau* The survey analyzes

the standard of living of all farm families living in Boone, Story and Sac

Counties, for the year ending July 1, 1325.

14. STANDARD OF LIVING ON IOWA FARMS, Bulletin 238, also by C„F~ Curtiss has been

issued as a sequel to Bulletin 237, as outlined above* These bulletins give Dr.

E.L.Kirkpatrick, Division of Farm Population and Rural Life, credit for assist-

ance in the cooperative studies.

15. SPINNING TESTS OF PICKED AND SNAPPED COTTONS (TEXAS AND OKLAHOMA - 1925 CROP)

by Horace H. Willis, has been mimeographed and issued as a preliminary report.

This summary contains the details of making the tests and the results record-

ed. Copies of the report may be procured.
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16. IN THE LIBRARY;

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending October

1 are;

Barnard, Daniel D. Anniversary address, delivered before the

American institute, at the Tabernacle, in New York, on the

20th October, 1843%.. New York, James Van Borden & co.

,

printers, 1843.

"It was a part of the original design of the Institute*.,
to encourabe and promote agriculture.,.. I shall deem myself
happy if I shall be able, in my remarks this evening, to

impress this society and those who hear me, with the fact,
and the great importance of the fact, of the necessary mutual
dependence on each other existing between the different de-

partments - the several grand divisions of human employment
and labour."

Canada. Dominion bureau of statistics. Internal trade division.
Report on the grain trade of Canada for the crop year ended
July 31 and to the close of navigation 1925,*. Ottawa, 1926.

Cincinnati. Chamber of commerce and merchants* exchange. Eighty-
seventh annual report ... for the year ending December 31, 1925.
[Cincinnati, 1926]

India,, Bengal. Co-operative societies, Registrar. Annual report
on the working of co-operative societies in the Presidency
of Bengal for the year 1924-25. Calcutta, 1926.

Queensland. Dept. of public lands. Report by the under secretary
for public lands under "The discharged soldiers* settlement
acts, 1917 to 1920". [Brisbane, 1925]

Spalding, William E* The finance of foreign trade... London,
New York [etc,] Sir U Pitman & sons, ltd., 1926.

U» S. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Trade information
bulletin, no. 433, World radio markets in 1926 ... by Lawrence
D. Batson.., August, 1926.

U. S. Bureau of the census, Stocks of leaf tobacco and the American
production, imports, exports, and consumption of tobacco and
tobacco products 1925. Washington, Govt, print, off., 1926.
(Its Bulletin 159)

The Eerlin office has entered into a lease for new office space at
75-76 Unter den Linden, to be occupied Nov. 1. The new quarters consist of a
five-room suite, besides a large entrance room and is located in : the corner of
a new building. The space is large enough to meet the present requirements of
the work and in general, makes a splendid appearance.
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HERE AND ?ESRE_IN _THEJUjMk

Miss Mary G. Lacy, Librarian of the Bureau, is in Atlantic City this

week to attend the annual sessions of the America Library Assocj,a7,io». diss Lac,

is Secretary of the Agricultural Library Section of the Association*

Mr. Marquis will leave today for Detroit to attend the National Dairy

Show where the Bureau has an exhibit. He expects to return Sunday*

Mr. Kitchen, accompanied by'Mrs* Kitchen* is making, a trip by automo Dale

to points in Ohio and Indiana. He will conclude his •vacation October j.8,

James S. Hathcock, Agricultural Cooperation, has been granted a furlough

that he may continue his graduate work in agricultural economics at Cornell

University. Mr. Hathcock left Washington October 1»

V.N.Valgren, Agricultural Finance, will attend the annual convention of

the National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies,, at Louisville., KyV-».

Oct. 11-14. He will participate in conferences on windstorm insurance and hail

insurance.
.
Mr. Valgren will stop in Indiana and Illinois en route to Chicago

where he will take annual leave, returning the latter part of the month*

Roy C. Potts, L.M.Davis and T.R.Pirtle will go from the Division of

Dairy and Poultry Products to the National Dairy Show being held in Detroit

for the next week. P.F.Brookens of the Foreign Section, Statistical and His-

torical Research and Hutzel Metzger of Cooperative Marketing will also, attend

the Exposition.

A. W.Palmer, Cotton Division, is back from a trip to several of the

ten designated spot cotton markets where he conferred with merchants regarding

prices and quotations established for spot cotton.

R. P. Teele, .Division of Land Economics, leaves early this week for

points in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina where he will

continue a study to determine the extent to which land in drainage enterprises is

not employed in production, ascertain the relation of incomplete utilization of

land to the' problems of financing drainage entprprises, and incidentally study

land settlement and colonization methods in the territory covered. This study

will be in cooperation with the Bureau of Public Roads as heretofore* R. D.

Marsden of that Bureau will" accompany Mr, Teele.. They will be gone for about

6 weeks.

Wayne C. Nason, Farm Population and Rural Life, will be in Atlantic City

this week to attend the American Library Association annual meetings, He will

also study the book distribution system of the local library in its contacts with
county branches.

Miss Katharine I. E. Hicks, Division of Land Economics, returned to the

office Friday morning following an absence on account of illness.

B.F.McCarthy, of the New York City office of Livestock, Meats and Wool

will go to Philadelphia this week to assist in reporting the dressed meat
market in the absence of C.H. Harris who is to be on his vacation, for the next

two weeks.
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W.CTen Eyck, in charge of the Telegraph Section, leaves early in^ge

week for Chicago to establish a relay telegraph office. The new oranch wxll

located in the Livestock Exchange, with two new appointees fco handle tne w.

under the supervision of M,ILKegris 9
of the Chicago office* D, Bergto-is ana

H.W.Carrol have "been appointed as telegraphers to assist in handling^ -JW
traffic. Telegraph material will be taken off the Central and Lives.oc, c*r-ox*.

at Chicago and relayed to offices on the Northwestern circuit, In:i s^ arrangemeiu,

will not only expedite wire traffic hut will tend to eliminate wire jrouiue

prevalent in that section during the winter. Before returning to Washington,

Mr. Ten Eyck will go to hranch offices in the Central States and will be absent

about two weeks.

Other members of the Library Staff who will attend the sessions^ of the
^

Merican Library Association at Atlantic City this week in two-day periods are:

Miss Margaret T. Olcott, Assistant Librarian, Miss Mary E. Carpenter, Miss Em.uy

L. Day and Miss Katherine L. Jacohs. Miss Jacobs will be in Atlantic City the

entire ' week, taking part of her annual leave at this time.

Gilbert A Sidelman, of Indiana, has "been appointed as a Junior Market-

ing Specialist, and will "be assigned to the Atlanta office, where he will give

special attention to market news work, Mr, BidcLman is a high- school ^
graduate

and has had years of experience in farming, being engaged especially in the
^ _

growing and marketing of onions. He has heen employed three seasons as^a shipping

point inspector in northern Indiana and in Iowa, Early in 1926, Mr. Bidelman

conducted an investigation on shrinkage of onions in storage, for Purdue Univer-

sity,

Miss Elorance G, Mannix has "been appointed to the Boston staff, to fill

the place made vacant "by Miss Helen Walsh,

Bryce Morris, of Colorado, also has been given appointment as a Junior

Marketing Specialist, and reported Monday at the Chicago office of the Market

Hews Service, Mr, Morris has had high-school education, and for six years or

more was engaged in the growing of potatoes and other vegetable crops* During

the winter months, he graded and loaded potatoes for a produce company at Center,

Colo. Mr, Morris also has "been on the Colorado inspection staff for several

years, assisting with the work at shipping points in that State,

Mrs, Thomas Daly, Machine Tabulation Section, is in New York City this

week to meet her "brother, Dr, Fischer of China who is returning to America for

a vacation,

We are glad to see Mrs, Gladys Alexander back at the office after ten days*

illness,

A communication received from G.K.Holmes, Crop and Livestock Estimates,

who is on a hiking tour through southwestern Virginia, states:

"We have progressed 155 miles to Hew Castle, Craig County, but the heat

has become uncomfortable and we are loitering 11/2 days here awaiting

the arrival of the cold wave. We will short circuit the route so as

not to be hehin4 the rest of the schedule". Sept, 25, 1926,

Dr. B. Youngblood, Economist in the Cotton Division has returned to
Washington after an absence of several weeks.
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Walter J. Morgan, of Utah, has "been appointed as Marketing Specialist,

in Hay Inspection, at San Francisco »'
. ..

This appointment was made necessary "by the demand for Federal hay

inrpection in the Pacific Coast Division, and as Supervising Hay .Inspector

he will have immediate charge of inspection work in that Division*

Mr. Morgan formerly held appointments with the Grain Division,, since
.

receiving his B.S. degree from Oregon Agricultural College , in 12i?» He re-

signed as assistant grain supervisor at Spokane, |fasho 3 to become chief grain

inspector for the Ogden, Utah, Grain Exchange* .He leaves the E.iononge to return

to the service. He will proceed to 'Kansas; City to attend the school of instruc-

tion for hay inspectors which opens Oct* ,iXft

We are glad to welcome Mr. Morgan hack into the Bureau*

Heber J. Webb also of Utah has been, appointed as Marketing Specialist

in Salt Lake City, owing to the extension ex Federal hay and bean inspection

service to that section*. He will have immediate charge of the inspection work
conducted by the- Bureau in the Rocky Mountain .Division*.

Mr. Webb received his B.S. degree from the Agricultural College of Utah
in 1917. He was connected with the Bureau as collaborator for several years,

and is returning -to us from Utah where he had charge of ..crop pest work for the

State. Mr. Webb*s training and experience in actual farm management make him
well qualified to take up his new work...

.

He will proceed'to Kansas City to . take the course of instruction for
hay inspectors and will go later to Salt Lake City,

At a meeting of the bowling team, Division of Information, last Friday,
Mrs* Elsie Romero was elected captain for the coming year. Captains of the
other teams have been named and the line-up is now complete.

Miss Marietta Thomas, Assistant to Mr. Marquis, has gone on a motor
trip through the Shenandoah Valley, later going to Atlantic City for a week.

Mrs. Minnie J. Browning, Machine Tabulation Section, who has been absent
for the past week on account of illness, is still unable to return to the office.

E. W. Baiter, Livestock, Meats and Wool Division, will leave October 14 on
a trip embracing all of the mid-western and western offices of the Division.. ,

Mr. Baker's trip, while largely of a supervisory nature in connection with the
livestock market news service, has been arranged so as to permit his attendance
at several of the hearings on market classes and grades' of live and dressed
sheep, lambs, vealers and calves which the Livestock, Meats and Wool Division
plans to hold at seven or eight western and mid-western cities,, He will also
relieve Sterling Emens, local representative of the Division at Forth Worth,
Texas, while 'the latter is on annual leave.

Miss Edna Heffner,Live stock, Meats and Wool Division has gone to Erie,
Pa. where she will enjoy a vacation of three weeks. Mrs. Alice 2* Stevens of
the same Division is on leave for one week. Miss M. quill also is on leave
until October 9.

L. B. Burk, Livestock, Meats and Wool Division was called to his home
in Missouri vOctober Is, wo regret to learn, on account of the death of his
father.
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1* EUROPEAN D3L.IAND FOR AMERICAN
GRAIN DISCUSSED BY DR. ARNER- jy % .

''

The United Kingdom imports corn for poultry feed, for cattle pig,and
sheep feed

s
and for industrial purposes, in about equal quantities, declared

Dr. G,B.L»Arner, of the foreign Section, Statistical and Historical Research,
upon his return from England and Central Europe. Dr. Arner made the trip

abroad to analyze the market demand for and uses of American corn; also to

study the underlying cause of changes in demand for principal American
agricultural products* In this connection, he interviewed importers,
economists and members of the Bureau 1 s foreign offices*

Corn is almost never used for food in northern Europe but is imported
in considerable quantities for poultry and stock feeding. In England the
poultry industry is of increasing importance but because of the small, round
grains of Argentine corn, poultry producers prefer that type for feeding and
consider the large, flat kernels of American corn unfit for poultry. In
northern England, around Liverpool, a slight preference exists for American
corn for feeding. It is customary to grind and cook the corn for cattle and
the producers have found that American types cook better.

Corn is extensively used in manufacturing starch as an article of
commerce. In Scotland and the Netherlands it is used for distilling purposes.

In Germany, Dr. Arner found the Rhine-Ruhr- Valley with its many
industrial cities the main consuming area for foreign grains, The crowded
population of that region will always require imports of bread grains. In-
creasing production in other sections can but supply their own demand while
the Rhine-Rhur Valley will always be the import area, chiefly through the
port of Rotterdam,

An increased demand for wheat and barley is noticeable in Germany.
Formerly the annual per capita requirements were approximately 4 bushels of
rye and 2 of wheat, The present tendency is for less rye. The corn used in
Central Europe is supplied chiefly by the countries of the Danube Valley .being
transported up the river in barges as far as Germany. This country has made
remarkable progress in reorganizing and modernizing its industrial system
since the war and conditions appear favorable for continued industrial
progress.

Dr. Arner went to England, France, Scotland, the Netherlands, Italy
and Germany, stopping at the Bureau's foreign offices. In Rome he met Dr.
Cesare Longobardi, of the staff of the International Institute of Agriculture.
Dr. Longobardi, it will be remembered, came to the Washington office in the
winter of 1924 and remained here about six months. While in France, Dr.
Arner took annual leave to motor through southeastern France and to visit
in Paris.
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2. Cincinnati votes eastern TXM '

'

FOR THE YEAR ROUND.

In recent years Cincinnati has had daylight savings time for the
summer months and Central Standard time during the winter. It was recently
voted to maintain daylight savings time the year round which is the same as
Eastern time.

. Eailroads entering Cincinnati have petitioned the Interstate
Commerce Commission for approval of handling trains on Eastern time and a
hearing will be held October 20. Daily sessions of the Cincinnati Grain &
Hay Exchange have been changed to conform with Eastern time adopted by the
City of Cincinnati*

This change affects the schedule of various offices of the Bureau
located in Cincinnati.

_____o0o

"It has been reported to Secretary Jardine that officials
of the Department of Agriculture have in a few instances got
in direct communication with the offices of Cabinet officials
in order to make appointments in behalf of business or personal
friends of theirs who were visiting in Washington at the time.
Members of the Cabinet courteously grant requests made by
Government employees whenever possible and in order that
employees of this Department should not abuse such a privilege,
it seems expedient that all requests for appointments with
Cabinet officials should be presented first to this office.
Secretary Jardine has directly recj&asted that this practice
be observed in the future.,

"

5. FIELD OFFICES OF GRAIN DIVISION
EXPERIENCING BUSIEST SEASON.

For the past month practically all branch offices of the Grain Divi-
sion located in wheat producing areas, have been working under pressure
owing to the effort to supervise the heavy movement of grain harvested. The
personnel has at nearly all times been overworked effectively to meet the

demands. The Portland office has found it necessary to begin the day at

8 o'clock and work until 5. All over that schedule is courted as overtime.
The total number of hours overtime put in by that force from August first to

September 15, was 331 hours with promise of the same ratio for the next few
weeks. In reporting their extra activities, the Fortland staff claim,

"Such is the life in an export office and we like it. Would not have it any
other way, as being busy surely makes the time fly" c

Appeals have kept other offices quite busy. Inspections have also

added to the regular program. Just to show the volume of grain moving, the

Duluth office reported a train a mile-and-half long, worth $450,000, believed
to be the longest train ever to enter the Superior yards* The train con-

sisted of 202 box cars. This is the export season and large shipments are

moving out as fast as exporters can load.
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4. DISCOUNTS ON REPAIR PARTS
EOR MOTOR VEHICLES,, p,B. A. Ci R^No .46.

The Chief Coordinator in his "bulletin No. 51- Supplement No. 2, of

September 13, 1926, directs that, in every contemplated purchase of repair

parts for motor vehicles, departments and establishments ascertain on their

own initiative what discount can be obtained and the conditions governing its

availability, folding in that connection, that the duty of taking advantage
of trade discounts is properly incumbent upon those administrative officers
who authorize purchases.

In this connection, the Washington Branch of the Eord Motor Company
has requested this Department to restate Ford discounts to national fleet
owners as follows:

1. If the parts purchased are for installation by either a Govern-
ment shop or a Eord dealer, a discount of 20$ is obtainable,

2. In the event purchases by a particular Bureau from any one dealer
during a month exceed $83.33, list price, and provided these
parts be installed in a Government shop, a discount of 25$ will be

allowed.
3. On parts sold to Eord dealers at a discount of 25$, the Government

will be entitled to a 10$ discount*
It will be noted that in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Eord Company's

revision, the phrases "installation by a Government shop" and "installed in
a Government shop" have replaced the phrase "purchased over the counter"
used in the earlier notices regarding Eord discounts*, It is understood,
however, that authorized Eord dealers will usually allow the discount on
parts purchased over the counter upon assurance that the parts so purchased
will actually be used in the repair of motor vehicles owned by the. Government,
even though the repairs are not made in a Government shop* Cases where, such
discounts are not allowed should be promptly reported to the Section of
Property and Supplies, the Washington Branch of the Eord Motor Company having
offered to use its influence in favor of the Department with, such dealers as
may be inclined to refuse "over the counter" discounts*

5 * BARLEY SHIPPERS MEET WITH
OEEICIALS OE THE GRAIN DIVISION.

A conference with barley shippers and members of the trac"e called H.J.
Besley and E. J.Murphy of the Grain Division to Minneapolis and other interior
markets recently. It was learned that sales of barley were being made by
grades other than those specified by the Department, It became necessary for
the Bureau's position in this matter to be explained* Usually shippers are.,

willing to adopt the Department's views upon learning they have misinterpreted
the regulations.

Other members of the Grain Division attending the conferences were
Rutherford T« Miles, Oscar E. Phillips and William p0 Carroll, of the Chicago
office,

oOo

Among those to make use of the London office of the Bureau, recently:

"Leon M. Estabrook arrived in London and reported to the office of

the Bureau. After lunch at the American Club it was arranged for him to

meet Miles de Wachenfelt, Swedish Agricultural Commissioner in London and
R.J. Thompson of the Ministry of Agriculture. Mr. Estabrook left for Scotland
and Ireland".

Mr. Estabrook is on furlough from the Bureau to act as Director of the
World Agricultural Census at Rome,
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6. DRYING HA.Y_BYjgTlFICI.AXi PROCESS *' '

OBSERVED BY Bl3?jL:J;»

What appears to be a solution, of the hay making uncertainty, was demon-
strated to Er0 W« J« Spjllman;, Farm Management and Costs, when he made a trip
to tile Walker-Cordon dairy farm in New Jersey, last week to see a new hay
drier in operation*

The drier was installed at the farm during the summer, and while it
is not yet fully completed, it is suff-ieiently complete to permit operation
and it was drying hay at the time of Dr. Spillman's visit* It is estimated
that ^ the present plant can harvest, cure, and put in the barn hay growing
within two miles of it at a total cost of less than $3*00 a ton when run
to full capacity, The drier is capable of turning out 20 tons of cured hay
a day* It loses none of the leaves of alfalfa, thus obtaining a larger
yield than ordinary methods give* The Quality of the cured hay is better
than that cured by ord.inary means and the hay retains practically the same
color it had while growing in the field*

This plant cost about $22,000, To make it economical it is therefore
.

necessary to run it to capacity during the entire alfalfa cutting season.
Dr. Spillman says there are yet some economic problems which will probably
find their solution as soon as a considerable body of practice with the drier
is available,

7. MR, TROUT ACCEPTS POSITION
AT OKLAHOMA A. & ~ COLLEGE.

C.E. Trout, Editor of Marketing Activities, Division of Economic,
Information, has resigned to become Head of the Publicity Department and
Professor of Journalism for the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College
at Stillwater, Oklahoma,

Mr. Trout come to the Bureau in January, 1925, from the University of
Wisconsin where he completed his graduate work in journalism, and in addition
to editing Marketing Activities, has prepared special reports for extension
uses, and has assisted in press service and editorial work&

He plans to leave Washington Thursday by automobile, making stops in
Atlanta and other points in the South, and will report at Stillwater about
November 1,

We congratulate Mr, Trout on the opportunity for greater accomplishment
which the new position offers,, Eew men now in college publicity work have
had the thorough training that Mr* Trout has experienced,-,

8* INKS AND GLUE FOR FIELD
FROM GOVERNMENT PRINTING- OFFICE .

The Sundry Civil Act for the current fiscal year contains a provision
that inks, glues and such supplies manufactured by the Government Printing
Office may be furnished to the Department upon requisition, and payment made
from appropriations available therefor, .

;

.

According to P. B» A. Circular No* 45., the original ruling on field use
has been moditied so that the Central Stores Unit will make all the purchases
of these supplies from the Public Printer, divide the material when necessary
into the unit quantities indicated, such as pint, quart, etc,, and issue it

properly labeled, on Bureau requisition 0

Requisitions are to be handled in the usual way for these supplies.
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9. RESULTS OP FARM MANAGEMENT
STUDIES HELPFUL TO VIRGINIA FARMERS*.

A farm management and tobacco costs study on dark and bright tobacco

farms in south central Virginia was made by jUP.Brodeil, Farm Management and

Costs Division in cooperation with the Virginia Agricultural College in 1922,

1923 and 1924.

In orde. to test the recommendations made as a result of these studies

and to measure the increased profits that would result should the suggestions

be carried out, a new project was begun in the spring of 1925 with the cooper-

ation of twenty tobacco farmers.
The three-year record of the business on each farm was carefully

analyzed and the factors limiting farm profits were brought to the attention

of the farm cooperator. Suggestions were offered and changes recommended in

order that particular enterprises might be adjusted so as to return a profit.

For instance, on a considerable number of farms it was found that tobacco

growing was unprofitable; that greater care was necessary in the selection

of dark tobacco fields, and in improving the soil by liming; while on some

bright farms it was indicated that a higher type could be produced by higher

topping and harvesting by priming* 0

While the project is yet in its infancy the 1925 crop being the first

in which results might be anticipated, a recent visit to the area discloses

that cooperators have followed at least a majority of the suggestions made*

It is proposed to make suggestions in the future toward improving living con-

ditions on the farm. At the present time a terracing program is being carried

out by State workers,

10. FILM STORY OF COTTON HANDLING
IMEREST S ENGLISH TRADE,

Recent numbers of four English newspapers. The Liverpool Post, The

Manchester Guardian, Manchester Evening News and the Textile Mercury, carry
stories concerning the film story of cotton handling shown in Manchester.

The film shows the American cotton industry from sowing the seed to

the processes of spinning and weaving. It was loaned by this Department to

the American Cotton Growers and Buyers of Manchester and shown by .them to a
critical gathering of Lancashire . cotton men*

According to the newspapers, this idea of telling a complete story of
a big industry is a novelty and is referred So as "excellent propaganda.

"

The possibilities for similar education by cinema among British industries
seem to have incited them to emulate American resoucefulne sSo

BOOK LOST.

The Library of Congress copy of Kendrew f-s Climates of the Continents
has been lost, probably between the Bieber Building and 300 Linworth Place.
Will anyone who has found it, or who knows where it is, please inform the
Loan Desk, Economic Library, branch 279»
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11. IN THE LIBRARY?

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending
October 8 arei

American chamber of commerce for Italy* Year book 1925... Milan [1926]

British cotton growing association,, Publications, no»93~94. Manchester

Eng., 1926* .Ho. 93: India and Sudan re-visited by W. H. Himbury.

Ho» 94? Kenya, Uganda, and Tanganyika as sources for increasing
our raw cotton supplies, by W. H» Himbury.

Chinese eastern railway. Economic bureau. Horth Manchuria and the

Chinese eastern railway. Harbin, China, 1924.

Gt. Brit. Imperial economic committee. Report ... on marketing and
preparing for market of foodstuffs produced in the overseas parts
of the Empire Third report - Fruit... London, H. M. Stationery
off., 1926* ([Parliament. Papers by command] Cmd.2658)

Gt. Brit. Permanent consultative committee on official statistics. Guide
to current official statistics of the United Kingdom, volume four,
1925... London, H. M. Stationery off. , 1926.

Gt. Brit. Royal commission on the coal industry. Report »•'• (1925) with
minutes of evidence and appendices ...'London, H. Mo Stationery off.

1926. Vol* ([Parliament. Papers by command] CmcL 2600)

Hiraely, H» A- Zafra de Cuba, 1925/26* Havana, 1926„

Hew Zealand meat producers boards Annual report and statement of

accounts... 4th, 1325/25. Wellington, H. Z. , 1926.

. U. S. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Trade information bul-*

letin* no 0 434« Ocean freight rates in United States foreign trade,

by A.. E* Sanderson .«,. Washington, Govt, print, off., 1926.

U. S. Federal board for vocational educat:onc Vocational education in
agriculture for, negroes., Recommendav' oos for the establishment of
agricultural schools and programs for negroes ... Washington, Govt,

print, off., 1926. (Its Bulletin no« 111, Agricultural series no. 28)

U. S. Tariff commission. Index of foreign commercial and economic period
icals currently received in departmental and other institutional
libraries located at Washington, D., C. , comp„ by Dr„ Carlton C. Rice
Washington, Govt, print, off„ , 1926c

U. S. Tariff commission. The relation of transportation costs to costs
of production for the purposes of section 315 of the Tariff act of

1922. Letter of the Tariff commission and opinion of the Attorney
general* Washington, Govt, print,, off. , 1926.
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12 » DEALERS CONTINUE* TO EXPRESS
. APPRECIATION CE iis' SIRVICB. ... •• ' -.

•

'The following testimonial received, by the Omaha ITorId-Heraid was pub-
lished in the issue of October 3. Since it is from a packing house buyer,
it is gratifying to the Omaha Livestock, Meats and Wool office to receive
this work of praise. The Bureau shares with the Division the pride in re-
ceiving such ^pontanaoujs appreciation of service received.

"The paper that most. appeals to a particular reader is the

one that covers thoroughly the subject that he is most interested
in* As we are interested in livestock we naturally turn to the
market page of the paper. I do not remember the date, when the
change was made, but there has been a noticeable: improvement in the

report of the' Omaha livestock market*.
The market comment in the World-Ferald credited to the U«S»

Department of Agriculture row covers all branches in a manner that
gives the reader the needed information with sufficient detail to

give a view of actual transactions. We have found them of value
in making purchase of stock in the country.

Again I wish to congratulate you on the improvement and think
I am just one of the few that have observed the betterment.

Respectfully yours, M.S. Montgomery, Buyer
T.M.Sinclair & Co., Ltd., October 1,192

BUREAU BREVITIES.

13. SCHEDULE OP SPECIEICATIONS FOR FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CRATES AID BOXES IN
COMMON USE as revised to June 1, 1926, is available in mimeograph form. This
material was compiled by Robert W. Davis under, direction of H»A, Spilman,
Emit, and Vegetable Division*

14, THE REPORT OE COMMITTEE ON METHODS 01 ANALYST S EOR AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OE CEREAL CHEMISTS submitted by D.A.Coleman, Chairman of the organization,
contains data presented by different chemists and a'J.so recouimc-ndations adopted
by the Association of methods of analyses for determining moisture, protein
and ash content of cereals and cereal products.

ROBERT R. SAUNDERS

Robert R. Saunders of the Grain Division, passed away at Grand Junction
Colorado, September 29. Early in the year Mr, Saunders suffered a slight
stroke of apoplexy recovering sufficiently to return to his desk about July 1

but on account of a relapse was again forced to take leave. ' Funeral service
and burial took place in Grand Junction.

Mr. Saunders entered the service as Grain Supervisor in 1917, and was
stationed at different periods at Kansas City, Louisville, New Orleans and
Hutchingson, Kansas. He will be remembered by his many friends and co-workers
in the Grain Division as a good comrade, of kindly disposition, faithful
and competent in the discharge of his duties.

Mrs. Saunders has the sincere sympathy of the Bureau in her bereave-
ment.
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HERB AND THERE IN THE BUREAU.

Mr. Tenny will leave Sunday night for Norfolk, Va. to address the
American Association of Port Authority which holds the fifteenth annual conven-
tion "beginning Monday. Mr. Tenny will go to Columbus, Ohio to make two ad-
dresses at the American Conference of Agricultural Extension Workers at Ohio
State University on Thursday, Octoher 21Q

Dr. O.E.Baker, Land Economics, will attend a meeting of the New England
Research Council in Boston October 15 and 16. He will deliver an address on
changes in the utilization of land.

Wells A. Sherman, Eruits and Vegetables was in Ithaca, N*Y» last week
to address the marketing classes of State College of Agriculture* Before return-
ing he went to Philadelphia to speak to the commerce classes, University of
Pennsylvania, on the Voluntary Registration Plan, of the proposed Trading Rules*

Harrison E. Eitts of the Chief's Office has had a pleasant trip to Buffalo
N. Y« during the past ten days where he visited his mother* He stopped in
Philadelphia on his return to help reduce the deficit of the Sesquicentennial
expenses, he says*

A. D. Harlan, of Ehoxville, Tenn„ , has been appointed as Assistant
Marketing Specialist in the Hay, Eeed and Seed Division* to be the Supervising
Inspector for the Southeastern Division with headquarters at Atlanta. He takes
the place of L* W. Stevenson who recently resigned* Mr. Harlan is a
graduate of the University of Tennessee and has had several years* experience
in the production and marketing of Johnson hay in Mississipp.u

&e will spend some time at the Kansa,s City and Washington hay
laboratories in order to familiarize himself with the U» S. Standards for hay*

Bernard 0. Weitz, Division of Land Economics, has returned to duty follow-

ing several months' leave spent in European travel. He went to Central and
Western Europe, including Great Britain, Erance, Germany, Italy, and Denmark,
where he studied agricultural conditions* During this time Mr* Weitz was called

upon from time to time to gather information needed by the Division regarding
certain foreign agricultural conditions*

Mrs. Ida M» Burns, clerk-typist in the Detroit Eruits and Vegetable office

has resigned, effective October 31* It is understood that Mrs. Burns expects to

marry, in the near future. She is one of the earliest employees in the service

of the Division, having; been appointed in the spring of 1917 and having worked in

the offices at Denver, Chicago and Detroito

Miss Sadia Haskell of Audits and Accounts left Saturday to attend the

44th annual meeting of the American Ornithologists Union, of which, she is a
member* The meeting will be held in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, October 11-14,

1926. This is the first time this organization has held a meeting outside the

United States, and Miss Haskell is looking forward to an unusually interesting
time. On her way home she will spend a few days with her sister and niece

in New York City,
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Mr, Marquis reports that the National Dairy Exposition at Detroit was

a success and that the B. A. EU exhibits were declared the best in several

years*

Joe Eymann of Gramont, Illinois, has "been appointed, effective October

15, to the Chicago office, Hay, Fe©& and Seed Division. Mr, Eymann is a

graduate of the University of Illinois and has had several years' experience

as manager of farmers 1 ' elevators and in work connected with the grain^ trade.

He will handle the grain, hay and feed market news service in the office,

relieving Mr* Whiteside of the hay and" feed market news work and Mr* Fitz

of the Grain Futures Administration of the grain market news work, The in-

crease in the work in connection with the hay standardization and inspection

has made it necessary to relieve Mr. Whiteside of the market news work,

Mr, Eymann will come to Washington soon after reporting for duty at

Chicago in order to familiarize himself with the details of the grain, hay
and feed market news service. He will return his new duties in Chicago about

November 1,

Frank S. Hubbard, Cotton Seed Specialist of the Cotton Marketing Divi-

sion, has gone to New York, Boston and Philadelphia to promote the use of

standard grades for cotton 1inters* He will discuss the subject with dealers,

exporters and manufacturers who handle or are interested in linters*

Dr. D. A. Coleman and Harold C* Fellows of the Research Laboratory, Grain

Division, are spending their vacations together-, They drove to Massachusetts
last week for two weeks' stay*

W.C. Groome of the Telegraph Section is enjoying ten days 5 leave©

Miss Esther G. Eisert, Fruits and Vegetables, is also on annual leave
until the latter part of this weeke She is busy with wedding preparations
for her sister, we understand*

H*H*Hart, Division of Land Economics 9 returned to the office Monday
after a week*s vacation, several days of which were spent at Solomon* s Island*

Geo. 0. Gatlin, Cooperative Marketing, went to Athens and Atlanta, Ga*

«

last week to assist the colleges in planning short courses in cooperative market-
ing which will be given this fall.

Alfred M. Stebbins, Crop and Livestock Estimates, is taking a vacation
in New York this week* Leaving New York, Mr. Stebbins will proceed to California
to assume duties as Crop and Livestock Estimator in the California field office
at Sacramento. He will make official stops en route at Springfield, Illinois
for three weeks, and at Brookings, South Dakota for one week*

Mrs* Ida M* Viehraann, of the Wool office of Livestock, Meats and Wool
Division, is enjoying her vacation during the next two weeks* She plans to visi
in New York City and in Philadelphia while absent from the office*

Miss Mary C. McMartin, Farm Management and Costs, is spending the week
in Jersey City, N.J. She will stop at the Sesquicentennial before returning.
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J* C. Gilbert of the Division of Information returned to Washington on
Thursday after more than two months* absence from the office,, Early in August
Mr. Gilbert and his family made an automobile tour through Pennsylvania, New
York, the province of Ontario, Canada, and the north central part of Michigan.
On the 25th of August Mr. Gilbert took charge of the Installation and demon-
stration of the Department - s exhibit at the ifest Michigan Jj.ir, aid later at

Louisville, Kentucky, at the State lair* The latter, Mr. Gilbert reports,
was one of the best State fairs he had ever seen.

The exhibit from the 'Jest Michigan lair was shipped to Waterloo, Iowa,

for display at the Dairy Cattle Congress held in Waterloo from September 27 to

October 3. Mr, Gilbert also had charge of the Departments exhibit at this
exposition and reports that although the weather was very unfavorable a con-
siderable number of people attended and enjoyed the Departments showing.

E. J* Hughes, Employment Manager of the Bureau,, will sail for Europe
on the S. S- American Trader, on October 14D He wilt go to points in England,
Erance and Italy, and possibly 33erlin

s Germany- While abroad Mr, Hughes will
confer with representatives of the Bureau* s foreign offices on matters of
office procedure, and will be absent several weeks©

Hutzel Metzger, Cooperative Marketing, is in New York and Philadelphia
for several days conferring with members of the milk marketing associations and
with State college officials regarding the marketing of fluid milk. This is

the study Mr. Metzger has devoted much of his time to since coming into the
Bureau,

E* R. Pailthorp, Eruits and Vegetables, left the last of the week for
New York State in regard to barreled apple grades. Before returning he will
go to points in New England for the same purpose*

Miss Sara Skinner, Crop and Livestock Estimates, has gone to New York
City where she will pass the next three weeks, as part of her annual vacation*

E.J.Bell, Jr., of Bozeman, Mont., will report in Washington about Oct.

10, on two months 1 detail to assist in the cooperative study of farmers
grain elevators in Montana, being made by the Division of Cooperative Marketing
and the Montana State College of Agriculture,,

Dr. B. Youngblood, Cotton Division, is taking another trip through the

southern States, going as far as Dallas, Texas, He will continue to study
prices of cotton in an effort to improve the methods of quoting prices and
establishing differences for cotton*

We regretted to learn of the death of Mrs. L.E.Butler, wife of the grain
supervisor at Buffalo, which occurred in September, We deaply sympathize with
Mr, Butler in his loss.

B.L.Perkins, Division of Information, who has been in Emergency Hospi-
tal for the past few weeks is reported in a promising condition* He is still
at the hospital, however.
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1. SB. GALPIN
RE71EVJS SCOPE OF EUROPEAN TRAVEL.

Vol. 15, No-

Six months ago Dr. Galpin sailed for Europe to observe farm population and^
rural life conditions, and to establish contacts with rural life leaders to

further sociological research under the provision of the Purnell act. He re-
turned October 7 after a close study of the methods of living in rural sections!

He went also to attend the general assembly of the International Institute of
Agriculture at Home, and the International Conference of Country Life at Brussejg

besides serving as official representative of this Department to accompany a
party of Americans, mostly from agricultural colleges, studying country life in
Europe.

Dr. Galpin as an official contact through the Minister of Agriculture was
able to secure invitations from rural residents of the countries through which
they traveled. These invitations included hospitality of their homes such as
over-night stops, meals and inspection trips to folk,or country boarding schools.

Each country furnished an interpreter, or guide, to accompany Dr. Galpin and his
.parties into the rural sections where they had the benefit of first hand glimpses
of living conditions. This was 1 invaluable to rural life students.

Thirteen countries Were covered in the Dr. Galpin 1 s travels with sojourn
in each: Prance, Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Sweden, Finland, Denmark, England, Scotland and Ireland. Poland and Norway
were listed on his authorization but he was unable to reach these countries*

2. PRELIMINARY MEETING
01' COUNTRY DUE WORKERS.

Members of the Division of Earra Population and Rural Life and of the Bureau
Library were present at the meetings held by the American Country Life Association
on Eriday and Saturday. These meetings were held at the Bureau of Home Economics
and in the Conference Room of the Bieber Buildings with a dinner session at the

Grace Dodge Hotel on Eriday night.
Harrison E. Elliott, the well-known authority on the discussion method of

conducting conferences, came from New York City to lead the meetings and Henry
Israel, Executive Secretary of the National Association of Country Life took
part in the sessions. The general subject considered was the annual conference
of the organization to be held at the Willard Hotel November 10 to 14, and prepara-
tion of the program for the meeting was discussed. A cordial invitation is ex-

tended to the members of the entire Bureau to attend the annual convention. Copies

of the programs, also a report from the Division of Earm Population and Rural
Life will be available at an early date.

Among the organisations to be represented at these sessions were the

Federal Board of Vocational Education, Extension workers, representatives of the

Children's Bureau and of the Better Homes Association.
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3- civil sirvic.f; EXAMINATION
ma. soisgyaric aid (cotton testing-)

t
$i,,6S0.

An assembled examination for this position, in Washington or tue •"'

field, is to_ he held at the usual places. Duties of appointees will be to

assist in investigations and mill tests relating to waste content, tensile.. •

strength, and other manufacturing and bleaching qualities of the various
grades, qualities and varieties of cotton*

Competitors will be rated "on practical questions and on education and
experience,, Graduation from a four-year high school is required, with, an
additional two years at a recognized textile school; or at least two. years
commercial experience in a cotton mill* Special arrangements will be made to

admit applicants lacking in high school work, if they are otherwise qualified.
Applications must be on file in Washington not later than November 6,

Application should be made to the Civil Service Commission for form 2415,
and copy of this announcement, No* 340.

4. LOCAL TRAPS APPRECIATES
OMAHA 11VESTCCK SERVICE.

Favorable comment continues to be received in the Omaha Livestock, ••

Meats and Wool office. Charles Bruce of that branch, sends the following:

.

"We are taking this means to convey to you what the
officials of the Earmers Union think of your service. We
have appreciated the courtesy and willingness of your
force in complying with our frequent requests for reports
of specific dates and the many times we have had to call

on your technical force to explain to our shippers about
the selling price of the various classes and grades of

livestock on the Omaha market.
You are to be highly commended for the accuracy with

\?hich your men report the various branches of trade at Omaha.

As you know, our following is composed, for the most part,
of farmers and livestock feeders who depend' on us for
guidance as to when to market and to adjust the price on
grades of livestock when shipped cooperatively. We have
found your reports sufficiently concise and to the point and

the weight specifications, especially on hogs, of sufficient

detail for practical use' in making our sales well in line

with the same grades of full loads.
We have, advertised your service in our official paper,

and believe it is the only true portrayal of market conditions

at hand. The information in your daily bulletin, giving
prevailing prices at other markets, is being used by all

our patrons as it gives them sufficient information to

know which market to patronize for the greatest profit."

5. ARE YOU SENDING IN YOUR. JOB PRINTING REQUESTS as rapidly as you can forsee

your needs? Supplies should be gone over now to avoid rush requests for

printing or requests for authority to have printing done in the field. The

coming of Congress will soon congest the printing presses. Get your orders in

ahead of that time*
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6. HAY AND BEAN INSPECTION
STARTED IN WYOMING.

The Bureau has completed arrangements with the Wyoming Department
of Agriculture whereby there will be Federal - State inspection for both
hay and beans in that State on this year*s crop. Leo. L, Werts will be
licensed as hay inspector with headquarters at Powell, Wyoming, on the Powell
Irrigation Project, Mr. Werts attended an inspectors 1 school at Kansas City
several months ago and is already trained for his work. The bean inspector
will be 0. L. Mayes, who will be stationed at Worland, Wyoming, where he can
make inspections at both Basin and Borland at which points the two large bean
elevators in that State are located. J„ E. Barr, of the Hay, Eeed and Seed
Division, is now in Wyoming and will instruct Mr. Mayes in the inspection of
beans*

7. EARLY EREEZE
INJURES NORTHWEST APPLES.

Damage resulting from early freeze in the northwest apple producing
section has made difficult the application of inspection rules for certifying
the fruit shipped from that region this year.

The nature of this injury to the fruit makes it hard for inspectors to

discriminate between almost negligible injury and very serious damage. To

meet this condition a special study is deemed necessary.
In consequence of the early freeze, some varieties of apples have matured

earlier than usual. In others, the juice has begun to ferment. The present
problem is one of identifying and describing the injury from the early freeze.
With the need of immediate action in this matter, E.G.Robb, Eruits and Vegetables
Division, left last week, for the Northwest to confer Y/ith supervising inspec-
tors regarding the certification of fruit affected by the early freeze.

8. TO TEiCH
EDUCATIONAL SUBJECTS. •'

'

Members of the Bureau scheduled to give educational courses during the
year as announced by the Department are;

Mathematics and Statistics,, H.R. Tolley assisted by BriM*J»B#Esekiel,
will give the course in Advanced Statistical Methods.

Agricultural Economic Dr. 0. E. Baker will teach Agricultural
Geography and L. K.Bean will give the course in Prices and Price Relationship.

These courses started last week and consist of two lectures per week,

usually at 4:30 P.M. It might be interesting to know that Dr. Ezekiel, who

recently received his Ph.D. degree began his graduate work with the Depart-
ment the first year these courses were given, -studying with Dr. Taylor, Dr.

Stine and with Mr. Tolley. Later he studied at the Robert Brookings Graduate

School of Economics and Government associated with the Institute of Economics
in Washington,

;
.

•

Information relative to these courses may be had upon inquiry of the

leaders named above, 1
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9. GUEST
AT BAJTQJJET._

When the Northwestern Section of the American Association of Cereal
Chemists gave a dinner at the Nicole fc Hotel, Minneapolis, two weeks ago , .

a

cordial invitation was sent Grain Sa^er^iscr, R. G. Miller who attended*
About one hundred vfere present, including flour' salesmen and chem-

ists from, the large irii.1 ing companies. The main speaker of r,he evening read
a paT^er on the development and inprc^/ement of moisture testing from a chemical
standpoint.

10. gCIPFLY

Are Crop Reports read? Are they? Well ask John S. Dennee, Maryland
Agricultural Statistician for Crc/p Estimates. He knows. Some of Dennee »

s

recent release:- have proved so popular and valuable to his constituency that
his constituents phone in to hiri ".Send rs XOOD 'addi.tiun?J. copies cf your
'WKATj NO lOVATOKS,' . " "Would like 1500 more copies of ycuc s LPAiiZ SPIES
DAMAGING ThE CROPS** If we can : t get them free we wan : t to "buy tham. !f Mr.
Desnbe says he has nc doubt that it is more blessed to give than to receive;
but- fi.l-.3ng these wholesale orders makes heavy inroads on his stationery
supplies and works his off ice overtime. Valeat quantum valere potest*

11. BURPAU EgEBJj vT'TnD AT ':

MlJlP^ilP-^SEARCH COUNCIL. ' **

When the Hew England Research Council met in Boston last Friday,
several members of the Bureau were present and took part in the program*
H lrP.icha.rds, Secretary of the organization and a member of the Bureau staff,
took part in the discussion oh the New England apple studies, William A. •

Seboenfeld told of the study- being made of cooperative marketing of dairy
products in Hew England. Dr. 0. B. Baker, Land Economics, spoke on geographical
and historical studies of New England agriculture... H. R. Toliey, Farm Manage-
ment and Costs discussed economic research as a basis for agricultural adjust-
ments and agricultural extension.

Jesse W. Tapp, Farm Management and Costs, also went to attend the
meeting.

BUREAU BREVITIES.

12. LANTERN- SLIDE SERIES 303, HANDLING ROUGH RICE TO PRODUCE HIGH GRADES,
was issued September 1, by the Bureau in cooperation with the Extension
Service,, This series of slides, supplementing Farmers' Bulletin 1420,
"Handling Rough Rf$§ for High Grades," was prepared from illustrations
selected and arranged with notes for use in presenting the subject. The
series includes 48- slides.

13. CURING MEAT IN NORTH CAROLINA* by Earl H. Hostetler and L.H. McKay,has
been issued by the North Carolina State College. It gives the result of

experimental work in meat curing, with attention to shrinkage, and wood
smoke cure versus liquid smoke*
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14, IN THE LIBRARY:

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending October

15 are:

American academy of political and social science. The Annals*

Thirty-fifth anniversary index, being an index to all publica- .

tions of the American academy of political and social science .

from Sept -ruber a 1921 up to and including July, 1926, and supple-
menting the twenty-fifth and thirtieth anniversary indices pub-
lished as stippdements to the issues of the Annals of March, 1916
and September, 1S21, 0 „ Philadelphia, American academy of
political and social science, 1926*

British cotton growing association. Eeport of proceedings at the

twenty -first annual meeting of shareholders ... June 11th, 1926, »,

Manchester, [1926] (its Publication no. 92)

Canada. Laws, statutes, etc. Dominion lands act with amendments •••

Ottawa, 1920,

Gt. Brit,. Empire cotton growing coloration. Eeport on the cotton-
grcwihg industry of Nigeria 1926, by Colonel C. N. French ...
London, 1926.

International institute of agriculture. Bureau of agricultural intelli-
gence and plant diseases. L 1 intensification de la production
agricole dans les divers pays. No. 1. Grande-Bretagne. Rome,
Impr. de I'Institut international d 1 agriculture, 1925.

Euston, Arthur Gough. Farm calculations and accounts ... by Arthur
G. Euston and C. Titian Dawe... London, W. B. Clive, 1926.

Euston, Arthur Gough. Farm measurements; a practical treatment of
problems in mensuration, by Arthur G. Euston . . . and C. Vivian
Dawe .... London, W. B. Clive, 1926.

U. S» Federal trade commission. Digest of replies in response to an
inquiry relative to the practice of giving guarantee against
price decline, May 27, 1920. Washington, Govt, print, off., 1920.

Wells, Francis, comp. Catalogue of government publications dealing
with textiles and textile fibers ... [Washington, D. C. , 1926]
(U. S* Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Special bulletin
no. 422)

Wentworth, Edward Norris. Progressive hog raising. By Edward N*
Wentworth and Tage U. H. Ellinger. Chicago, Armour's livestock
bureau, 1926,
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HERS AND THESE IN THE BUREAU.
i .

———

_

^Mr. Tenny returned today from Norfolk where he addressed the annualconvention of tne American Association of Pert Authority in session thereuus week. He will be in Columbus, Ohio Thursday to meet with the American
oonierence of Extension Workers and will make two addresses "before the
assemoly*

Mr. Kitchen returned Monday from a pleasant vacation trip by automobile
.to mdiana.

John H. Cox, Barley Investigations, left Washington last week to conduct
investigations of grain dockage in the States of Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
New. York, Pennsylvania and Maryland during the next several weeks.

W» F.Callander, Crop and Livestock Estimates, has returned from a trip
through the Middle West* He reports about 50 per cent of the wheat crop in
Minnesota and the Bako-oas yet to he threshed*, While in that section, Mr.
Callander was called into' Canada for ten days on account of the serious illness
of his mother. His visit proved the correct remedy, however, and we are glad .

to learn that he left her much improved.

Chris L. Christensen, Cooperative Marketing, was in Boston last week to
confer with. \LAa Schoenfeld and other Bureau members on research in connection
.with the New England-wide dairy marketing study being made by the Division.

• Mr. Christencen will leave within a few days for Winnepeg and Hegina,
Canada to meet J, E. Booth and consult with him regarding his study of the
cooperative marketing of grain in Canada.

later Mr, Christensen will go to the Pacific Coast to address the
annual convention of California Wool Growers Association on November 5 and also
the California, Emit G-vcwers and Farmers Convention at Eullerton, November 9.
While in that section he will take up the matter of research projects which
the Bureau has under way.

Several stop?, will be made on the return trip to enable Mr. Christensen
to plan with cooperative groups research activities of the Division of Coopera-
tive Marketing.

Miss Miriam C. Vance, Reviewing Section of Information, is taking leave
this r. jek.

S. W. Mendum, Division of Information, left Sunday for week*s vacation
with his family in central Pennsylvania.

Members of the livestock, .Meats and Wool Division to attend the sessions
of the California Wool Growers Association meeting at San Erancisco on November
5 and 6, will be WcCVDavis, E-, W- Baker, L.B.Burk, C.E» Gibbons and J.K. Wallace.
Mr. Burk and Mr. Gibbons will be; in California for the grade conference November
8, and Mr. Wallace will go from Denver for the association's meeting.

Mrs. Debbye Jean Miller has been appointed as Statistical Clerk in the

Division of Cooperative Marketing by transfer from the Federal Horticultural
Board. Mrs. Miller is from Arkansas, having attended Ouachita College at

Arkadelphia, and later at George Washington University where she received an

A. B. degree. She came to the Federal Horticultural Board in 1922 after two

years in the Bureau of the Census.
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T,he Duluth Grain Office continues flooded with extra work. It has become
necessary to send out S. 0. S. calls for help, Kansas City, Milwaukee and Minne-
apolis have responded and four additional members have been detailed to the r.rew

during the remainder of the grain shipping season,

B* S. Washburn, Division of Farm Management . and Costs, and Miss Lucy

Jane Graham, are to be married on Thursday, October 21, at the bride l s home

in Ashley, Pa. They will be at home after November 15 at 1121 New Hampshire

Avenue, N.Yf. Miss Graham was for a time employed in the Office of Farm Manage-

ment,, and more recently has been an auditor in the Consolidated Income Tax

Division of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department.

Miss Caroline G. Gries, Statistical and Historical Division, was

operated on for appendicitis at Emergency Hospital last week. She is making a

good recovery, we are glad to learru

Frost has damaged Michigan beans to such extent that M.H.Hess of the

Hay,. Feed and Seeds Division has gone to Michigan to look into the condition^

of the crop and if possible, devise a proper method of marketing, he will also

go to New York State to ascertain what if any damage was done to the bean crop

in that part of the country, and whether special arrangements ?;ill have to be

made to assist producers in marketings Mr. Hess will take up the matter of

establishing inspection service on beans while in the producing sections,

Bruce B* Derrick of Maryland is the latest increase in the force of

Cooperative Marketing Division* His appointment as Agricultural Economist was

effective October 16. Mr. Derrick will specialize in cooperative education,

assisting various cooperative associations, extension wox&e&s and colleges in

conducting 2- and. 3-day cooperative schools. He will make also a study of the

methods devised by cooperative associations for promoting principles and

practices of cooperative marketing. Mr. Derrick received his B. S. degree from

Pennsylvania State College, and his M. A. degree from the University of Minnesota

in 1926. He has held various appointments with the State and with the Depart-

ment; the most recent being that of Emergency Demonstration Agent with the

States Relation Service*

Dr. 0. E. Baker, Land Economics, went from Boston to Cornell University,

Ithaca, N.Y. to address the Seminar of graduate students in Agricultural Economics

and Farm Management on Monday. He is due in Washington early in the week*

The wedding of Miss Mary Agnes Kelly, Secretary to C.V.Whalin, Livestock,

Meats and Wool and E. W.Baker also of that Division, came as a complete surprise

to their friends in the Bureau. They were married Thursday at 5:30 and left^

immediately for the West Coast where Mr. Baker has official appointments during

the next two months. We hasten to extend our compliments to the bride and con-

gratulations to the groom* . .

J.C.Cross, Transportation Contact of the Bureau and Arthur T. Edinger

cooperating with the Livestock, Meats and Wool Division left Washington Thursday

evening for points West. Incidentally-and^quite accidentally- they went on the

same train with Mr, and Mrs. Baker. Upon learning who the bride and groom were

at the station gates, we understand Mr. Edinger promptly claimed the privilege

of entertaining them at dinner on the dining car.
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H,R.Tolley and Jesse W. Tapp, Farm Management and Costs, went to Boston
to attend the- meeting of the Hew England Research Council last week. Return-
ing, Mr, Tapp stopped in New York to "be present at the meeting of the Food
Marketing Research Council, •

H,M, Conway, Livestock, Meats and Wool Division, went with his family
by automobile to Seymour, Indiana, last week to spend a vacation until about
November 1. .

Mrs, Minnie A. VJhelan, Cooperative Marketing, is on a vacation- until
November 1, and plans to visit at her home in Illinois during the time.

Tie regret to learn that Willard Gross, Peoria, Illinois.. Grain Office
who had a major operation early in September is not improving as rapidly as
might be hoped, While the operation was apparently successful, complications
have developed which have retarded his recovery. It will be several weeks
before he will be in condition to resume his work, it is reported,

Mrs, Marguerite Steger, Livestock, Meats and Wool Division, left '.:

Saturday for a vacation of two weeks at Indianapolis, Indiana.

George E, Edwardson has been transferred from the Kansas .City
r
Grain

Office to Galveston, his future headquarters* ' •

Miss Florence E. Karbowski, Junior Clerk-Stenographer, has been ap-
pointed in. the Boston Livestock, Meats and Wool, effective October 16,

Speaking of his recent field trip through the tobacco growing sections
of Kentucky and Tennessee, Charles E. Gage, respected Editor of " THE OMNIBUS
says "In connection with that tobacco trip, we found the answer to the gourmand
dream, a hotel dining room in Lafayette, Tenn. , \?here there were at least 32'

different, separate and distinct viands served, We are going to wait, now for
someone to say that that is why Lafayette, and then we are going to rise up

.

'and kill him," '

.

Mrs. Bessie G. Cheatham, Crop and Livestock Estimates, with her son,

Wil." ie made a flying trip to Philadelphia recently. They went by the new air
route operating between Washington and the Quaker City.'

E, H. Wiecking, Division of Land Economics, is spending a three-
weeks 1 vacation at his home in Mankato, Minn*

COMMENDATION '

..
" '

•

,

»*** Am pleased to say I have found your reports very enlightening,
accurate and up-to-date in all respects. Your daily quotations and your
weekly meat reviews are almost infallible guides and I never fail to take *

advantage of them." The foregoing is quoted from a letter recently re-

ceived by- B. P. McCarthy, in charge of the New York office of the Marketing
Livestock, Meats and Wool Division, from the branch house manager of one

of the so-called national packers,-
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% . TO STUDY C01vTPI.TIT.T0II AND •

DMAI@~J.It THE ORIENT .

In order to investigate markets for American farm products and to

study conditions under which the Orient competes with the United States in
American and foreign markets for such products t Paul 0. Nyhus , will go to

China and Japan about the first of December to remain about two years. Mr.

Nyhus who for the past fpjjr years has been State Crop Statistician for
Wisconsin is being transferred to the Foreign Service, He has spent the

last few weeks' in Washington familiarizing himself with the Foreign work
preparatory to this assignment.''

The work to be undertaken in the Orient includes the study of

market possibilities for American farm products and the collection of data
concerning agricultural production which is competitive with our own.
Chinese competition in the production of peanuts and eggs is particularly
important while both Japan and China offer considerable possibilities as
markets for American wheat, cotton, tobacco and fruits. Japan is also
the chief foreign outlet for pur rice surplus. Mr. Nyhus' experience as

a Crop Statistician fits him unusually well for the task of assembling
the sparse crop information available in China and forming a judgment
of its value.

,

; : Before sailing from Seattle 'in December Mr. Nyhus, accompanied by
B.C. Shoup, wall spend several weeks in the South and on the Pacific

Coast conferring with Cooperative Associations and others interested in
the Foreign work.- Cotton, tobaccoy peanut, rice and fruit growing centers
will be visited. While on this trip Mr. Shoup will also visit market
news offices of the Bureau, Extension Service leaders, Cooperatives,
publishers and others in the interest of dissemination of Foreign Crop
and Market information. • ••

2. FARMERS GRAIN DEAI37RS 'ASSOCIATION '

'

• /
*• MEM'S -WITIf '!3[.k^Jj ~Sf¥,1 3LTSTS .

•'
;

'

'

:

The annual meeting of the- Farmers National Grain Dealers Association which
met in Washington last week, held a session in the Conference Room of the Bureau
on Wednesday. Mr. Tenny in greeting the' assembly told of the Bureau's interest
in cooperative grain marketing. Chris L.' Chris tensen outlined plans for the

Division of Cooperative Marketing and W.J.Kuhrt read a paper on some marketing
problems confronting farmers elevators in the spring wheat area, at the present
time

.

The conference was made up of officials of the 12 State Farmers Elevator
Associations comprising practically all important grain producing States of the

Middle West. Mr. Chris tens en and Mr. Kuhrt , Division of Cooperative Marfs^t-ing
attended the sessions. President Coolidge received the delegation and tfaisy were
received by Secretary Jardine when current problems of grain marketing were dis-
cussed.
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3. FEDERAL HAY,

INSPECTION AT FORT WORTH .

An agreement has just "been completed by the Hay, Feed and Seed Divi-
sion with the Fort Worth Grain and Cotton Exchange providing for Federal

Inspection, of hay in Fort Worth, Texas. R. R. Stuard, of the Exchange In-

spection Department, attended a school for hay inspectors at Kansas City
last winter and has "been licensed as the Fort Worth inspector. Fort Worth
is the largest hay market in Texas handling about 2500 cars annually,

practically all of which will be inspected hereafter under Federal standards.

4. , THE LATEST WORD •
•

"

.

FROM MR, ESTABROOK .
. .. ;

•

"I am ahead of my schedule, but badly behind with my correspondence.
Have, visited every country in Europe except Switzerland, Spain and- Portugal,
\vhich come next. All countries so far visited have agreed to cooperate in
the census program. Of all countries I have seen, England is the

;
fairest

and the most park-like. Of all cities,. Paris is preeminent in many things."
This message was ..sent from Paris, dated October 6.

5. PURCHASE' OF' STANDARDIZATION. :

'
'

BUILDING COMPLETED .
;

..
•

The transfer of the new -building at 300 Linworth place, has' been
effected and the property is now a part of the Government holdings.

The building was designed especially for the need of this Bureau. .by

John F. Barghausen. It affords 47,000 square feet of floor space, with stor-
age space for cotton, hay- and wool, besides the administrative and clerical
offices of those projects.

As announced some time, ago, the purchase price was $300,000, and repre-
sents the first step -toward providing the Department with suitable Government-
owned housing under the. general building program authorized May 26, 1926.

6. RURAL
.
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION

BEING STUDIED IN WISCONSIN.
•".', -

In order to determine, so far as possible, the principles involved in
successful organization of local community groups, the Division of Farm Popu-
lation and Rural Life is making a study of rural community organization in
Wisconsin, ,in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin.

The survey being made under the direction of Professpr J.H.Kolb, has been
in progress in several counties. The most- recent section to be studied includes
Burnett, Racine, Walworth, Rock, Lacrosse and Lafayette Counties. In making
this study analyses will be made of form, purpose, program and relationship of

j

existing organizations , with recommendations for improvement.
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7. EGG STANDARDIZATION >

SHOWS REAL PROGRESS .

Sentiment in favor of a national, program of egg standardization is practi-
cally unanimous, "but the problem of "How, .when and on ..what basis should the indus-
try^ undertake the program", is receiving much consideration at the present time,
declared Roy C. Potts, Division of Dairy and Poultry.'products.

The U. S. Standards for eggs which are the basis of the U.S. Grades were .

adopted by the trade in 1925 and much progress is being made in trying out plans
for applying the U.S. Standards put eggs in commercial channels of trade.

A chart has been devised to show in colors the various types of inedible
eggs and 70,000 copies are being distributed to' state licensed buyers, packers,
dealers, dairy officials and extension agencies. This plan has been designed to

rouse sentiment in favor of commercial use of Grades arid -Standards for eggs.
Development of inspection work on eggs at Philadelphia and other points

mark progress in this project. The increasing number of inspections made, pro-
claim the growing popularity of the service. Federal-State agreements have been
arranged with several states with plans to establish more inspection offices.
Cooperative egg marketing associations, recognizing the advantages of the service,
desire its use.

It. is believed to be only a matter of time' until U.S. Grades and Standards
for. eggs will be an accepted and established fact. In the meantime a thorough
knowledge of the service, is desirable so that the marketing program may be carried
out to the best(.^advantage when the proper method of execution is decided,"

8. VACUUM SWEEPERS-

WHY NOT VACUUM DUSTERS ?

An electric vacuum duster for cleaning photographic plates was designed by
H.C.Wilcox, and the model recently installed in the Photographic Laboratory of the
Bureau.

This apparatus solves a troublesome, problem. Due to the gelatinous develop-
ing emulsion oh the photographic plates , it is difficult to dust them with an
ordinary brush, cloth or felt pad, as friction caused by passing any substance over
the- surface, sets' up static electricity, attracting the particles of dust bapk onto
the plate. ' . .

;

The new machine which looks like a cross between a stethoscope and an enlarg-
ed rat trap, is now 'in use in Mr, Wilcox's laboratory. He says it is such a con-
venience that it would be well for all photographic laboratories . £p- have s\7,/'.,In

outfits installed.

9. U. S, COTTON STANDARDS " "
" v

' \
"

STEADILY REPLACING OTHERS .

'

A letter from Joseph G. Martin of the New Orleans Cotton office, closes
with the following:

"It may be of interest to you to know that every day there are more
shippers, brokers, merchants, and spinners putting aside their private
types for staple and working on the U.S.Staple Standards for length of
staple. It was also their custom to compare their types with the

Mississippi Delta Association's types but now they are working with the
officials standards".
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10. LIVESTOCK SURVEY
COMPLETED .

. R. V» Jenj^'ngs and'.
;
M. A. Crosb^ .bf Farm Management and Costs returned

Friday frbm'a. six weeks trip.- through the Coastal Plains Region of South
Carolina, Georgia* Florida^ Alabama and Mississippi. This trip completes the
field work of. a general livestock,, survey that has been conducted in coopera-
tion with the ' states mentioned. This survey covered dairying and the pro-
duction of beef cattle, hogs, sheep, and poultry, the purpose of the study

.

being to determine. how. one or more .of these livestock enterprises may profit-
ably >e included in the organization of farms of that region.

It'
(

is .planned to issue, a report on the findings of this survey at an;-. ..-r

early 'date.'
\

3?his" should be especially valuable to the farmers in the area
concerned as.

, the recant slump in cotton prices is already causing an increased
interest in the Tvarious. phases of livestock production.

11'.. MEXICAN GOVERNMENT ORDERS
WOOL STANDARD GRADES .

.
The Mexican Government has purchased two sets. of wool and wool top

standards for urgent need in Mexico City, according to",their letter. The com-
mercial attache' made the purchase. for the Department of Industry, Commerce and
Labor,' and the purchase most likely was made with a view to presenting them for
consideration and adoption by the wool industry in that country.

12 „ COTTON LINTBRS TAKE PLACE IN COMMERCE.

, In order to determine the acceptability of the trading rules in connection
with the use of standards for linters, G.S.Meloy, Linters Specialist of the

Cotton Division, left Sunday to be present at a meeting of the' United States
Linters Standardization Committee at Memphis, Tenn., Wednesday.

The use of linters in manufacture of many articles of commerce has, in
recent months caused what has been considered a waste material, to become an
important commodity. Standard grades for linters were issued by the Secretary,

over a year ago and the system of grading, mostly the work of Mr. Meloy, has

been gratefully accepted by the trade. Manufacturers of mattresses, varnish,

floor coverings, roofings, rayons, artificial paper, felts, plastics and
celluloid will be represented at this meetings, producers and consumers will

attend the meeting, also.
Victor R. Fuchs, also of the Cotton Division, left Washington Sunday to

inspect copies of the official standard grades now in use by linters dealers in

States of the Middle West. He will purchase material suitable for use in prepara-

tion of copies of the etandard grades, while on this trip.
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13. MRS. WILEY
RETIBES FROM SERVICE .

After 36 years of Government service Mrs. Anna B. Wiley, formerly of the

Grain Division but more recently' of the Division of Land Economics, has been
retired on account of ill health. She left the office for an operation April 9

and was unable to return to duty. Accordingly retirement annuity has been granted
effective May 19, as provided under the Act of July 3, 1926.

In September 191?, Mrs. Wiley came to the Bureau by transfer from' the

Treasury Department and was assigned to the Fruit and Vegetable Division. Later
she went to the Grain Division for several years and was in the Division of

Land Economics about six months. Mrs. Wiley took her first position with the

Civil Service in 1890 when she was appointed in the patent Office . Notably in
her career with this Bureau was her supervision of a large group of statistical
clerks engaged in handling data collected in the household Food Survey of 1918.

In her statistical work she showed a high degree of ability and by her
energy, talent and originality she will be remembered as assisting in many
Bureau activities. Because of her agreeable personality and fine spirit of coop-
eration, Mrs. Wiley has made a host of friends in the Bureau who will miss her.

14. MILITARY LEAVE •

FOR REGULAR EMPLOYEES , ONLY .

Attention is called to Secretary's Memorandum No. 559 which states that
fifteen days military leave will be granted for employees attending training camps,
and that this leave will be available without loss of pay, time, or efficiency
rating. This ruling however, does not apply to temporary employees.

15. DEPARTMENT LIBRARY
PLACED UNDER SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR . •

L

According to Secretary's Memorandum No. 560 the general supervision of the
Department Library is 'transferred to the Director of Scientific Work. He is

authorized to appoint a general library committee, including the Librarian, to
assist in formulating plans and policies for the maintenance and development of
t?he Library, including all .b&shch libraries.

All existing Departmental library committees are abolished and matters here-
tofore handled by such committees will be considered by the Director of Scientific
Work.

16. REPEAL OF ^NTI TIPPING' - ••

LAW IN"MISSISSIPPI . • •

:

The State of Mississippi has repealed the anti tipping law referred to -in

par. 64 and 99-k of the standardized Government travel regulations and in the
foot-note appearing in connection with former par; 33 o£ the Fiscal Regulations,
This change was made by the Act of February 4, 1926, according to P.B.A. Circular
No. 48. •
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17. INSTRUCTIONS
REGARDING TELEPHONE TOLLS.

In P. B. A. Circular No. 47 attention is dallied to the ruling of the
Comptroller General regarding official telephone toll service. This in-
formation "seem to" ' "be*

* of ' sufficient' ' impo>tance to warrant ' sending copies of
the statement, to the field staff..: With. this week's issue of THE NEWS,
copies are enclosed together with the new form of statement, to he used.
Record of telephone messages should "be "carefully checked against the bills
of, the telephone, companies and al'l charge's for messages found' to. be' unof-
ficial and unauthorised should he eliminated from the Government toll
charge.'.

'

18. Ift THE LIBRARY:' ' '
' '.,'" ''

,.

"

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the' week ending
October 22 are:' .

'
.

'.

.' "','

.

'
' ., Cole,. A. " H. The American wool manufacture... Cambridge, Har-

vard university press, 1926.

Murphy, A. M. The agricultural depression and proposed measures
for its relief... Washington, D. C. , The Catholic university

'

of America, 1926, Thesis' (Ph. B.) '
~ Catholic university of

America. . >..<.•
f ., .

Oklahoma, state cotton, exchange* .Charter, by-laws, rule's and
officers of the Oklahoma.' state cotton exchange, - effective
April 24 , 1926. .

.

" [n.p. , 1926]
'

South Dakota. State college of agriculture and mechanic arts.

Bept. of farm economics*. Preliminary report of the cost
. of producing- farm products on 20 farms in Brown county,. 1925.

.

.'

. ,
- Prepared, by C. A. Bgnnen. [Brookings \ S. D. 1926] . .

t
Stamp, Sir Jo siah C. The Christian ethic as an economic factor....

London, The JJpworth press .[1926] ••
.

:-.'i£

.. •. _Symons, T. The just price. A financial policy .for the Inde- .

pendent labour party with summary of proposals and criticism .

of the finance enquiry committee reports, "by W. T. Symons and

•Pred Tait ... Leicester and London, Printed by Blaclcfrairs

press, ltd., 1926. - :

. ;.
..U. . S. -Dept.

.
of

;
agriculture,

.

Office of • experiment stations.
,

:

:

; .
... Report, on the^-agr^^/t^al- experiment; .stations,, 1925. Wash-_,

> : %i: ... ington, Govt* print. , off. ,..1926<,.-. it»., j/- .

Winnipeg grain exchange. Constitution and by-laws. Revised and .

printed January 15, 1926. [Winnipeg ] 1926
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19. LIST Oi1 IOEEEES IE THE,' DEPARTMENT,* .]
Tevi^imslof^ 1926-* . -is ntfw available

in a limited editionp - , The. list;; of; workers in .a^icu3ltuE«^'6fe^."hoiB© economics

in the various states, companion' to ..this later list; v.was issued for 1925-26

some time ago*
,

.'•

..
-.: f *

r
;'
v -- ; -

20. OWNERSHIP OF TENANT FARMS IN THE UNIITED ST1TES is a subject about which

little information has been available*: . In Dept. Bui*'. 1432, just off the

press, H. A. .Turner presents facts not hitherto available and analyses -them

with a view, to answering some- of the .more vital questions- regarding farm- *

ownership and farm tenancy today. , - It .is hoped that Dept.; Bui. 1433- entitled'

Ownership of Tenant Farms, in the North .Central States,, designed as a com-

panion publication, will be off the press within a few days,

21. LIVING CONDITIONS AND FAMILY LIVING -INIW HOMES 03?' ALABAMA., is a •
-

:

preliminary report by Dr. E. L. Kirkpatrick in cooperation with Alabama
Polytechnic Institute and is one of a series begun in Livingston County,

New York in. 1921*. .
. , v-

1

;.

:.
' ,.-:*v.

- I." -"

22. A NEW METHOD EOS .DETERMINING THE STRENGTH OE COTTON by E.K Chandler is

the result of an. -investigation- made., in: cooperation with Clemson' Agricultural
College to determine .a simple method. of determining. the- strength of cotton
fiber. Mimeographed copies are available.

23. A NEW MECHANICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING; THE ..LENGTH 0E... COTTON FIBERS, is

a preliminary report by E. E. Chandler in cooperation with Clemson College,
South Carolina. In this study the objective, was ;to -find, if possible, a
process for measuring length of staple* Results are described in this text.

24. SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS AND COOPERATIVE-, ASSOCIATIONS , . by L. 5,Hulbert

,

presents some of .the results. of legal research conducted .by the Division of
Cooperative Marketing,

25. SPINNING TESTS OF LEADING VARIETIES OF TEXAS' .OOTTON (-CROP OF 1924) by *'
•

' <

Horace H. Willis, is another preliminary; report, issued in cooperation with
Clemson Agricultural College. The test made to determine, comparative- spinning
value of leading varieties of Texas cotton.;, .i-s .the second of a series of

"'

three. The third test of the series ..will be. made., on the 1925 crop^

26. PRACTICES AND COSTS, OF CO-TTON-GIN .QPERATI Q.N. IN NORTH. CENTRAL TEX&S,-- 1924- -

25, is a preliminary- report" by James S. Hathcock, :
. A study of cost- and

practice information was made to determine the kind and quality of service 3
-

rendered in the ginning industry, and the factors influencing efficiency in
gin operation. A full, report of the subject- will- be; completed later in the :

year. ,/•/• -.. ^'.sy- '•i
-
<

-

i:!
"

;:
'"• ••

27. SELECTED LIST" OF 'REFERENCES ON RYE compiled by C, Louise Phillips contains
Department of Agriculture publications and a list of miscellaneous publica-
tions treating of rye and ..rye products. This,pamphlet .is Teady- for ' distribu-
tion. - - . -. ".. ' "... - ;

- - - - • . ,~ -. r ,r. \ "'-V .- - '

'
' •- ;
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28. A STUDY OP FARMER ELEVATOR' " OPSRATldil III'- THE SPRING WHEAT AREA, a prelimi-
,nary

:
report

jl3y.W.cr..Kuhrt is Fart..l. of-an analysis- of the cost of -operation of

_ a . group of "farmers! ."©levators.
: In 'l-9£4 a . s tudy of "these

;
elevators was "begun,

• with plans "'to.^Qoyer"a'period,Qf four ..or. five -.years* Findings of the study
"have "been recorded in 'this report, "but conclusions will be largely withheld
until further data have been secured. Parts 2,3, and 4 are in preparation.

:

£9. ' ECONOMIC': LIMITS
:
0F

:
-C0ST - OF. WATER FOR IRRIGATION, Pecos County Water 'im-

provement'
. No. 1^ For t Stockton, Texas, by R. P. Teele in- cooperation -.with.. Paul

A.
.
Ewing"> Bureau of Public Roads, has been issued. The. survey on which this

preliminary report is based, is part of- a general study to determine how
much farmers can. afford ...to pay for- water- for irrigation purposes.

'

30. ECONOMIC LIMITS OF COST OF WATER FOR IRRIGATION, Carlsbad New Mexico,
Project, is also ready. for distribution. It is one of the series referred

31. ' ECONOMIC 'LIMITS' "OF' "COST OF WATER- FOR "IRRIGATION, Morgan County, Colorado,
is another preliminary report, by the authors, as above,

32. ECONOMIC LIMITS OF- ^S-T/tfteER FOR IRRIGATION, Boulder County, Colorado
is. the resuit '.of. .'the

'

. study! 'carried, on^' in . that section, and a part of the
...

series.
; .

.
. - .

.

• -HERE. AND THERE IN THE- BUREAU . - - - -
_

Mr. T'enny Returned',talk . morning from •Columbus,. Ohio' and other points
in. that section. ' The Washington Apple "week Association, has asked Mr. Tenny
to speak over the' radio during the week October 30 to November 6. The time
has .been tentatively set for -Saturday October 30 y ^.8:15 P.M. from Station
W. R. C. Tho se' of us have set s" will be.

:
pleased, to tune in for .Mr..

.
Tenny 1 s 10-

minute talk.
r

Dr. C. J. Galpin, Bureau of Agricultural- Economics, Division of ; Farm, •

Population, and Rural Life, will
.
address;, the F'axm. Youth Conference of the. :

-

American Country. Life .Association November 11" and November 13 at the • New
Willard Hotel, \7ashington,D. C. . Dr. /Galpin' s respective-, topics will be "A-
Statistical Consideration of Farm Youth in- the, United States;" ^Lessons ,;<-.;

for America from' the Farm Youth of Europe."

/•V Dr. E.L.Kirkpatrickj Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Division:: of •;

Farm' Population' and.Rural Life, will act as- a. discussion; leader .
at the Farm

Youth .Conference. '.

..
>

.

; ... ;

'
.• •

. .--v..;;. . . ;. •,. r;

V KG.Parker, Cotton Marketing Divis ion, has, gone -to Montgomery, Ala*
and New Orleans, La. , to interview applicants who have applied for positions
in the Division. He will confer with the chairman of the Board of Cotton

Examiners at. New Orleans,, also.-- • ...
". .IZ'/.'-:..^.

.a. 7:-&fe^':^*^rV-£^.PE^a$l^ Marketing, has gone to points in-
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and 'New York to confer with State college officials

and members of milk marketing associations regarding the marketing of milk
which he is studying. He will meet J.W.Jones at Utica and together they

will proceed to Philadelphia to attend the annual meeting of the Inter-

State Dairy Council.
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C.V.Whalin, Livestock, Meats and Wool Division, has returned from a

trip to five of the six new Livestock offices. He reports the work progress-

ing in an entirely satisfactory way, and that all interests seemed to be

giving splendid supper

t

c Commission dealers, yard men and <a's^.o£?;&t ion's are

cooperating with the Bureau, and the market news reports on livestock are

"being "broadcast "by radio stations. The cities included in Mr, Whalings
.

itinerary were Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

At Indianapolis, particularly, the trade is enthusiastic over the market news

service.

• William I. Holt, London representative of the Cotton Division, who

has been working Havre, Prance for several weeks, was expected to go. to

Berlin for the latter half of the months
Edwin Smith of the Pruits and Vegetable Division in London made a

trip to the Scandinavian countries recently*

S.B. Seeds, Hay, Eeed and Seeds Division, made a trip to Norfolk and
Richmond, Va. , recently to supervise inspection of hay and to discuss in-

creasing inspection with dealers.

W.A. Sherman, Emits and Vegetables, has gone to Chicago to confer
with members of the staff who will meet him there. He will return later in

the week.

H.R.ToIley, Earm Management and Costs, is making a trip through several

southern States to confer with officials of agricultural colleges and exper-
iment stations regarding farm managements and cost studies which his Division
is malting. .. Mr. Tolley expects to be away two weeks.

B. C.Boree, Praits and Vegetables, left Sunday for points in the
Middle West to confer with branch office representatives of the Bureau. He
will be absent about four, weeks.

Priends of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. Downey will be interested to

learn of the arrival of a son. Mrs. Downey, as Miss May G-iltrud, was a
member of the staff in Mails and Piles for several years.

.

Joseph M. Byrnes of the New York Cotton office has gone to New Orleans,

La. for the next ten days, to serve as acmember of the Board of Cotton
Examiners engaged in the classification and certification of cotton tendered
for delivery on future contracts.

George E. Booker of the Hay, Peed and Seed Division, returned to

Washington October 20, after a three months' trip into the producing dis-
tricts of the various seed crops in the Central, North Central, and South-

western States. Information for the outlook and movement was reported for
the seed crops of ..timothy, red clover, white clover, alsike clover, alfalfa,

sweet clover, sorghums, Sudan grass, and millet. This first-hand informa-
tion was used to supplement the other information obtained by mail mainly
from hundreds of growers and shippers.
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C.L.Goodrich, Farm Management and Costs, left Saturday for four
weeks to be spent in Louisiana end 'Arkansas. He will go to agricultural -

colleges and experiment stations to further farm management investigations
under way. He will also assist in outlining methods for the analysis, of

'

farm "business records. .........

. After returning -from his trip to 'Canada, C. G.Randell,-. Cooperative
«"

Marketing, went to Columbia, Mo. to address vocational Agricultural Teachers
at their annual conference. He told them of the advantages of the cooperative
as the type of business organization . that meets the famer^s-.need.- He spoke
at a meeting of stockmen at a livestock grading demonstration also .while
there. »•".'•

. . •

Charles Sperle, Crop and Livestock Estimates' stopped. off...in.Washington
for a few days while en route from Albany,' 17* Y. to his assignment in Houston,
Texas to spend the winter months in the track crop work*

L. A. Wheeler,- Statistical and Historical Research, is spending some
time in Maryland and nearby States with R.E.Hale of Maryland Agricultural
College locating and collecting farm price data. • Contacts for, the distribu-
tion of foreign informat ion on- the marketing of apples will be made, • •

We deeply sympathize with Miss Edith Dansereau, Land Economics, in
the death of her father who passed away after she was called:: to. her home- in
Newark, New.Jersey, last week.

What Mr. Callander said was' that 50 per "cent of the grain in north-
west Canada was still to be threshed at' the time he was there ~ not 50 per
cent of the grain in Minnesota and the Dakotas, as stated last week*:.. ^

- :

George W. Mcclain, Grain Division, who has been located in

Galveston, Texas for the past few years, is being transferred back to Phila-
delphia where he formerly served as grain sampler for the Bureau*. '

•"

George H. Ho 3 teacherer, Omaha Grain office, is enjoying a vacation
with relative at Buffalo, New York.

Miss Millie S- Jones was appointed as- clerk in: the Ogden, Utah

Grain office, effective October 12.

Word has been received that Herman G. Heard of the Houston, Texas,

Crop and Livestock Estimates for' therpast year has resigned.

We congratulate .K.J. Berven, Los .Angeles, California, Grain office .

upon being admitted to the Bar in Oregon,' where he recently lived.

W.H.Hosterman, Hay, Eedd, and Seeds, has returned from a trip to.

• Atlanta, Georgia where, he conferred with hay inspectors,.' V.'.V. •

'

Poster E. Elliott, Earm Management ' said Costs, will leave Wednesday _
for two weeks travel in North Dakota and Minnesota where' he will confer with

regard to studies in farm records and accounts, and types of farming being

carried on in those States.
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Feature of this Issue: SIGHED REVIEWS BY A, M. HAITiTAY

Hitter, Kurt. Die deutschen agrarzolle. • ( Sonderabdruck aus Schriften des

Vereins fur Sozialpolitik, p. 237-279) Munchen, Duncker & Humblot.

[1925] 284.5 151 •
...

Ritter, Kurt, Absats. und standardisierung landwirtschaftlicher produkte.- .

2 ed. , Berlin, Paul Parey, 1926. 36p. • (Agrarpolitisc-h'e aufsatze und
vortrage. 7 Heft) 280.8 Ag8, heft 7.

In both of these publications the author gives his views on an agricultur-
al tariff for Germany. In the former his thesis is that at the present time
Germany needs a tariff on agricultural products if she is to maintain her present
status of production, much less increase it. In the first, he 'argues that the

•total available food supply of the world in recent years has been sufficient for
the needs of the various countries, and there is no reason to think that the sup-

ply will not continue' to be equal to the demand. In the case of extensive faris-

ing, the cost of production is lower than is possible when intensive methods are
used. Hence the cost of production is greater in the Western and Central European
countries than in the United States. or other countries producing grain on a large

scale. " The effect of the Dawes plan, has been to increase the cost of proeuction
in Germany and to impair her capacity to enter into competition with other coun-
tries- in the world market. Moreover, the quality of German grain is poorer, as
a rule, than that of foreign grain. Export prohibitions and the want of import
protection causing a disparity. between . supply and demand,

.

especially in 1923/24,
depressed the price of German agricultural products. Other contributing factors
were increased railway freight rates and the sales. tax. Agriculture is. more
heavily burdened than industry both by direct and by indirect taxes. Ifor ex-

ample, the taxes for the payment of reparations are mostly based on agricultural
products. .. .

Discussing the question of the advantages of tariff protection for indus-
try-alone, the author comes to the conclusion that that is out of the question*

Germany must. either adopt the principles of free trade, which for the present
is impossible, or there must be a tariff for agricultural as well as for indus-

trial products. . In none of the Western or Central countries of Europe, except

in Denmark, with its peculiar conditions, can agriculture flourish or even hold
its own without the help of protective duties*

In the second lecture noted above, on the marketing and standardization of

agricultural products, delivered approximately a year later, Dr. Eitter lays less



emphasis on the need of a high agricultural tariff for Germany. He still "believes

that an industrial tariff without an agricultural tariff is out of the question*

And he suggests that those industrialists who seem. to favour an agricultural
tariff do so to further their own ends, with the intention of withdrawing tnwir
support when these are gained* It may "be that his ideal of free trade for Germany
does not appear to him to he such a far distant vision as formerly* At all.

events, he now contends that the real value of a high tariff on agricultural
products would "be in connection with commercial treaties. He doubts its ef-

ficacy as a protection to agriculture, and argues that Germany would be better
off without any tariff at all* The industrial tariff increases the cost of

production of German agricultural products above those of other countries,
thus limiting the German farmer's power of competition, Jt is only by fight-
ing the industrial tariff and the cartels that the German farmer can lessen
the cost of production until it is on a level with that of foreign production*.

Then he must see to it that the quality of this product is equal to or "better

than that of the foreign product. It is a well-known fact, for instance, that

Germany can produce enough butter and meat to supply her own population* But,

in the case of butter, she has to compete with Denmark* The German farmer must

produce goods of equal quality in order to compete with foreign products, and
the price must be right. All over the world, even in poverty-stricken Germany,

the consumer is willing to pay higher prices for the best qua-'ity, In the ma-
jority of cases improved quality makes increased production possible, because
the better quality supplants the poorer. Improvement in the quality of German
agricultural products will check importation much more effectively than any
tariff.

The crying need ;of German agriculture, in the author *s view is new 'markets

both at home- and abroad. Increased production should be encouraged, but in-

creased exportation should keep pace with it*

European industry and European agriculture are to a large extent inter-
dependent, and the present unfortunate plight of European agriculture is in no

small degree the result of the general European industrial crisis, Europe *s

purchasing power has decreased and the remedies that have been most persistently

asked for are increased tariff rates, and government control of prices,, The

fact has been lost sight of that a high price in itself means nothing except

when agricultural products at that price find a market and when their sale at

that price brings a net profit to the farmer.
Denmark turned very reluctantly from the cultivation of grain to inten-

sive dairy farming, but the Danish system of cooperation has brought the in-

dividual Danish farmer into contact With the world market on condition that his

product be of the very best quality*
The development of standardization of quality and of packing and shipping

in the United States is described at length. and a study of the American methods

and of similar ones employed in other countries is urged upon the too conserva-

tive German farmer* The latter, in the author's* view, can take his place as a

competitor to be 'reckoned With in the world market only when he realizes that

he must cater to that market by sending to it the very best possible product,

graded and packed according to an accepted standard, and delivered in first class -1

condition* A. M. Hannay*
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Auge-Laribe, Michel. Ltagriculture pendant la guerre, Paris, les presses

universitaires de France; New Haven, Yale university press [192-

]

(Histoire economique et sociale.de la' guerre 'taondiale. [Serie franca: p])

281 Au4A
' an introductory chapter .the author describes the condition of .agricul-

ture, .in France, during the .period immediately preceding the world war. Be pic-»

..turea.a nation" clinging to her reputation as an agricultural country.,, hampered

by a growing decrease in her rural population, by want of capital, and by lack of

initiative in adopting new me.tho.ds of cultivation; 3.oath. .to . enUr into competition

with other, countries, in. the 'world, market; entrenching herself behind a barrier

of customs, duties^ determined, to be. self-sufficient with regard to - her food

supply and to ensure a living to the, majority of her workers in the pursuit of
' their - accustomed tasks, ' Although f ro.m 1900 to 1914

_
a slow, but perceptible pro-

gress was evident in' the. gradual adoption of more scientific methods of farming,

in the development of ' cooperation and agricultural credit, in the spread of ag-

ricultural' instruction and training, 'French agriculture was very inadequately

prepared to. cope with a' great war... Neither her technical nor her commercial

.organization was such as to make .possible a prompt response to the rapidly,

changing requirements of consumption*.

:
Recognizing that the available statistics are- not infallible,, the author

'uses those that he has been, able to obtain to show how, during the years cf a

war that at. its. -inception Was not expected to be a long one, Francs, deprived

almost from the beginning of the majority of her agricultural woikers, found
-herself obliged to reduce little. by. little "her cultivated area* _ Ear harvest of

practically all crops decreased; her livestock raising seriously crippled; ten

of the most fertile departments of the country invaded and ravaged; unable to

transport her ..produce because of the requisition by the state of railways,,, wagons,

automobiles and horses; confronted with the difficulty of renewing or repairing
machinery or of obtaining fertilizer; hampered by administrative regulations
-and by excessive .taxation; . French, agriculture at , the end of the waiy exhausted
by her losses and by her long, struggle against almost overwhelming odds, found
herself faced by a tremendous task of reconstruction, not only in the devastated
regions b|tt throughout the whole farming area* ,

After outlining the slow and. £ifficu.lt progress made since the end of
the war, the .author suggests solutions for some- of the main problems that still

confront the country, These, in his view, are the- restoration of the devastated
regions, the re-distribu.tion of the land thai .has been divided into very small
holdings, the labor problem,

. .and the continued increase of the cost of production.
A.M.Hanriaj -.

.

'

''•
.'

. .

" Gemahling,'- Paul,- lies grandse^conoraistes. Textes et commentair'es. Paris,',
• 'Recu.ell Sirey, 1925. S30p. ' l-Jfc

'

/'

... • This bonk is primarily a .text. .book' for the student of economics. It is

designed to .-bring him into direct, contact with, the works cf some, of the world* s

great economists from .Aristotle (384-322 B- C„).-..tc OarlMenger (1840-1921 A,I\)
•The author's aim has been to. preserve the .accuracy of. the text.eQd its historical
bac^round. Hence the .passages- quoted have been carefully annotated, and new
translations of many of. them have been. made. -The author hopes, to. lure the
reader on to more extensive, personal study of the various economists quoted,
among whom are Saint Thomas Aquinas, ^uesnay, Turgot, Hume, Adam Smith, Maithus,
Ricardo, J. 33. Say, List, John Stuart Mill, and Earl Marx. A,M, Hannay.
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Agricultural Extension Work Takes Stock

The First Decade under the Smith-Lever Extension Act is the title "of

the editorial in the July, 1926, issue of the Experiment Station Record, It is

a very able review and analysis of the recently published report by the Office
of Cooperative Extension Work entitled Office of Cooperative Extension Work
1924, with 10-year Review, (1 Ex6,1924)

The following extracts are taken from the editorial:
"Of the many and varied movements of the present century for the .

better-

ment of American agriculture, perhaps none has been .-of greater practical sig-

nificance or more far-reaching in its influence than the development of agri-

cultural extension work. . . A measure of the popular appreciation of the exten-

sion enterprise is afforded by some of. the comparative data which are now avail-

able. When the Smith-Lever Act went into effect on July .1, 1914-, the State and

Federal Governments were spending approximately $1,600,000 for carrying on
.

various lines of extension work in agriculture and home economics. In 1924

the amount had increased to $19,394,639 per annum, of which about 38 per cent

came from Federal sources, 27 per cent from State sources, and 35 per cent from

the counties. The States and counties were contributing nearly $12,000*000,

as compared with about $600,000 ten years before. Thus within the. space of 10

years the Federal Government had increased its appropriation sevenfold and the

States and counties twentyfold*....
"Much of the success of the extension movement is freely attributed to

the large army of farm men and. women who have from the beginning voluntarily

joined with the paid extension forces in their efforts to improve farm and home

practices. It is announced that in 1924 there were no fewer than 182,917 local

leaders acting as demonstrators or serving .as chairmen or members of extension,

committees in their respective ' communities or in similar ways. The report

states that *it is the belief of many extension workers that the development

of this rural leadership from among the farming people themselves has been one .

of the most helpful and important results of the whole 10 years of cooperative

extension work, for the reason that when a local leader is developed perma-

nency of effort in that community has been provided for and the work .can be

expected to go on without serious interruption even if the county, extension

agent temporarily drops out.1 ....

"At the end of the 10-year period, it is stated, the methods, pf. approach

were being thought of by extension workers quite as mach as the type of sub-.. ,

ject matter to be transmitted. i ThXs thought has given increased recognition

to the psychological presentation of subject matter in place of logical pres-

entation from the subject-matter standpoint. There has come to be a general

recognition of the need for a great variety of agencies to be used in present-

ing an idea in a variety of ways. To that end have come exhibits to reinforce

a single idea; tours to see some definite tljing; posters with one thought; slo-

gans and couplets whose jingle, either from alliteration, meter, or rhyme make

a certain thought stick; movies that give action to the central thought pres-

ented; slides that pick out high points of interest; mock trials and debates, .

clothing the serious thought in a spirit of mirth and fun; and the radio, that.
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mystif ies. These and other agencies are used to "bombard the mind until thought

is translated into an approved action.

*

"To the motion picture and the radio special credit is given for suc-

cessful contacts with many additional farm homes. .. . Despite the relative new-.-

ness of radio in 1924, broadcasting stations were being maintained by 26 State
colleges of agriculture, and a. questionnaire indicated that about : 370,000
"farm families were using receiving sets at that time...

"YiTithin recent years much time and effort have been given to economic,
problems. Such activities have included, in general, the giving of information
on methods of organising commodity marketing and purchasing associations and
explaining the conditions necessary to their success and the demonstrating of
better business principles of farming, including ' the value of the farm record
as a means of determining factors limiting .success. The extension agent has.,

also given consideration to the most advantageous "methods 'of disposing of the
farmer's products and of purchasing hisVsupplies." Sis efforts along this line
have been confined to counseling with ihe farmers on the type of cooperative
organization to form, the contract most suited t.o the needs of such an organiza-
tion, the laws governing its operation, and the grading and packing of products.
It "is of interest to note that during the past 5 years the amount of time re-
quired of extension agents on marketing organization problems has been gradu-
ally decreasing, partly because these associations are now so well established
that they no longer need much of the assistance formerly rendered...

"Another phase of the work for which specific data are available is
that of negro extension. This activity had been built up practically within
the 10-year period to a point at its close where nearly 300 negro agents were
employed and the year's attendance at meetings exceeded 1,000,000 people.
Many concrete accomplishments are recorded, and it is stated that 'when it is
remembered that negro extension work has been established in a period of'
transition, turmoil, and readjustment, the significance is all the more re-
markable* It is a fine tribute to the good work of the negro agents that,
when the period of "retrenchment came soon after the great war, their force
and their appropriations were the only ones which were not reduced.'...'

"On the basis of the experience of the past 10 years, the future trend
of influence of the work is thought to lie in five main directions. These
are 'enumerated as' follows: Increasing group thought and action as a habit in
country neighborhood life; encouraging conscious effort on the part of coun-
try people to retain and capitalise the best features and attractions of
country life and" to work but for themselves the. soundest way in which to make
available to their young people and to themselves the best in .education, rec-
reation, and social life which the country and town afford; expanding boys 1

and girls' club work and developing supplementary agencies that will make the
practical influence of extension association, teaching, and training as a-
vailable as public-school education to all country boys and girls; furthering
opportunities for the economic and social development of the farm woman that
will place her on a more equitable footing with the modern, wage-earning

'

woman of the city in standards of living and in opportunities for community
activity and personal improvement; stimulating ambition for a more satisfying'
home and neighborhood life on the part of the farmer and his family based on
healthful and sensible tastes and ideals and on. a community of thought, appre-
ciation, and action. H



Arthur Young

Elizabeth Pinney Hunt, of Bryn Mawr, Pa. has compiled and published a small
volume with the title Arthur Young on Industry and Economics, (

privately printed
by Elizabeth Pinney Hunt, Eryn Mawr, Pa, , 1926) It consists of "Excerpts from
Arthur Young* s observations on the state of manufactures and his economic opin-
ions on problems related to contemporary industry in England." The author writes
as follows in the foreword:

"Interest in Arthur Young as an eighteenth century agriculturist has been
wide-spread. He has been associated with Jethro Tall, Robert Bakewell, Coke of
Norfolk and Sir John Sinclair, as a pioneer in scientific farming. Clearly it .

is in "this field that Young has made his richest contribution. But his con-
tribution by no means ends with agriculture. He has pictured conditions of man-
ufacture and expressed economic opinions on industrial problems that are of def-
inite interest, because they illumine the period of the eve of the industrial
revolution in England.

"The present brief study is an effort to make easily available for stud-
ents concerned with this period in industrial and social history in England,
Arthur Young's more important and typical observations on manufactures and cer-
tain of his economic opinions,"

The volume contains an excellent' bibliography. 280 Y8

Business Annals

The National Bureau of Economic Research has just issued a volume by
Willard Long Thorp called Business Annals (New York, National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1926) It is "a laboratory by-product" of the work on business cycles
which is being prepared by the National Bureau of Economic Research, Dr. Wesley
Mitchell in his introductory chapter writes: ."The story which the annals tell
concerns the vicissitudes of economic fortune through which 17 countries have
passed in periods which range from 36 to 136 years. In the fewest possible
words they trace the fluctuations in manufacturing, construction work, employ-
ment, domestic and foreign trade, prices, speculation, financial operations,
and agriculture, so far. as the facts can be gathered from available sources.
Thus the annals cover the grand divisions of economic activity... In no- country
covered by the annals - not in the most rapidly growing communities developing
rich new lands, and not in the most conservative of old communities does a
period of economic prosperity ever last more than five or six years at a stretch.

Each country has its seasons of prosperity, but these seasons always end in
seasons of depression. In their turn, the periods of depression

'

yield to new
periods of prosperity... The alternations are more marked or more frequent in
some countries than in others; but they occur everywhere. No country has yet
learned to control them,.. While these annals were compiled primarily to

throw light upon "ousines cycles, they will prove useful for many other ends...

Statisticians dealing with time series will find that the annals provide an
illuminating background for their special problems,.. The annals show us also

how the great commercial nations share in each other's prosperity and suffer

from each other's reverses - a matter which merits far. more attention than it

commonly receives in discussions of national policy." The American and 3ritish

annals have been carried back to 1790, those of Erance to 1840, Germany to 1853,

Austria to 1867. The volume contains, on pages 360-380, a comprehensive bibliog-

raphy of the materials actually used in the compilation of the annals. 280 T392



Commerde of Agriculture

Frederick A. Buechel, Professor, of Agricultural Economics and head of the

course in agricultural administration in the Agricultural and Mechanical College

of Texas, is the author of The ..Commerce of Agriculture (llew York, John Wiley. &
Sons, 1926, 439p») The author thinks' that the principal contribution of

the hook' is (1) that" it presents the agricultural Industry in; -world perspective,
showing the interrelations, of the various parts within the industry itself and
the place of the industry within the economic system as a whole; and (2) that

it points out to the student in a broad way the great technological and economic
problems of agriculture. The book is divided into four parts as follows:

(1) Land supply in relation to population pressure, (2) The .physical bases of

agricultural production such as climate, soil, and topography, (3) The world
distribution of commercial crop and animal products and their broad economic

significance and (4) The origin and development of trade and the relation of

agriculture to both foreign and domestic trade. 278 386

Cooperative Marketing
,.

We have recently received a pamphlet entitled Cooperative Marketing which
contains the program and extracts from the proceedings of the First South Dakota
Cooperative Institute (M. Benedict, Secretary,. Brookings, South Dakota)
which was held February 23, 24, 25, 1926 at Huron, South Dakota. It contains
the following:

Larsen, C. The advancement of cooperative marketing.
. Betts, L» P. Measuring the benefits of cooperation.
Benedict, Ivi. R. Financial organisation of cooperative association.
Kopperud, Andrew. Relation of intermediate credit banks to cooperative

marketing associations.
Hoffman, A. Financing of cooperative associations.
Pugsley, C. W. Educational needs in cooperative marketing.
Tompkins, A* W. Mutual insurance in South Dakota,
Bolte, A. B. How to make the best use of an audit*

280.39 So35 /

Economic Development of Modem, Europe

We have received the revised. edition of Frederic Austin Cgg's Economic
Development of Modern Europe with, the six supplementary chapters by Walter Pace •

Sharp. This additional material covers the outstanding economic phenomena of
the decade since 1914.. The chapter headings are as follows:

Population, food production and agrarian reform since .1914,.

Industry and oceanic shipping in war-time. .

Industrial and commercial recovery since 1918.
Labour economics in the past decade.
Labour movements and social politics.
Some war and post-war problems in public finance.
277 0g3
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Indexes to Sources of State Official Agricultural Statistics

At the meeting of the Agricultural Libraries Section of the American
Library Association in Atlantic City, October 3, 192S, Margaret T. Olcott,

Assistant Librarian, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, read the progress Report
quoted below:

"Fifteen months have passed since the Agricultural Libraries Section
decided at its last meeting to further in every way possible the indexing of

the state official agricultural statistics of the various states. During that

period the actual accomplishment has been as' follows:
"Alabama . The index for Alabama has been made, mimeographed, and 500

copies distributed. This first edition is almost exhausted and a new run has

been asked for.
"Oklahoma. The Oklahoma index is practically ready for editing and typ-

ing. Oklahoma was the first state to send someone to Washington from its state
agricultural library to compile the index to its agricultural statistics.
Miss Icelle Wright, Assistant Librarian of the Oklahoma State Agricultural
College, worked in the Library of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics from
the first of July until the middle of September- ten weeks and two days of
intensive work - and finished the indexing with the exception of a few items
y/hich she may secure from the files of the State Dept. of Agriculture. We do
not know how long it will be before this index will be available. It will be
printed by the Oklahoma Agricultural College. Miss Margaret Walters, Reference
Librarian of the same institution, joined Miss Wright for two weeks and com-
piled an annotated list of the unofficial sources' of - agricultural statistics
in the state. This list will accompany the index,

" California . Indexing California's agricultural statistics is a collosal
task! Miss Louise 0. Bercaw of the Library of the 3ureau of Agricultural
Economics has been working intermittently for almost a year indexing the offi-
cial statistics. The amount of material thus compiled is already greater in
volume than Alabama and Oklahoma combined and Miss Bercaw thinks it is not yet

half finished. We had hoped to have this California index finished by the end
of this year but we are beginning tx> fear that this hope is doomed to disap-
pointment.

"California is one of the states whose unofficial' statistics are exten-
sive and important. They are being indexed by Mrs. M. J, Abbott, Agricultural
Reference Librarian of the University of California, and her assistants. A.

letter from Mrs. Abbott dated September 23, 1S26, says: 'Concerning our work of

the ''Unofficial Sources of California Agricultural Statistics" I can report
that we have about finished the first draft of our compilation.

'

"Idaho. A preliminary list of the sources of the agricultural statistics
of Idaho has been compiled in the library of the Bureau of Agricultural Econom-
ics. It was compiled as an exhibit of the type of list which it might be possi-
ble for each agricultural college library to make as a preliminary to the de-
tailed index. Though in no sense taking the place of the detailed index, we
think that such a list is better than nothing for the economist and statisti-
cian as well as for the librarian.

"Maryland . A survey of Maryland prices of agricultural and other prod-
ucts was planned by one of the Divisions of the Bureau of Agricultural Econom-

ics and the library was asked to supply a list of the sources where such prices
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would be found. In compiling this list quite a start has been made towards a

preliminary list similar to the one for Idaho.
"So much for progress actually made* Compared with what we hoped for it

seems discouragingly small. We must not fail, however, to take courage from
the reception accorded Alabama, the only published index.

"Mr. W. A. Lloyd, Regional Agent in Charge of Extension Work in the Wes-
tern States, wrote 'We are in need of these source books right now' and our

work is held back and handicapped because we do not have themi ! Mr. Frank
.Andrews, Agricultural Statistician for Utah, wrote 'the scope, arrangement
and detailed treatment are precisely what are^ needed in such a bibliography. .

.

A bibliography of a more general nature, and lacking precise details, would
lead many a harrassed investigator on a "wild goose chase. 1" Prof. B. EL

Hiboard, Agricultural Economist, University of Wisconsin, wrote 'I wish to

express my appreciation of the work you are undertaking in the compilation of

bibliographies of agricultural statistics. There is certainly very great need
for some means of better access to the available material than we have yet had.

'

This comment, indicative of much else received, shows that these indexes to the

agricultural statistics of the states are really needed by the' men and women
who are working at close hand with the problems of agriculture. It is no

merely academic proposition. In pushing it in every way possible a direct
service is being given."

Rural Life

James Mickell Williams is the author of The Expansion of Rural Life;
The Social psychology of Rural Development (Hew York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1925)
In the preface he writes:

'•'This book is a study of rural development. It deals with the psycholog-
ical! processes of rural development... This book is »the second of a series on
rural development. The first, Our Rural Heritage, had to do with the rural
population of New York State in the first period of development, that is, up to

about 1874, This book continues the analysis from that date to the present.
Up- to the last quarter of the nineteenth century the prevailing attitudes and
beliefs sere much the same as they had been from the beginning. Then began an
expansion of rural life which has' continued to the present time. Two periods
of this expansion may be distinguished. The first extends from 1874 to 1900.

In 1874 the third generation from the post -revolutionary settlers had come to

maturity and had inherited the wealth accumulated by previous generations.
Railroads had come to ramify through the state and this brought the rural dis-
tricts into closer contact with the cities. The depression of 1374-1878 was
followed by agricultural prosperity, and also by a notable development of man-
ufacturing in the villages and cities. Toward the end of the first period of

expansion the village factories began to close and manufacturing to center in
the cities 0 There was an increased emigration of young people from the villages
and the rural -parts and this broke up the heretofore stable relations of the
rural neighborhood. This made farming more difficult and the increasing compe-
tition with the West, where agriculture was developing, made it less profitable.
These and other conditions contributed to the agricultural maladjustment which,
in some sections, attained the proportions of a, demoralization. The maladjust-
ment reached its extreme point in the depression of 1894-97. Soon after 1900
began those changes in agricultural organization which already have improved
farming conditions. So we date the second period of expansion from 1900 to the



present time. This is a period of -readjustment, of the. rise of • statewide, organi-
zations for scientific farming and -co operative marketing.*' This second period
has just got under waj; and 're <do not ''yet know its outcome."

..There is much inferos ti ng 'material in the hook which is divided into two

parts.,.'. (I) the period of maladjustment and individualism'*'and (2) • the .period of

readjustment and 'cooperation. -'One • particularly interesting -chapter is devoted to

the psychological effects" of : different: types of farming, in which, the author.
• undertakes to show that tko* different -conditi ons ' of thS specialized agricultural
industries tend to develop certain, traits , and men who" do not have these .traits

are gradually eliminated. Tor instance he has deduced the fact that there is a
comparatively high' level of intelligence -among fruit" growers , and- that of dairy-
man is;, but a little lower, whereas*.-vegetable growers" T7hc

>

'Shif t- fro '-m .one vegetable
to another and to grainy 'according to.'the state of. 'the' market lack ,the. sustained
scientific interest of the' man who"- is specializing year 'after year in a certain
crop or animal industry. The author thinks also that agricultural industries
differ in the requirement' of -constructiveness or organizing ability, but that it

should be recognised' "that thdre is a difference 'between' 'the constructiveness
required in .the work itself -arid -that required in the ''administration of a large
enterprise. - : .• .. .-;

. .

Another interesting chapter is devoted to the significance of cooperation.
A few quotations follow: '•" '

•••'"'•

''The development of a rural population is not an isolated process but,
in its wider aspects, is a part of the course of civilization and- we should see
it, .if possible, from that point of slew.;. Cooperation is the most significant
process in the rural development not only,.;of the' United States but also of

European nations. It. is one of the distinctive processes- of modern civilization
as compared with ancient and mediaeval.

"Rural cooperation is intimately, related to this importance of ideas for
civilization.- Cooperation is essentially a psychological process. It implies
the use of ideas on the part of men of like interests' to "shape their social or-
ganization in accordance with '-their .interests . ",/here" cooperation has succeeded
best, as in Denmark, the farmers have.' not.. ceased to be essentially producers.
They, are producers capable of using ideas to'- advance ' their interests... The
development of cooperation requires thinking. Most. of the thinking is done by
the leaders /out the rank and file of farmers;- have to' think sufficiently to

change their individualistic 'attitudes- and acquiesce in the new cooperative
measures. All the leaders ask of the; state is to legalize what they do, but
bringing this about requires a u.ni ted. front, on the part of the farmers, for the

legal system that has developed in trie -direction of the economic advantage of

capitalistic interests will not be altered very far in the interest of the

farmers unless they insist on it...
"Though farmers are awakening to, the fact that certain aspects of the

economic system are contrary to' their .interests , it is "not yet certain in how
far' they have the capacity for ideas that. will enable them to do much about it.

It is difficult to ascertain a population's capacity for ideas- j because the

study, always is of its capacity under the , existing conditions * With a better
system of education the rural

•

population doubtless would become more capable...
This broad significance of cooperation for tne course of civilisation has never

occurred to most farmers... The significance of cooperation, from the point of

view of the constructive resistance of politically dominant interests,, lies in

this, that farmers will gain nothing by mere appeal's for government aid. For

the aid given by an adversely controlled government would not consist of the



reforms in economic organization most needed. Wherefore the only effective

procedure is cooperation for self-help... The point is not to look to their

government for aid hut to organize to contest with the controlling interests.

In this process the public welfare is a fortuitous outcome, But it seems in-

evitable that, in the long run, tne groups that intelligently keep in view the

public welfare will win the support of the people. Thus may the rural popula-
tion play its part with other forward-looking economic groups in maintaining

a progress^ \b civilization." ' 281.2 ¥67 J]

Rural Life in China

The College of Agriculture and Forestry of the University of Hanking,
China, has. issued two little circulars of much interest. They are:

Reisner, John H. devaluating the rural church, (no* 7)
Decker, J. VI. Rediscovering the rural folk, (no ,10) 107 N15C

;

PERIODICALS' .

•

Agricultural Progress

The third annual volume of Agricultural Progress, the' Journal of the
Agricultural Education Association (London, Ernest Benn, Ltd., 8 Bouverie
St., E» C, 4, 192S) has been received. Among much other interesting material
it contains the articles below of especial interest to economists.

Ruston A. G. Success in agriculture' and the method of its measurement.
Stewart, J. &, Agricultural surveys,
Ashby, A. W. Cooperation and prices.

(Reviews two recent reports of the British Ministry of Agriculture
(1) Cooperative Marketing of agricultural produce in England and
Wales and (2) Report of the Committee on Stabilization of prices)

10 Ag85 v.3

Crop Estimates in Gt. Britain .

J. A. Venn is the author of an article on British Methods of Crop Estimat-
ing in the September, 1926, issue of the Economic Journal (London) The author
arrives at the conclusion that the local and part-time representatives of the
Ministry of Agriculture have' "gradually and unwittingly 1

' understated the' achieve-
ments of English agriculturists and thus detracted from their reputation. He
thinks that the official statistics of all crop yields in England and Wales
display, in varying degree, undue conservation.

Economic Periodicals Index

Dr. Carlton C. Rice, of the U. S, Tariff Commission, has compiled a useful
Index of Foreign Commercial and Economic Periodicals currently received in De-
partmental and other institutional libraries located at Washington, Do C. The
entries have been arranged under both geographic?! and subject headings and the
library, in which files of the periodical may be found, is indicated. The com-
pilation has been printed by the U. S. Tariff Commission" in a pamphlet of eighty-
eight pages. 173 Tl7lf
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Economics in Australia and New Zealand

The Economic Society of New Zealand publishes a journal twice yearly
called The Economic Record (Melbourne, Victoria, Melbourne University Press)

The issue for May, 1926, recently received in the -library contains various
articles of interest to this Bureau, among them the following:

BerJiam, 3F. 0. "The Australian tariff and the standard of living: if

A reply.
The article to which this is a reply was a defense, by Prof.

Brigden of the Australian policy of protection from a purely
economic point of view. This article takes up and argues the points
made by Prof, Brigden to show what the probable effects of the

expansion of primary production, which free trade would have
brought, might have been upon the "real ratio" of international
exchange. The author is convinced that, great as the prosperity
of Australia is under protection, it is not so great as it would
have been under free trade*

Mills, H, C. Tariff Board report on agricultural implements.
The Tariff Board referred to was asked to investigate the

effect of the tariff upon the price to the users of agricul-
tural machinery, to inquire whether the local manufacturers were
making excessive profits, and to estimate the burden, in terms

of bushels of wheat imposed by the duty on agricultural implements.
Their conclusions in brief were:

(a) "The effect of the tariff on agricultural implements
is not detrimental to the best interests of the primary
producer .

"

(b ) "The prices which are charged do not return excessive
profits to the (local) manufacturers."

(c) "It may safely be said ... that the tariff on agricul-

tural implements is imposing no burden on the primary
producer.

"

The author of this article, Mr. Mills, thinks the arguments
are faulty and points out statistical errors which throw not a
little doubt upon the conclusions reached.

Barry, J. p. The' rp.aterson scheme for stabilising the market for
dairy produce,

"The dairying industry in Australia' is considered by those
interested to be economically uasoudn. .

.

"Many schemes have been suggested with a view to the sta-
bilization of the industry, but the one enunciated by Mr. T.

Paterson s M.E»R„ v - early in 1925 is claimed by dairymen to be

the best solution yet submitted*
"Tbr-the mind of the producer the crux of the dairying posi-

tion lies in the fact that he buys in a highly protected market
ana sells in the cheapest in competition with the worlds The
price of his butter in Australia depends not on the price the
same butter would realise in London, but the London price less
freight, insurance, commission ana exchange...



It Was ,wi.th-the idea of partly rectifying this- that, the Faterson
Scheme was adopted. This- scheme 'provides for .the..- iimoosition of

such levies on. all butter ahd ohe^se produced.--withiri. the. Commoh-
wealth' as may be necessary .to pay a "bounty of not' less than 3d.

•
• per lb. on but te'f .'.^x^opi eji

;

'
, and'-

v

of •' 1-1/2d * •iper.- lb
r
on cheese exported. .

• ."-The amount tp.be levied' oh the industry. to provide the bounty
'.on but ter

:

would' vary according to the ratio of
,
exportable surplus .

to local sales, v.
'-' '

:f > • .... : ;." •. ,..

• "The. scheme came into operation on 1st January, 1926, and is
' ''" being controlled by a ' bo"dy' known as the Australian Stabilization .

.

_

Committee, with an adv-isofcy*.;'ctft^1;.t0e. :

'i-n- eacli- State. Owing, to the
date of the initiation of the plan occurring- in the middle of the' .

export season, the amount of the levy was fixed at 1-1/2d. per lb,

pending the ^formation of cheese organizations in some of the^ States ,.
,

the scheme at present is. confined to butter."., *
, : .. -fr

I 280.8 Bc74 <.< ; U.zf^: '

'

v>l : W •

. . ; j ."^?,:.v;

IViarkets

' The Annals of the" American' Academy of political and Social Science for
September, 1926, is devoted to Markets of the United States. ;Among

(

the many ..

articles of interest to this Bureau are the following:
. Bye, Raymond T. The. economic significance of foreign markets and

their relation to.- public policy. -
.

.
. ....

Taylor,' Alianzo Snglebert. . Wheat and. wheat flour. ; .

';,-.' • '. ,\
Weld, L. i). H, Foreign markets for livt stock and meats.
Sameit, H. J, Farm equipment and export trade.

Bahr, Carl W. European tariffs and future markets.
Viner, Jacoja. American export trade and the tariff.
Ceilings, Harry T. - .United States government aid to foreign trade.
Groseclose, Elgin S. What other governments are doing in regard to

trade information service.
James, F. Cyril. Government assistance in financing foreign trade.

Notes '•:' .'
.•.

siiBSQciation nationale d'expansion economique.
Index to French production, 1926... published under the patronage of the

Ministry of commerce and industry. Paris [1926] 260 As?2~

Canada. Laws, statutes, etc.
Canada grain act. 1925. 59 C162G- 1925

Cole, Arthur Harrison.
The American wool manufacture. Cambridge, Harvard university press,

192S. 2 v, 304 C67

Cox, Harold.
England's gain by free imports. London, National association of merchants

& manufacturers (14 Mincing Lane, E. C. 3) 1926. 285 C83
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Cunningham, Brysson.
Port economics; An elementary study of port .affairs.; London, Sir

Isaac Pitman & sons,- ltd., 192.6. 2SS .1912

Poster, G', Saville, P.- J. and Hutsor., J. '#.

Profitable farm organisations for the coastal plain of North Carolina,
(North Carolina State college of - agriculture and' engineering, Bureau o£ eco-
nomic and social research. Research bulletin no. 1, June, 1926) 281.9 "N81

International institute of agriculture. Bureau of statistics,
Annuaire international de statistique .agricole, .1925-26, International

yearbook of agricultural statistics 'for 1925-26. ..Home, 1926. 251 In84

Long, Cedric .

The cooperative consumers 1 ' movement in the^ United States, 4th revised
edition. Hew York, The Cooperative league of the Unitei States (16? VJest

12th St,) 1926. 280.2 L85

Stamp, Sir Josiah.
Inheritance as an economic' factor. (In Sconomic Journal, v.-36, .no. 143,

Sept. 1926, p. 339-374) •'

Weddel, Wi <?, co., ltd.
Thirty-second annual review of the imported dairy produce trade for the

year ended 30th June, 1925. London, 1926. 16p. . .
;

/ , .

.'

Librarian,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics
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SSUED WZEKLY FOP? THE STAFF OF THE EUREAU Of* AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS,
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

November 2, 1926

1„ LIVE POULTRY INSPECTION
ASSURED ECH MEW YORK CITY.

At a conference to be held in Mr, Tenny T s office Thursday morning,
November 4, final arrangements vti.ll be made for the proposed inspection
service on live poultry in New York City.

This is the culmination of plans and study looking toward the per-
fecting of the service and definite dates for the beginning of live
poultry inspection in that city will be set, The trade has shown great
interest in the movement from the beginning and the benefits to all con-
cerned are well established*

Attendance at the meeting Thursday will include representatives of
the live poultry trade of New York City, and of the New York City Health
Department besides members of the Dairy and Poultry Division of the Bureau
who have done considerable research work in connection with organizing the
service,

2* PARivl YOUTH CONFERENCE
OIEERS INTERESTING PROGRAM.

""3

There are surprises in store for those who are planning to attend
the conference at the Willard Hotel November 10 to 14 to discuss Farm <

Youth Problems, according to Henry Israel, Executive Secretary of the

organization. Eive thousand questionnaires are being analyzed and in the
November issue of RURAL AMERICA, Dr„ E„ L, Zirkpatrick proposes to give

an indication of what the studies so far have indicated, he further states.

Mr. Marquis is cooperating by having the results of the conference
brought to the attention of farm youth leaders everywhere, it is announced,
and that the Library of the Bureau under the direction of Miss Mary G-. Lacy
is cooperating in organizing a bibliography on Earm Youth* Dr. C.J. Galpin
and Dr. E. L. Kirkpatrick, Earm Population and Rural Life, who are members
of the association, have been active in planning with executives for the

coming sessions* They will take part on the program and in the special

conferences.
Secretary Jardine will deliver an address on Wednesday evening, Nov-

ember 10.

Those who are at all interested in Earm Youth Problems and their

relationship to the future of our country life, are cordially invited, to

attend these sessions*
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3. COOPERATIVE SCHOOL
PLANNED FOR GEORGIA.

The Division of Cooperative Marketing, in cooperation with the Georgia
State College of Agriculture, plans to conduct a short course in cooperative
marketing to be held at Athens, Georgia, January 25-28, 1927.

This school will he held under the direction of the State College of
Agriculture, and all cooperative associations in the State vail assist. George
0. Gatiin, Division of Cooperative Marketing, has returned from Athens where
he went to help formulate a program for the course. The programs which will
be available in December will list many topics of interest to managers,
employees and directors of cooperative associations, field men, county agents,
bankers, and others directly or indirectly concerned in cooperative marketing.

Mr. Gatiin announced the proposed short course of instruction in a
talk over the radio while he was in Athens*

4 t MISS EMERSON GOES TO
TREASURY DEPARTMENT .

Miss Gladys Emerson, Agricultural Finance, has secured a transfer to

the Bureau of Internal Revenue, with headquarters at San Erancisco, California,,

effective November 1, Miss Emerson was appointed to the Bureau about "six

months ago, by reinstatement to the Government service, her last appointment

having been with the War Department.

5. MR. DEHAVEN RESIGNS
ERQM E. & v. DIVISION.

George A- DeHaven, Emits and Vegetables, is one of the latest members

of the technical staff to resign from the Bureau. Effective October 30, he

ia accepting a position as district salesman; for the Atlantic Commission

Company, with headquarters in Washington,,

Mr. DeHaven* s department is regretted because of the splendid work

he has done in the E. & V, Division since his appointment in June, 1923*
.

He

has been associated with all three of the major projects of that Division

and, until recently, .was in' charge of the Kansas City office of the Market

News Service. His latest assignment was on a study of the movement of

produce by truck.

Our best wishes go with him in his new field of endeavor,,

6, NSW MEAT CHARTS, SHOWING
CUTS OF STeIhS.ANd" OTHER CUTS .

How many porterhouse or sirloin steaks in a side of beef and where

are they located? This and similar questions are answered on four large

appropriately colored meat charts, showing the location in yields of the

various cuts of beef, veal, lamb and pork recently published by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture. A limited number of sots of these educational

charts are available for progressive meat dealers end institutions o*

instruction.
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% ATTITUDES 0? COUNTRY BOYS
.

AND GIRLD TOWARD FARMING-.

The Division of Earm Population, and Rural. Life is making a cooperative
study with the State of Colorado, to ascertain the attitudes of farm youth
regarding the farming industry. Boys and girls between 14 and 20 who
actually live on farms will be sent questionnaires on which they are re-
quested to state their present and. intended schooling and. purpose; what oc-
cupations they intend to follow, and why; occupations of older brothers and
sisters; lilies and dislikes in regard to farming and rural life; and other in
formation along the same general lines*

8. MR. EVERS LEAVES SERVICE. '

The Eruit and Vegetable Division is losing another member of the force
in the resignation of J»D. Evers, in charge of the Rochester, New York office.
He too, is accepting a position with a large local operator, R. C.» Shreve.

Mr. Evers was appointed to the Market News Service in 1922 and most of
the time has handled important assignments in the field. He has substituted
at various market stations and also has been in the inspectors* training clas
Erom the fall of 1924 until the summer of 1925, he was on furlough to com-
plete his course at the Harvard School of Business Administration. Mr. Evers
has rendered excellent and his departure on November 2, is much regretted.
He goes to his new position with our best wishes for success,

9 ' LOSS OP PORTABLE TYPEWRITER.-

Remington Portable Typewriter Serial No. NS-10810 which has been
charged for several years to W. I\ Callander cannot be located, Will all

employes having a Remington portable typewriter in their possession please
look at the serial number and advise the Section of Property and Supplies

immediately if they have the machine which has been reported as missing.

10. BUREAU BULLETIN ??ATS"T),

A prominent North Carolina farmer in .commenting upon a bulletin

entitled, "Profitable Earm Organization for the Coastal Plain of North

Carolina" written by Dr, G-. W. . Eorster. of the North .Carolina Agricultural

College -and J„ B„ Hutson of the Division of Earm Management and Costs of

this Bureau writes as follows;
"This is one of the most promising things I have ever

seen and shows a great deal of thought and study* Such work is

going to do more for agriculture than fifty pamphlets \vritten

in an office and based purely on theory, "
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11. COOPERATIVE MARKETING BULLETIN
MEETS REAL NEED.

Twelve managers of the Terminal Cooperative Live Stock Commission
Companies have turned in orders for 3,000 copies of Farmers' Bulletin, No.

1502, "Cooperative Live Stock Shipping Associations" off the press August 35.
Many expressions of satisfaction have "been received from the various

livestock agencies. The following extract is from a letter which came in
a few days ago:

"Will you kindly send us 1,000 copies of your Farmers' Bulletin, No.
1502. We think this "bulletin is very complete in the analysis of shipping
association work, and I am sure our shipping managers and directors will be
glad to have copies." signed; '',

K.D.Wright, Manager Producers' Live Stock Commission Association,
National Stock Yards, Illinois.

Charles H. Zeeman, Manager of the Farmers 1 Union Live Stock Commission,
South St. Paul, Minnesota, writes;

"Best thing I ever saw for new managers. Please send me 100 copies".

12. STUDY OF TOWN-PEOPLE RELATIONSHIPS.

A cooperative study has been entered into by the Division of Farm Pop-
ulation and Rural Life and the Ohio State University to determine the extent
to which townspeople and farmers are cooperating in social and economic
activities.

The area to be included in the study is in Pickaway County, Ohio and
such activities to be noted are purchasing of supplies, use of the town busines
facilities for marketing the farmer's produce, the extent to which town busines
men -including' "bankers- aid the farmer in the matter of credit, whether the

farmer patronizes the local newspaper, attendance and support of churches,
lodges, clubs, chautaucuas in towns by farmers and vice versa; the influences
of distance upon these activities, and the influence of farm bureau or grange
membership as a means of bringing both groups together.

13. MRS. ESTES
HAS CHANGE OF OCCUPATION.

Mrs. Elizabeth R. Estes, who was appointed to the Market News Service,

F. & V. , four years ago resigned following several months' furlough, and will

devote her attention to her young daughter who arrived in August.

As Miss Elizabeth Sanders, Mrs. Estes, was appointed to the Office of

Farm Management in December, 1919. Her resignation was effective October 15.

14. MAKES 270-YARD HOLE IN CjjgL

H.D.Williams of the Kansas City Livestock, Meats and Wool office,

"became a member of the "Hole in One" Club recently, according to a Kansas

City newspaper, which states he was playing in a "Stockyards foursome"

at Swope Park when he sank a long one to No. 16- a distance of 270 yards.

Congratulations are certainly due Mr. Williams, and he has our

sincere admiration. We have some fine golfers, but whenever one puts

across a drive like that it is worth telling about, Mr. Shoup j
is the only

other member of the Club, so far as officially reported.
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15 . IN THE LIBRARY :

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending October
29 are:

Australia. Tariff board. Agricultural implements ... [Melbourne]
pub.' for the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia, by
H. J. Green [1925]

Canada. Laws ,/ statutes.., etc'. The Canada grain act 9 assented to

•27th June, 1325. [Ottawa, 1925]

Idaho. Agricultural experiment station. Economic survey of Idaho
agriculture. Report of progress. Boise, Id., University extension
offices, 1925.

Los Angeles , Cal . Chamber of commerce. Los Angeles County; some
facts and figures, 1926. [Los Angeles, 192S]

Manufacturers record. Blue book of southern progress, 1926...
Baltimore, Manufacturers record, 1925.

New York (City) Cotton exchange. Annual report of the cotton crop,
1925-26. [New York, 1926]

Ontario. Agricultural college. Dept. of agricultural economics.
Marketing Onbario tobacco. [By] R. £. Cclouette. Guelph, Ont .

,

1926.

Plurkett, Sir H. C. Tbo Horace Plunkett foundation; its origin,
principles and

,

progi amine .. . [London, 1926]

U. S. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Foreign commerce and
navigation of the. united States for the calendar year 1925 . . .

v.I. Washington. Govt, print, off., 1926.

U. S. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Trade information
bulletin, no. 439.. Costs of transportation and' hand] ing of Argen-
tine wheat, by H. R. Brown ... and B. M. Mace ... Sept, 1926.
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BUREAU BREVITIES .

16. TENTATIVE STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF SLAUGHTER LAMBS AND EWES have "been issued in

mimeograph form. In preparing grade descriptions for slaughter lambs, the pamphlet
says, the meat produced has been the basis for consideration. The fleece has not
been considered as a grade factor and no weight has been given to the variations
found in the wool,

17. Factors affecting returns from the dairy enterprise in the shsnandoah valley
is a preliminary report by Mor&ecai Ezekiel, and is based on a survey of the dairy
industry of 188 farms in Rockingham and Augusta Counties, Virginia.

18. THE CHECK LIST OF STANDARDS formulated by this Bureau has been revised by
the Division of Economic Information as of October 1, 1926 and is now available
in multigraphed form. The form has been changed somewhat with a view to simplifica-

tion and entries have been inserted showing where copies of the standards may be
found.

19. U. S. STANDARDS FOR JUMBO TYPE FARMERS 1 STOCK PEANUTS (1926) have been issued.

20. U. S. STANDARDS FOR TOPPED CARROTS (1926) are available, mimeographed.

21. U. S. STANDARDS FOR RUNNER', BUNCH, OR MIXED TYPE FARMERS f STOCK PEANUTS (1926)

also are ready for distribution.

22. COOPERATIVE MARKETING OF TOBACCO IN THE MIAMI VALLEY OF OHIO is the title of a

preliminary report, the fourth of a series, each giving an historical account of

the development and. extent of.. cooperative, jiarketingi.iam State or other recognized
producing area. George 0. Gatlin is the author of" the series of reports.

23. OWNERSHIP OF TENANT FARMS IN THE NORTE CENTRAL STATES, Dept. Bui 1433,

companion publication to Dept. Bui. 1432, announced last week, is now being dis-
tributed. Special characteristics of the landlord-tenant problem in these States
where tenancy is important and increasing make the region distinctive. Howard A.

Turner is the author of both publications

.

oOo

The exhibit of the Divisions of Cooperative Marketing and Dairy and Poultry
Products at the recent International Dairy Exposition at Detroit, Michigan, was so

well liked that request has been made for it to be displayed at a meeting of the

National Milk producers Federation at Cleveland November 10. A* W» McKay and Delos

James planned the exhibit and it was built according to their suggestions.

t
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7.

Mr. Tenny will go to Cleveland, Ohio November 10 to address the National
a Milk Producers Federation.

Reports of the meeting of the Agricultural Libraries Section of the

American Library Association were given by Miss Margaret Olcott and Miss Kaiharin
I Jacobs, of our Bureau library, before the meeting of the combined library staffs

!' of the Department last Thursday.

W.E.Callander, Crop and Livestock Estimates, went to points in New England
1last week to con3u.lt the Agricul tural Statistician and others' regarding crop con-
ditions. At Providence, Rhode Island, Mr. Callander attended a meeting of ..the

Railway Advisory Board.

A. W. McKay, Cooperative Marketing, is scheduled to appear. on the program
I at the First Pennsylvania Cooperative Conference at Pennsylvania State College,
[November 12 and 13, when he will address the ..meeting on the status of cooperation
|in the United States.,

J. B.Hutson, Earm Management and Costs, left Monday for Kentucky, Tennessee

I

Colorado, and South Dakota. In three of the States he will assist in the prepara
jtion of bulletins based upon studies made in cooperation with the States. In'

"Tennessee, he will deliver an address at the annual county agents' conference.

H.J.Clay, Emits and Vegetables, accompanied Paul C, Nyhus and E.C.Shoup
to Norfolk and Suffolk, Virginia Monday make contacts with members of the peanut

t trade., to determine the type of information most needed by the peanut industry in
the Orient.

Y/.R'. Whitacre of the .Philadelphia Fruit and Vegetable office is reported so
ill that H.E.Willson had co go from Hew York to assist with the work.

William E. T-ewj s , Emits and Vegetables, left last night on a trip which
will take him to Chicago. Pa ttsburgh, Cleveland, Warsaw, Ind. , New York City and
other points in the vicinity of these cities to investigate grades and standards

I'
for onions

.

H.E.Buchanan, Cooperative Marketing, has returned from a pleasant vacation
spent at his heme in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Mrs. Hattie B, Day, Division of Fruits and Vegetables is spending two
weeks at the heme of her mother in Tiffin, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. Day made, the trip
in their new car.

Miss Beulah Cope, Dairy and poultry products, has gone to her home in
Freeport, Illinois, for three weeks' vacation.

We are glad to learn that George E. Prince is recovering from an operation
for appendicitis and that he will soon be back at the Aiken, South Carolina Fruit
and Vegetable office, his headquarters.
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Mrs. Fanny Palmer, Statistical and Historical Research, is visiting at her
home in Benton, Kentucky, until next Monday.

A. V.Swarthout , Cooperative Marketing, is enjoying a vacation of several
days, out expects to be "back at the office November 3.

Mrs. Eva May Berry, Fruits and Vegetah3.es , will leave next Monday for four
weeks' vacation down in Virginia.

Miss Lucile V. Garrett, Crop and Livestock Estimates, is back at the office
after an absence of two weeks on annual leave.

M. A. Crosby, Farm Management ana Costs, v;as called to Ithaca, New York last
weeJ£ on account of the serious illness of his brother.

F.E.Bailey, of the Yakima, Washington, Fruit and Vegetable office, who came
to Chicago to confer with regard to food products inspection work, came to Washing-
ton on annual leave last week to visit with relatives. While here, he was in the
office several times renewing acquaintances.

Miss Jennie L. Scearce who was appointed to the Clerical pool in July, from
the Veterans' Bureau, has been permanently assigned to the Division of Cooperative
Marketing, effective November I.

Mrs. Edith Feathers, Cooperative Marketing, has been quite ill at her home
for the past ten days. We hope she will be much improved at the next report.

Malcolm S. Campbell of South Carolina, has been appointed as Agent,
effective November 1, and has reported for duty at CI ems on College, South Carolina.
He will devote his time to a study of cooperative spinning tests beirg conducted by
the Bureau as an aid to cotton marketing problems.

Mr. Campbell graduated from the New Bedford. Textile School in Massachusetts

,

in 1222, specializing in cotton manuE aotu ri ng„ He lias had experience with the

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio as inspector of cotton fabrics, and

served as instructor in carding and spinning at Clems on College. Recently Mr.

Campbell held a temporary appointment wi th the Bureau.
He is scheduled to go to College Sta.tion, Texas at an early date to assist

with mill tests being conducted in cooperation with the Texas Experiment Station.

Miss Mary Sullivan. Section of Periodic E.eports , was operated on at

providence Hospital, Saturday night following an acute attack of appendicitis.

She is reported on a fair way to a satisfactory recovery and we trust she will

soon be back at her work and at her studies in law school, where she is in her

fourth year.

Mrs. D.P. Dinsmore, Crop and Livestock Estimates, but more recently of the

Fruit and Vegetable Division, has our sympathy in the death of her sister. Mrs

.

Binsmore was called to Tallahassee, Florida upon learning of her bereavement.

Mrs. Marguerite Emmert, Fruit and Vegetable Division, is convalesing after

an illness of three weeks. We hope she will continue to improve.
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1 ^LAND^GRANT COLLEGES
TO HOLD SESSION HERE

The Fortieth. Annual Convention of the Association of 'Land-Grant Colleges
will meet in Washington November 16 - 13.

,

The -general topic of discussion will be the "responsubili ties of the Land-
Grant Institutions in adjustment of the agricultural industry to new economic
conditions. Problems of administration and general policy regarding the types of

work carried on by the colleges, Trill be considered.
Attendance at the sessions will include presidents of agricultural colleges,

deans of agriculture and mechanical arts, directors of agricultural experiment
stations, directors of agricultural extension work and those interested in teach-
ing agriculture. Representatives will come from all parts of the country.

The tentative' program includes addresses by Secretary Jardine and. by Mr.
Tenny« H. R. Tolley, 2?arm Management and Costs, will also address a section.
Pormer Chief of the Bureau, Thomas P. Cooper, as chairman of the experiment station
division, will make a report' on organization- and policy of that phase.

2 «HIGHER STANDARDS OP LIVING
AMONG EUROPEAN MEIERS .

'

Living standards of some European farmers are better than are found in certai:
localities- in the United States, declares Dr. C. J. Galpin, Parm Population and
Rural Life, in commenting on his extended tour abroad. The common idea that European
farmers live in hovels in poverty is no longer accurate. Conditions are bad in
some cases as they are in some cases of the United States, but there is a great
number of farmers whose living standards are comparable with what we have in this
country.

Dr. Galpint s observations were made on the basis of comparison with con—

; ditions thirty years ago when he made a similar study there. In recent years he
finds the European farmers are consuming more and better goods. They are demanding
greater economic recognition and are calling for reforms - through legislation the
same as farmers in this country. They are adopting cooperation, and making it se-
cure by special efforts in education of the adult farm -population.

There is a large number of new and better houses. The farm people are deter-
mined to have more things and to.^live more comfortably* ^arm women in some countries
no longer do the heavier farm work, and public opinion prevails that agriculture
gains when it is recognized that the farm woman should not have to do a "woman's
-day's work and a man*s day's work too".

The advanced view now held of the economic importance of European farmers
was manifest at the first international, conference on the improvement of rural life,

I

at Brussels last summer. Thirty leading rural men and women from eleven European
nations attended the conference, in addition to the American delegates.

'Vol. 15, No. 19.
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t. COOPERATIVE FORK '

jg^ TOgRjMHg STATIONS

h i f
planning C00Pe3:ative work with the experiment stations it will be.

th nff-
lf — .responsible for the projects will confer with the Chief of

ne °ifl ce of Experiment Stations, according to Secretary's Memorandum ITo. 561,
and when there is any question of policy or serious difference of opinion as to-
tne proposal also confer with the Director of Scientific Work.

It is desired to have in the Office of Experiment Stations a complete record
°T

a^ ProJects and proposals for projects with the experiment stations. Such data
snould he filed at the earliest possible date,

-'Et
.

is revested that all proposals for cooperation be taken up formally
with Station Directors only after approval by Bureau officials and after the
conferences above suggested. '....;..

.gSMEROUS COMMENT- OH GRAIN
'WORK BY TRADE PAPER .

"

The following item is taken from the October 15 issue of The American -

Elevator and. Grain Trade:

"A DECADE OP FEDERAL GRAIN SUPERVISION. •

"R.T.Miles, in charge of the Federal Grain Supervision
Field Headquarters in Chicago, 111., remarks that the 10 years •

of grain supervision by the United States Department . of Agri-
culture "have not resulted in the establishment of a Utopia in
grain inspection," and that -the officers directing this work
have no "illusions that such a state can be realized." However,
the records of the decade closing this fall, clearly reflect
great progress. This Is due, in part, to the excellent plan of
organization, but in major part, to the type of personalities
connected with the admini stration of the work.

"Perhaps no Federal agency, with which the grain trade has
to deal (and it isdealing with many- these days) is so 'inofficious
in its attitude as is the grain supervision service. Its relations
with the trade at every grain handling center are formal to some
degree, as is appropriate considering the Government connection.
But the relations are cordial. There is no attempt to be dictatorial
or aloof. There is friendliness, and a great service, directed by men,
actually, and by the Government theoretically."

_»_o0o—

—

The Galveston, Texas Branch of the Cotton Division, has moved from. the
Cotton Exchange Building to the McCarthy Bank Building, 325 22nd Street.' The
telephone number is 1261.
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5 » FARMERS KSSrOITglHG _TQ

EFFORTS" 0ffl£{TEHSIC17

The farmer is. found to "be improwing his situation during these, times
of wide disparity "between the prices of many farm commodities and the cost of

industrial goods and services, declares \E«M .Dizon , of Farm Management Extension
Work, who has recently returned from a trip to the central and western States.
This improvement is "being brought about in many ways, the more important of

which are:

1. The farmer is adjusting his
.
enterprise.

2. The farmer is improving the efficiency of his business.
3. The farmer is improving the quality of his business.
4. The farmer is improving marketing methods and pactices.
While on this trip, Mr. Dixon participated in a number of meetings at

State Colleges and in the counties with farmers* He says an expansion in
extension activities is talcing place. .Extension workers are eager to secure the

most dependable facts available to aid the farmers in making these adjustments*
Projects dealing with the dissemination of timely economic information, farm
organization and accounts., enterprise efficiency demonstrations and aid in de-
veloping county or regional extension programs are each being given increased -

emphasis.
One highly coramendable development has been that of a refinement of

methods for getting farm record data, 'back to farmers promptly at the end of

each year. They are little interested in data that are two to four years old
before- they receive results. A fine example of promptness is given the case
of 80 peach growers in a California County whose record's .".we're closed the middle
of October. By Movember 1, the results were summarised and returned to the

farmers. Much favorable publicity was given the service through the press and
in the meetings held...

There has been an increase in the use of general meetings,, laboratory
schools, tours, exhibits and news articles. Score cards are being used more
generally, a monthly agricultural situation circular is being prepared in a
number of States, and a number are going to be in a.better position this winter
to give increased emphasis to the outlook report, says Mr. Dixon.

6 - TO MAKE PRELIMIMAEY
SURVBY ~C.r PDUME IMDUSTfii

Production and marketing problems of prune growers will be studied by the

Division of Cooperative Marketing in the near future.
Before plans for the studs'- can be made, however, a preliminary survey of the

industry will be made by Buike H. Critchfield, Farm Management and Costs, who is

now located at Boise, Idaho. He will go to Washington, Oregon and California

for four .weeks to confer # •' growers, cooperative organizations, State research

and extension officials and others regarding ."practices in the production and

marketing of prunes. Mr. Critchfield. will then outline a plan of study for the

Division of Cooperative Marketing to consider .before engaging in the detailed

study.
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7. HEP CROSS ROLL CALL , 1926

The animal roll call of the American Red Cross will he conducted in Wash-

ington on November 11-17, inclusive. Ho campaign for subscriptions will be made

in the Department, but under authority of the Cabinet, the Red Cross will place

tables in the principal buildings where employees desiring to enroll may do so.

Miss Miriam C. Vance is Chairman for this Bureau, and enrollments will be

received on Friday and Saturday, November 12 and 13, in the lobby of the Bieber

Building between the hours of 12; 00 and 2:00 and again between 4:00 and 5:00.

It is hoped that employees in buildings where no table is placed will come

or send in their subscriptions to Miss Tance.

3. HSLP THE LIBRARY
TO HELP " YOU.

The Bureau library calls the attention of borrowers to the fact that a

periodical or book charged to one individual should not be passed on to another

without the library 1 s being asked to change the charge. The person who borrows

any library property is responsible for its return to the library- LT° circulation

system can be devised which will work without the cooperation of the users of

the material circulated.
You expect the library to locate for you at a momemt's notice anything it

has that you want. Please help it to do this by notifying the library when you

pass sn any of Its property.

9. FEDERAL BSAI'T INSPECTION
LEG-UN IN IITTERMOITTTAir STATES

Arrangements have been completed by the Bureau for establishing^ Federal-

State bean inspection in Montana, Wyoming and Idaho, and -ederal bean inspection

in Colorado. An inspector has been licensed at Billings, Montana, In cooperation

with the Montana Department of Agriculture; one at Worland, Wyoming, in cooperati

with the Wyoming Department of Agriculture; and several in Idaho in cooperation

with the Idaho Department of Agriculture. These Idaho men will be stationed at

Twin Falls, Boise, Lewi st on, and at such other points in the State as the service

may be needed.
These three State Departments of Agriculture have adopted as State standard

the United States standards" for beans recommended by the Bureau on September 1,

1926, and the inspectors licensed in these States will issue joint Federal-State

certificates showing the grade of the beans in accordance with lederal standards.

These inspectors may when requested to do so, show on the certificate, in addition

to the Federal grade, the grade of the beans by any other standards with which the

are familiar.
The service in Colorado has been inaugurated in cooperation with the Denver

Grain Exchange , two of their grain inspectors being licensed as Federal bean

inspectors. These men will use Federal standards and issue Federal certificates

in the same manner as the Federal-State inspectors in the other three States..
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10 - II THE LXBRAHTs

Among the accessiois to the Bureau Library for the week ending November
5 are;

•• Barth, J oh., &• sohi.» Hop crop and prices, 1924. ITuremberg , 1924.

Bestaux, E. Bib] iographie Tcheque... Prague, Tmpr. A. Reis, 1920.

Borel, A. . La- reprise de 1 Sexploitation agricole par voie d'heritage.
et par cessu.n entre vifs. ... Brougg, I.mpr» Effingerhof S. A., 1925.

Brillaud de Lauja'iere, Ch. Les allocations familiales en agriculture...,
Paris, S>yndi Zb.% central des agriculteurs de Prance, 1925.

Canada. Dept» of agriculture. Live stock branch. Market intelligence
• and stock ytx&s service. She origin and quality of commercial
live stock i jarketed in Canada in 1925... Ottawa, Pub. by
direction of the Hon. % P. Motherwell, 1926.

Dearie, IT. The cost of living,.. London, P. Allan & co., ltd.

L1925J (The 'Westminster library) .

• •

Manchester cott on association, ltd. Memorandum and articles of asso-
ciation. .. Also bye-laws, rules and contract forms... Manchester,
Chas. Sever, ltd., printers, 1926. -

Manufacturers record,, Blue book of southern progress, 1925.
Baltimore, Manufacturers record [1925]

North Dakota wheat growers association. Pacts; comparative statement,
cost of production schedule, income schedule. Issued May 1, 1926...
Grand :

forks, Ik Dale. [1S26]

Wisconsin. Dairy and food commission. List cf butter factories,
chees i factories, condenserleS and. receiving stations, July, 1926.
Madison, 1926. Contains Wisconsin dairy statistics for 1925.

o0o~

—

11. CORRELATION THEORY AND METHOD APPLIED TO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH has been collec
ed and prepared for the use of Statisticians of the Bureau, by Bradford B. Smith,
The now subject matter on multiple linear and curvilinear correlation, joint re-
lationships, applicable to time series, and apportionment of Importance to contrib-
uting variables is founded partly on articles published by members of the staff
and partly on material as yet unpunished. Statisticians are especially indebted,
states the author, to H.R.Tolley and Mordecai Ezekiel for the notable contributions
they have made to correlation methods, listed in this work and appreciation is
extended to E»E*Uaggit for assistance in preparing the manuscript.
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.BEIT' LOUIS .EHXIES

I

1

. I j

Ben L. Perkins, Assistant in Market Exhibits, Division of Economic Infor-
mation, died at Emergency Hospital, Wednesday,, November 5.

Although in poor health for several years, it was only in the past months
that he began to fail so noticeably. He had been in the hospital about sir weeks
following his return from Philadelphia where he was assigned to attend the Bureau
exhibit, at the Ses quicentennial Exposition end his death comes as a shock to his
co-workers in the Bureau.

Mr. Perkins, who was a native of West Virginia, was appointed in August,
1913, to develop and supervise the preparation of exhibits, motion pictures and
Lantern slides for the Bureau and to have charge of the Bureau's exhibits when
they were shown at fairs and other public meetings. This position he held at the
time of his death. He was one of four men selected to go to Prance to represent
the Department with the joint committee on Government exhibits which was sent at
the close of the Tar. Among other assignments was a large circuit of State Pairs,
embracing ten cities.

Before coming to the Department, he attended Roanoke College, Sal-em, West
Virginia, and for six years was president and general manager of a retail grocery!
business in Hinton, West Virginia. Por two years he represented an advertising
agency.

Mr. Perkins possessed unusual initiative ability and his interest and en-
thusiasm in his work spurred him on to the utmost effort toward accomplishment.

Surviving are his widow and a son, Edward M. ffed W. Perkins, Department
Office of Motion Pictures is a brother. Members of the Bureau attended the funeral
and interment was made at Parkersburg, West Virginia.

The Bureau extends sincere sympathy to the bereaved family.

HEBE AMD THERE I IT THE BUREAU'

Mr- 01 sen returned Monday after an absence of six weeks* After fulfilling A

his official appointments he took a brief vacation in Illinois-

Joseph G-,. Martin, of the Charlotte, ilorth Carolina Cotton office, came to

Washington last week to confer with members of the Cotton Division. He also dis-
]

cussed with H.S.Yohe. of the warehousing Division, the extent of loss to cotton in •

country
. storage. Mr. Martin is one of the first men to- be appointed In the

Bureau, .and he was cordially received by his friends in Washington,

Mrs. Justine J„ Warner, Cclorist in the Photographic laboratory, has return-
ed to the office after an absence of several weeks. She Is recovering splendidly
from her operation, we are pleased to report.
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Wells A. Sherman, Fruits and Vegetables, has been asked, to attend a State-

wide meeting of Georgia peach interests at Macon, November 16, to consider what

can he done in advance of the next peach season to. improve marketing methods and^

to avoid losses of the past. All distributors of the State will take part in this

important session. Before returning to "Washington, Mr. Sherman will stop off at

Atlanta and Charlotte, North Carolina, to . interview Division members regarding the

conduct of these offices.

Miss Georgia Hazlott, soprano, formerly of the Division of Agricultural

Finance will give her New York debut recital at AEolian Hall on November 20.^

Her accompanist will be Richard Hageman, associate conductor of the Metropolitan

Opera Company Orchestra. Her Washington appearance will be some time in January*

Miss Haslett is a sister-in-law of H.R.Tolley, Farm Managament and Costs.

Walter J. Morgan, Supervising Hay and Bean Inspector, San Francisco, Heber

J. Webb, Supervising Hay and Bean Inspector, Salt Lake City, Utah, and A. D.

Harlan, Supervising - Hay Inspector, Atlanta, Ga. , arrived in Washington last week

to spend some time with the Hay, Feed and Seed Division studying the hay and

bean inspection work. These men have recently been appointed to their positrons

and are spending this time to become more thoroughly acquainted with their new

duties . . .

Joseph M. Byrnes of the New York City staff, who wont to New Orleans to

assist as a member of the Board of Cotton Examiners for cotton delivered for

future contracts, was permanently transferred there effective October 28,

Best wishes are being extended a new bride in the Fruit and Vegetable

Division. Miss Ellen C. O'Donnell was married in Baltimore to Arthur Jones,

on October 20.

Edwin Smith, Foreign Representative of the Bureau at London, has returned

from a trip through the Scandinavian markets, where he studied the reaction of

the trade to American fruit arriving in the markets. While in Gothenburg,

Sweden, Mr. Smith attended a special meeting of the principal fruit agents

called upon his arrival, when he explained in detail the phases of our Inspection

Service. He reports that a great deal of interest was manifest throughout Norway

and Sweden respecting the proposed registration of shippers, receivers and

exporters in the American fruit trade.

H. W. Samson, Fruits and Vegetables, will attend a meeting of the New

Hampshire Horticultural Society at Manchester, New Hampshire, November 17. Mr.

Samson plans to he in New York and Boston while in that section, and will confer

with members of the Bureau stationed in those cities.

William H. Gray, of South Carolina, has been appointed to the Cotton

Division as Scientific Aid (Cotton Testing), effective November 1. At his

official headquarters at Clemson College, South Carolina, Mr. Gray will assist

with mill tests being conducted to determine the spinning qualities of rootton

representing the Universal Cotton Standards fer grade and color of American cotton

and the value of different varieties.
Mr. Gray received his 3. S. degree aft Clemson College in 1923 and since

that time has been employed by Ware Shoals Manufacturing Company as specialist in

picking and carding departments in cotton mill manufacturing.
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Combining the useful with the beautiful has won for Mrs, Mattie Sstelle 1

Lawrence, .audits and Accounts, and her husband, Major Lawrence, recognition

for their garden the past season. They received the fourth prize, £100, in

a Garden Contest of the Battery Park, Maryland, Citizens* Association. The

judge, a faculty member cf the University of Maryland, made three tours of

inspection *- the first at the beginning of the season, the second during the

middle of the garden season, and the third just before frost. Their achievement

speaks well for their agricultural ability as their garden is less than a year ol'

E* E. Pailtb.Qiip, Fruits and Vegetables, has gone to Hew England to

examine apples in storage.

Mt. and Mrs. Hutsel Metzger, Cooperating Marketing, are very heppy over

the arrival of a son, Robert Lynn, on Tuesday, November 2. Our congratulations

to the proud parents.

A letter from P. J. Hughes., Employment Manager of the Bureau, written at

Sea and mailed at Plymouth, England, says a wonderful trip with fine weather

has been very much enjoyed. The passenger list includes many interesting

people among them Lady Nettleton and her daughter, a charming English girl, so

sta/tes Mr. Hughes.

John. U* Cook of North Carolina has been given a cooperative appointment

with the Bureau and the State of Texas to assist with the mill tests conducted

at College Station, Texas, to determine the spinning
'

qualities of cotton grown

in that State.
Mr. Cook received' his B.S. degree in Textile Engineering from Clemson

Agricultural College in 1924 and has since been employed by Mansfield Mills,

Inc., Lumberton, North Carolina and with the Chadwick Hoskins Company at

Charlotte, North Carolina!,,

Two new baby girls, arriving the same day, September 25, are reported by

the .Division of Cotton Marketing. Congratulations although a bit delayed, are

conveyed herewith to Mr. . and Mrs. J. R.Knoll and to Mr. and Mrs. Howard B.

Richardson, Mrs.. Knoll was formerly Miss Elsie Robertson, and Mrs. Richardson,

as Miss Anna Bickneii was a member of the Cotton Division where, her husband is

Assistant Marketing Economist.

William A= Schcenfeld who has been assigned to handle the New England Milk

Survey in Boston, came to Washington Monday for a few. days to arrange for the

tabulation of the material collected.

-

F» G-. Robb, Eruit and Vegetable Division, returning from a trip to the

Northwest fruit region states a considerable amount of damage has been done to

the apple crop on account Oj. ohe freeze of September 24.

Hutzel Metzger, Division of Cooperative Marketing, who has just returned

from a trip through New York State in the interest of fluid milk marketing

studies, has gone to Cleveland, Ohio to attend a meeting of the rational Milk

Producers federation, November 10 and 11.. Mr. Metzger will interview members

of the trade in Cleveland and Pittsburgh negarding price plan policies and pool-

ing methods in the cooperative marketing of milk.
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1. LAMP - G-RAM1 COLLEGE ASSOCIATION
IH SESSION KSEE THIS WEEK .

Representatives from all parts of the country are gathered in Washington this

'week for the meeting of the Land-Grant Colleges in session. Among them are many
!well-knovm workers and some were formerly connected with the Bureau.

The Secretary is scheduled for an address when h-e will stress the three divi-

sions of the organization - research, resident teaching and extension. He will point

Kit that agriculture is the land-grant college's particular care and responsibility,

that it is in sympathetic cooperation with the farmer, that it is his source of know-

ledge and stimulation. Much of the work of this Bureau will "be featured as good ex-

amples of educational work. The cooperative marketing schools in cooperation with

the States, motion pictures on various marketing activities, drainage and irrigation

work, investigations in agricultural economics, the subject of taxation of farm

property, general marketing studies, intentions-to-plant and intentions- to-breed sur-

veys all of this Bureau, are mentioned "by the Secretary,
Mr. Tenny addressed the Extension Section this morning, and H.R. Tolley, Earm

Management and Costs will give an address.

2 « LIVE POULTRY INSPECTION
STARTS IN NEW YORK,

Eor many years the live poultry dealers in New York City have endeavored to

obtain a satisfactory inspection service on live poultry. Recently a study of this

problem was made by the Division of Dairy and Poultry Products. This study indicated
that Federal supervision of such a service was feasible so it was established Novembe

15 when Secretary Jardine promulgated rules and regulations, and Mr. Tenny issued
instructions for the inspection of live poultry by the Bureau.

It is expected that this service will discourage unscrupulous shippers from
feeding quantities of sand and other indigestible material to poultry to add weight.

IWhile only a few ounces per head, this unnatural weight has increased the selling pr-ir

$75 to $150 a car, whereas the amount of shrinkage when the birds were killed and the

crops removed, was necessarily made up by a higher selling price to the consumer, A
| clause of the new regulations prohibits the unloading of all such shipments.

Around 10,000 cars of live poultry from about 20 States are unloaded in New
York City annually, representing a value of $60,000,000, or one tenth of the total

production of the United States.

The position of Supervising Inspector has been filled by L.D.Ives, who was for

20 years with the Bureau of Animal Industry* Ten licensed inspectors who have been t

the employ of the Live Poultry Commission Merchants Association, vail make up the

i

staff to handle the work.

Inspections will be made in accordance With a cooperative agreement between- th<

Bureau and the New York Live Poultry Commission Merchants Association and the greater

Nov/ York Poultry Chamber of Commerce.
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3. PRELIMINARY- REPORTS
" TO BE SIMPLIFIED.

To facilitate the movement of mimeographed, material it has "been decided
that preliminary reports hereafter shall he limited, to a few pages summarizing
the material in hand, with only the absolutely necessary illustrations. As a

general proposition, they should not exceed 8 or 10 pages including Illustration
Authors and division leaders are asked to reduce to this oasis any

preliminary reports now under preparation in the Divisions, retaining all other

material for the final printed report.

4, FIRST WOMAN INSPECTOR
OP FARM PRODUCTS.

The Hay, Peed and Seed Division, of tho Bureau of Agricultural Economics

has recently licensed Mrs. J. L. Landrom, of Oklahoma City, Okla. , as a Pederal

brccmcorn inspector. Mrs. Landrom is licensed under a cooperative agreement

"between the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and the Oklahoma State Market

Commission, and will issue joint Pederal- State inspection certificates. So far

as can he learned, Mrs. Landrom is the first woman licensed to inspect and grade

farm products "by the United States Department of Agriculture. Mrs. Landrom has

"been an employe cf the Oklahoma State Market Commission for several years and

attended the hroomccrn school held by the United States Department of Agricultur

in Oklahoma City last year, and was very anxious to obtain a license at that tim

However, she was unable to finish the course last year so attended the school

again this year, completing the work well to the top of a class of over twenty

students.

5. COMPTROLLER GENERAL PULES
Oil SUBSISTENCE EXPENSE ACCOUNTS.

In a letter to the Secretary of Agriculture dated October 28, a request

is made that those who claim subsistence for official trips by automobiles of

less than 24- hours duration where official station is left before 8 a,m. or

arrived at after 6 p.m. add to the voucher a statement of the circumstances

necessitating the early departure or the late return. In the absence of such a

showing, hereafter subsistence charges will not be allowed.

In P.B.A. Circular No. 49 attention is called to this requirement, and

members of the staff who make trips under such circumstances , in making out a.

statement should show the distance covered, the time for transaction cf official

business at the points visited with some supporting indication of the volume of

the work, and the particular occasion for reaching a given destination at a

specified hour or other features obviously influencing the trip. If it Is not

snown that the hours were in the interest of the Government, reimbursement for

subsistence can not be allowed,

. oOo

PL3ASE_N0TE that the Denver office of the F. & V. Division will move on

Saturday, November 20, to Rooms 408 and 409 Sugar Bldg., 1530 - 16th Street.
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of thP "tL^^
eat

n
re qf the Pr°sroia of the ninth- National Country Life :Conference

iltrXl
9VXlCTy Life Association in ..Washington last week, a pilgrimage was

made to Mount Vernon to place a wreath on the tou* of George Washington

of the cer 'ma^
D
f.\

-

*

J •Galpifi -accPnTOanied the; party,' the latter having charge

a c' ^Jf*
I^-'- hi;

'

s adnre-ss- Dr. Ga'ipin Paid "tribute to Washington as a farmer
and as such, for: making a homestead of his farm.

m e ^nm^f; +
Galpm took part in "the sessions' of 'the conference and was a member of

l n ?tp"nr • !
recoived *7 President Coolidge.

. Other members of the Bnreau

l^ll tzl^
aS

!
1
f 1

°' : 111 the stings, were Dr; S .L .Kirkpatrick, Wayne C. tfason and
othei members of the Division cf Earai Population and .Rural Life, and Miss Mary G.
Lacy, Librarian of. the Bureau. .

7. MEAT .EXHIBIT. POPULAR ' ./ . . . .. . + :

.AT. -ZAHSAS ' ..LIVESTOCK SKnw • . .:.

M exhibit showing wholesale
' and retail cuts from four ef the principal gradeK steer beet was the feature of the Kansas national Livestock Show at Wichita

November 1-6, inclusive. L . A. Bell - of the Chicago' office of the. Marketing Live-

I
100*' ^fats and. Io.ol Division represented the Bureau, which cooperated with the

Kansas Livestock Association, the State 'Agricultural College and two of the larger
packers,

_

the latter furnishing the meats used for the grade display. Chuck roasts
from cnoice, good, medium and common steer carcassesm and steaks from chucks tf

'

eacn of tnese grades were shown. Pour ribs and- four Spencer rolls of corresponding
grades were used, and four loins and four sirloin steaks were on display.

Apart of Mr. BelUs report reads as follows:

\'.
''P

^°f;
Mackint osh of the Animal Husbandry Department of the Kansas State .Agri

natural College gave a talk and cutting demonstration at ' the exhibit, cutting up
I

Slde °5 in*° Resale cuts and lecturing on retail cuts that are obtained
from each wholesale cut. This demonstration was highly interesting as large crowds
vrere present during each talk. Upon completion of Prof. Mackintosh's talk the
listeners! attention was called to the cuts displayed in the case and in ' connectionuh this I wish to add that it was surprising to me to note the intense interest
displayed by the

;
audience in this grade exhibit, as from noon each day until the

closing hour, which was midnight, we had people in front of the casern and they -ere
not axraid to ask questions. One of the most satisfactory things connected with thi
display m rny estimation was the sharp interest evidenced by retail dealers. I am
unaer the impression that every retail dealer in Wichita "besides many from surround-
ing terms viewed the exhibit, a number of them coming back several times, particular
ly m the evening and remaining for some time. Many of the retailers told me that
they had to come to view the display because of the remarks made by their customers.

8. CHANGE ILT DATE OF
' PINAL CROP REPORT

.

Upon the recommendation of this Bureau, the' Secretary has authorized the
Issuance of the final crop rgport of the year on Becember 20 at 4 p.m. instead of
on December 18 . •
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9 . iWTOIOT.IEHT
.

OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS .

Secretary's Memorandum No. 562, of November 10 announces that the admin-
istrative regulations of the Department have "been amended to substitute monthly
instead of quarterly as has been the custom. The memorandum states as follows:

Copies of authorizations for travel, station and field
expenses will be forwarded to the chief of the division
of accounts and disbursements on or before the tenth day
after expiration of the month within which issued, for
transmission to the General Accounting Office. The
material to be so treated comprises general or specific
letters of authorization issued from the Washington office
or from district or field headquarters, including every
letter or memorandum which authorizes or defines objects
of travel or limits travel, designates territory or points
to be visited, specifies rates of per diem allowance in
lieu of subsistence, or which contains other evidence
necessary in the administrative examination of travel
account s

.

The substitution of monthly for quarterly transmittal follows the recent
adoption of semimonthly transmittal of vouchers of the disbursing clerk of the

department to the General Accounting Office.

10. GRAIN DOCKAGE
SUBJECT PIT SPECIAL STUDY.

A study of grain dockage in progress by J.H.Cox, Barley Investigations of

the Grain Division, took him to the Great Lakes Forts during the past three weeks.

This study includes dockage as applied to wheat and rye in all its phases.
While dockage has been a factor for consideration by the Bureau since estab-

lishing wheat grades in 1918, it is a problem of the Northwest spring wheat area

principally, affecting the handling of spring wheat, rye and Durham wheat. The

amount of dockage in these grains varies from year to year and with the partic-

ular section of the country, but the rate of dockage for Northwest wheat runs

from about three to seven per cent. Present methods of determining dockage are

being studied with a view to making recommendations for future improvement. An

effort is being made to have uniform results of the dockage at various inspection

points.
In this connection experiments are being conducted with the different

types of dockage machines to determine the best method suited to making dockage

tests. A draft of grain from the grain elevator on the Great Lakes usually con-

sists of 1,000 or 1,500 bushels of grain. A sample is taken from each of these

drafts with a pelican sampler, an apparatus with a leather pocket fastened to a

ten-foot pole. A complete cross section of the stream of grain is made with this

sampler. The sample is cut down to a smaller portion by the Boerner sampler on

hand for the purpose. Por every 5,000 bushels or 10,000 bushels, a composite

sample weighing 1,500 to 3,000 grams is drawn for complete laboratory analysis

for the grade of the grain.

In order to determine the true grade of the grain, it is important that

a true and a representative sample of the grain be obtained.. It is difficult to

get a correct sample of the dockage in sampling the grain.
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1
J . COMMISSIONER

COMPLIMENTS_ME^g_POSTERS •

In acknowledging receipt of. a set of the four colored charts, of the stand-
ard-wholesale cuts and yield of beef, veal, lamb and pork, the Commissioner of the
State of Tennessee writes as follows;

"Will state that we are very grateful for these charts and will dis-
play them in points where they will be studied by the producer and
consumer as well. This visual education should be of great benefit
and encourage the production of meats of quality and at the same time
have a tendency to increase consumption".!

12. IN THE LIBRARY : .

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending November
:12 are:

Buechel, F. A. The commerce of agriculture; a survey of agri-

cultural resources... New York, J. Wiley 7 sons, inc.;

[etc., etc.] 1926. (The Wiley agricultural series, ed. by

J. G. Lipman) '

' Eorster, G. W. Land prices and land speculation in the bluegrass
region of Kentucky... [Raleigh, N. C. , 192- ] Thesis (Ph.D.)

University of Wisconsin.

Griffith, G. T. Population problems of the age of Maithus. . .

Cambridge, University press., 1926.

James, H. Land planning in the United States for the city, state

and nation. . . Nev; York, The Macmillan company, 1926* (Land

economic series, ed. by R. T. Ely) •

London school of economics and political science. The calendar...

for the 32d session 1923/27. London, London school of

economics & political science, 1926.

Port of Seattle commission. 1926/27 year hook. [Seattle, 1926]

Prewett, E. J.- The marketing of farm produce... Osford, Clarendon

press, 1926. Pt.l. Live-stock.

U. S. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Trade information

bulletin. no. 440. Markets of central Chile, by Hollo S.

Smith* October, 1926..

U, S. Tariff commission* Costs of producing sugar beets. Part VI -

Idaho. Report on the farmers* casts of producing sugar beets

in Idaho, 1921, 1922, and 1923. Washington, Govt, print,

off., 1926.
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13. . TO ALL WORKERS COOPERATING
WITH TUB RADIO SERVICE*'

I am passing on to you a few of the comments from radio stations and farmers,
received at the end of the first week's broadcast. Since the fall and winter ser-
vices were inaugurated this ^office

;
has • received, daily, an average of about 500

requests for enrollment -blanks
, information,- and bulletins. The comments which

follow are typical of many' others ''received.

. r Very truly yours,

SAM PICKARD
Chief of Radio Service.

"Although the Farm programs supplied by the U. S. Department of Agriculture
for the week of October 4 to 9 inclusive have not been entirely broadcast as yet,
the whole-hearted response of our audiences plainly indicates that this material
is the best farm program we have ever broadcast. Judging by the number of -com-
mendatory letters that have been received during the first four days of this week,
the .material is a tremendous success.

At present, Station WMAK of Buffalo, WHAS of Rochester, and WFBL of Syracuse
are taking the weekly Agricultural Hour. As. the Wednesday night lectures are a
part of this Hour, this material is being broadcast by the stations named, as well
as WGY, If the demand on the part of the farm audiences of the three upstate
stations arises for the remainder of the Department of Agriculture material, doubt-
less arrangements will be made to, broadcast the Monday and Eriday courses as well.

Thank you very much for the splendid material you are furnishing us."

Station WGY,
'

Schene c tady , N . Y

„

BUREAU BREVITIES ,

14. FARMER'S STANDARD OF LIVING, Department Bulletin 1466, by Dr. E. L. Kirk-
patrick came from the press just in time for use at the convention of the American
Country Life Association.

. This bulletin is built on a study of 2,886 farm families
in 11 states. The actual house-to-house work was usually done by a graduate student
in home economics or sociology under the immediate direction of the State worker.

Dr. Kirkpatrick planned the studies and supervised tnem as a whole. A preliminary
report was issued as the work in each state was completed. The Bureai of Home

Economics is using some of the material in further studies.

15. COOPERATIVE CREAM POOLS IN IDAHO has been issued by F. W, Atkeson and D. L,

Fourt of the Department of Dairying, University of Idaho, as Bulletin No, 144.

15« THE POSSIBILITIES OF BRAZIL AS A COMPETITOR OF THE UNITED STATES IN COTTON

GROWING' is a publication of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin

No. 345, The author, B. Youngblood, has given comprehensive study to the subject,

which is set forth in this pamphlet..
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17. STATISTICS OF THE DAIRY INDUSTRY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ELEVEN WESTERN
STATES compiled by Byron Hunter, present the statistical background of the dairy
industry with special reference to the Western States. Both charts and tables have
been arranged in fufcuwe groups showing supply statistics, demand and use of dairy
products, and marketing statistics'.

18. A STUDY IN VERMONT DAIRY FARMING^ issued as University of Vermont Bulletin 250
represents the results of a two-years study by John A. Hitchcock. The work was
carried on in cooperation" with' 'the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

19. A VISIT TO THE PRODUCERS LAMB POOL-THE SHORTEST . DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS is

the title of an article by G. C. Randell, Cooperative Marketing, which appears in

the November issue of National Live Stock Producer.

20. AVERAGE QUANTITY, COST AND NUTRITIVE VALUE OF FOOD CONSUMED BY FARM FAMILIES
is a preliminary report on'the food habits oh. the farm. This is a part of the study
which has been reported by the Division of Farm Population and Rural Life, and is

prepared by the Bureau of Home Economics, Study of 1331 farm families was made, in
selected localities in Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri and Ohio.

21. ATTITUDES AND PROBLEMS OF FIRM YOUTH is the title of a preliminary report by

Dr. E. L. Kirkpatrick in cooperation with C. B. Smith, Extension Service. In this

report are given partial results of a general study in cooperation with the American
Country Life Association. The material was 'obtained by means of a questionnaire
distributed to 4-H club members on farms and villages. Additional brief preliminary
reports will be issued from time to time on .this subject.*.,

22. FARM YOUTH , Bibliography No .,17 ,
compiled by Miss .Margaret T. Olcott and Miss

Louise 0. Bercaw, is a selected" list of references to literature issued since

January, 1920, Most of the references are on rural youth, and the list was prepared
by request for the use of the America Country Life Association at their recent
annual conference when the ' subject for consideration was the farm youth.

23. THE WELFARE ASSOCIATION Of the Department has CHRISTMAS CARDS which are NOW
ready for sale to the employees of the Department. They are put up in boxes of 20

cards each and 10 different cards of two col ors in each box. The price is $1.00 per
box of 20 cards. Samples of these' card:- are now on DISPLAY with G, W. Morrison,
Chairman of the Bureau Committee, in Room 400', Biebor Building, also in the Supply -.

Division in the basement of the Main Building.
'' The Association has made arrangements to handle the following candy:

Eutopian assorted chocolates, in fancy boxes of 5 lbs. each,... $2,25
Hard ^andies "Mixed" in 5 lb. cans .................. 1,75
Hard Candies "Buttercups" in 5 lb, cans „......, 1.50

Page & Shaw candies, including chocolates at 60^ and 75^ a pound, and hard
candies in glass jars at 35^ a pound or' 5 pounds at $1.50.

Samples of candies may be seen in Mr. Morrison's office or in the SUPPLY

DIVISION* Orders will be taken' at either olace. place orders early, please.
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Here and There in the Bureau,

Roy C. Potts and Rob R, Slocum, Dairy and Poultry products, went to New York
City last week to interview members of the trade, regarding the inspection service
on live poultry to be established in that city.. Mr. Potts stopped in Philadelphia
on his return trip, to interview Division workers.

Walter K. Marshall, Milling and Baking Investigations, Grain Investigations,
is traveling through Maryland and Pennsylvania this week to ascertain from millers
and bakers the types of flour best adapted to the manufacture of certain bakery
products

,

Dr. G. J. Galpin, Farm Population and Rural Life, went to Philadelphia,
November 12 to address the Department of Public Instruction. on rural life
activities

.

W, C, Davis, C, E. Gibbons, L. B. Burk and James K. Wallace are holding con-
ferences with producers, dealers, packers and others concerned regarding the tenta-
tive grades for calves and .veal

, sheep and. lambs and lamb and mutton. Conferences
have been held in Portland, Oregon; San Francisco, Calif, and Salt Lake City, Utah,
Their report to date says that' all branches of the industry have approved their
plans. "No criticisms anywhere,"

Those who remember Miss Frances Borders Thompson, who formerly worked in the

Grain Division but is now in the Grain Futures Administration, will be glad to learn
that she is recovering from a serious operation at Garfield Hospital,.^. .•• ...'.a.

At W. McKay, Cooperative Marketing, attended the First Pennsylvania Coopera-
tive Conference, held at Pennsylvania State College recently. He addressed the

meeting of managers and directors of cooperative
. associations on the status of the

movement in the United States.

Paul M. Williams," Warehousing Division, went to Winchester, Virginia last

week to make examinations of property licensed and to be licensed to store canned
foods under the United States Warehouse act.

Charles E. Gage, Crop and Livestock Estimates, plans to leave next week for

Greenville, Tennessee, where he will attend a tobacco exhibition and will meet

members of the tobacco industry.

Miss Emily Prucha of the Chicago Grain Office was a visitor it Minneapolis fthe

first part of the month,

H. J, Besley, Grain Division, left Saturday for Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana,

Missouri and Illinois where he will confer with State Control Feed officials regard-

ing administration of the Grain Standards act, He will be absent about three weeks,

Joseph A. Becker, Crop and Livestock Estimates, will go to Tennessee next

Monday to make field observations of crops in that State, He will travel through

the cotton belt in an automobile equipped with a crop meter to measure the cotton

area. Returning, Mr. Becker will stop in Kentucky and West Virginia, to confer with

Bureau representatives.
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E. J. Way, Mechanical Tabulation Section, will go to Nov.- York City and to

points in Hew England this week to make plans for compiling data' collected on the

Hew England-wide milk marketing study being made in that section.

George 0. Gatlin, Cooperative Marketing, plans to leave the last of the week

on a trip to Lexington and Hopkinsvilie , Kentucky and to Memphis, Tennessee to con-

fer with officials of cotton and tobacco cooperative associations, members of the

trade and agricultural college officials relative to marketing methods.

B. E. Shaffer Fruits and Vegetables, has returned to Washington after an

absence of nearly five weeks in fee pacific Northwest, He made a special study of

many products, particularly the standai dilation of cherries, prunes, apples, pears,

onions s
potatoes and berries.

Miss Elossie White, Machine Tabulation Section, will be on' annual leave during

the remainder of November to visit in He?; York and Philadelphia.

Mrs. Blanche Montgomery, Cooperative Marketing, is enjoying two weeks

•

vacation at her former home, in Illinois.

Mrs. Barbara French, Fruits and Vegetables, is enjoying a vacation trip to

Philadelphia and nearby points.

Kelsey B. Gardner, Cooperative Marketing, left last week for California to

discuss with officials of the California Fruit Growers' Exchange results of a

study on cooperative selling through terminal markets which he started in Juiy

.

Mr. Gardner 'will be absent about three weeks.

Mr, Marquis has returned from a pleasant visit in Philadelphia and Princeton,

H. J., where he and Mrs. Marquis attended the Yale-princeton football game.

Mrs. Lola Dennery, Machine Tabulation Section, is spending three weeks in

Hew Orleans, and other points in Mississippi and the South,

The London Office report ' that F. J. Hughes called during the week of

October 25, and Mr. Foley was able to secure a permit for the House of Commons for

aim.

William I. Holt, Foreign Representative of the Cotton Division has left

Germany and is now in Paris.

G. S. Meloy, Division of Co&ton Marketing, will attend a meeting of the

American Wholesale Grocers' Association, in Memphis, Tennessee on Wednesday.

Gustav Barmen ster, Crop Statistician at Cheyenne, Wyoming for the past two

years, has been transferred to Houston, Texas, as Livestock Statistician, effec-

tive November 1. D. F. Christy, who has been stationed B/C Columbus Ohio has gone

to Cheyenne to take over the work formerly handled by Mr. Burmeister.

A. R, Matters Grain Supervisor of the Kansas City Grain office made a brief

call at the Minneapolis office recently while enroute from the Duluth office where

he had been assisting in the work during October.

Kenneth W. Bolles
,
Crop and Livestock Estimates, will take' a vacation at

his home in Binghampton, Hew York, from November 13 to December 6.
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Whitney 'Coombs , Agricultural Finance , is in Philadelphia this week attending
the annual conference of the National Tax Association.

J. C. Gilbert, Economic' Information, is recovering after having an operation
for the rE.oo.val of .his tonsils..

A, V. Swarthout, Division of Cooperative Marketing, was in New York City for

a few days last week in connection with the business analysis study of poultry pro-
ducers in central California which he is making. He will learn the attitude of the

trade in the East, regarding grades and the service of this Association.

H. A. . Spilman, Fruits and Vegetable Division, will attend a meeting of the
American Veneer package Association, in Cincinnati, Ohio, November 17.

E. C. Shoup and Paul Nyhus report from the South that the producers of

peanuts and cotton are very much interested in securing information concerning
competition from China, . They are receiving many suggestions as to the kind of

information that producers and handlers cf .these products need. Among the

requests are some for general information, such as cultural practices, trend of

production, Consuming habits, -^nd social organizations. Some consider that it may

be possible to greatly expand the consumption of cotton in the Orient.

William :Kurtz , Assistant Marketing Specialist of the Philadelphia Grain
office since 1918 has been transferred to the New York office, effective November 8

C. G. Bandell
,
Cooperative Marketing, returned last week from the Eastern

provinces of Canada where he worked with the Cooperative Marketing Agencies in that
region, Mr. Randell spent some time with the following agencies:
The United Farmers of Ontario, The Canadian- Cooperative Wool Growers, Ltd., of

Toronto, The Cooperative Federee de Quebec at Montreal, and officials of the

Dominion government at Ottawa. J. F. Booth of the Division of Cooperative
Marketing who has been making a study' of the Cooperative Agencies in Western
Canada, joined Mr. Randell at Buffalo and together they made the survey.

Charles F, 'Sarle, Crop and Livestock Estimates, leaves this week to travel
in the Middle West to confer with Agricultural Statisticians and Sto.te officials
regarding improvements in statistical methods. He will be absent from Washington
about two weeks. : .

- -
' oOO: - <~ "

The Chicago office of the Morketing Livestock, Meats- and Wool Division is

in receipt of the following letter of commendation from Edgar T, Cutter, Superin-
tendent of the Associated press at Chicago:

"I am glad to tell you that the Market Editor
says the Chicago livestock report is 'hitting

-

the bull ' s eye ,
1 11
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£;THAS1ICSGIVINC- SAY.

Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, November 25. will "be observed
as a holiday in all offices of the Bureau.

1. ATTENDANCE AT INTERNATIONAL
" LI VESTOCK EXPOSITION IN CHICAGO.

Several important meetings of interest to the Bureau are scheduled to

be in Chicago during the International Livestock Exposition, November 27 to

December 4. These meetings are so closely related in activity that represent-
atives of 'the Bureau who will go for ore meeting will be interested in the

programs of some of the others.
Mr. Marquis and J. G. Gilbert , Economic Information, will have charge of

the exhibit which the Bureau will have at the Exposition as part of the Depart-
ment group,, Grading of livestock and meats will be featured by a large
panorama which shows how grading begins at the farm and is carried on to the
consumer. Another display shows .how .the consumer creates grades by his pre-
ferences for high grade "or cheap meats; The Outlook for Hogs is also featured
as well as several informative panels.

CV.Whalin, Livestock, Meats and Wool and C.L.Harlan, Crop and Livestock
Estimates will represent their Divisions and K. C.Slade, Cotton Marketing
Division will act as judge of cotton grading. A feature of the Exposition is

the judging contest of field crops and cotton will be included with corn and
other important crops.

On Saturday, November 27, R.C.Butner of the Chicago staff, Fruits and
Vegetables, will serve as a judge of potatoes, to be exhibited by the members
attending the Fifth National Boys' and Girls Club Congress. This work is

sponsored by the State Agricultural Colleges.

2. BUREAU TO SUPERVISE HAY
INSPECTION CONTEST AT CHICAGO .

.

As a.part of the International Livestock Exposition at Chicago on

November 29, a Hay Inspection contest under the supervision of the Hay, Eeed
and Seeds Division will be featured on Saturday, November 27.

Twelve State leaders and their student judging teams will meet at the

Kay, Eeed and Seeds office in Chicago November 26, for talks on Federal hay in-

spection going later to the Chicago hay tracks. The work on that day will be

directed by H.H.Whiteside, Chicago Supervisor, and E.O. Pollock, Kansas City
Supervisor. Heber J. Yfebb will be in attendance also.
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3. ANNUAL MEETING- QE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OE MARKETING OEEICIALS

One of the meetings to he held in Chicago during the International Live-
stock Exposition, will he the annual conference of the National Association of

Marketing Officials, at the Congress Hotel, November 29 to December 1.

Dr. O.C.Stine, Statistical and Historical Research, will address the first
morning session on "World Production vs. American Production of Agricultural
Products".

. W.P. Hedden, Port of New York Authority, will speak the same day on
"Lowering City Distribution Costs for Earm Products" . On November 30, Chris L.

Christensen, Division of Cooperative Marketing, will address a joint session
with members of the Association of Commissioners, Secretaries, and Departments
of Agriculture, when he will tell of the latest developments in cooperative
marketing.

Other members of the Bureau to attend this meeting are Mr. Tenny, aii& Mr.
Marqui s ; VI. P.. Callander, Crop and Livestock Estimates who will take part in a
discussion of crop estimating matters; W.A. Sherman and E.W. Stillwell, Eruit
and Vegetable Division; also J.A, Hunter of the San Antonio, Texas E. & V. Branch
office who is chairman of the committee on sales and consignment; R.C. Potts,

Dairy and Poultry Products; and C. G-.Randell ,
Cooperative Marketing.

4. USE OE PERSONAL FUNDS
to ;meet GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS .

The Comptroller General has written the Secretary to prohibit the use of

personal funds for payment of obligations of the Government, except in cases. of

emergency or necessity, or of purely travel expenses.
In P. B. A- Circular No. 50 it is stated. that the certificate on the form

for reimbursement of travel and other expenses including per diem contains the

clause "that it was not, for reasons stated herein, feasible to have payments
made for such expenditures by a disbursing officer of the United States." This,

furnishes the test to be applied before payment is made from personal funds of

any Government obligation except in case of strictly travel expenses. The Comp-

troller General's communication makes it plain . that officers who are not prepared
to enter on the voucher satisfactory statements of the reasons for such payments
will hereafter risk disallowance of the credit claimed.

5. MR. RHOADES RESIGNS
PROM GRAIN DIVISION .

Harry A. Rhoades, has resigned as Grain Supervisor of the Indiapolis,

Indiana, office effective November 1, to become licensed grain inspector at

Terre Haute, Indiana.
Mr. Rhoades entered the G-rain Standardization work in 1912 while it was

a part of the Bureau of Plant Industry. He went to Eederal G-rain Supervision

in 1917 with headquarters at Kansas City. In 1919 he took charge of the Indian-

apolis office. He was exceptionally well fitted for the important assignments

he has held, by reason of his practical experience and long association with

the grain investigational work..

Our best wishes go with Mr. Rhoades after his long and efficient service.
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6. SEED MARKETING- CONFERENCE
in-..;ceioago L^:'f week .

The Second Seed Marketing Conference is scheduled to he held at the

Hotel Sherman, Chicago, November 29 and 30.

Mr. Tenny will preside and W. A. Wheeler , Hay, Feed and Seeds, will

act as Secretary. G. C.Edler will also attend from the Hay, Eeed and Seeds

Division. The first day will be taken up with committee meetings while the

following day the general conference of representatives of the International

Crop Improvement Association, American Society of Agronomy, Agricultural

Colleges, Wholesale Grass Seed Dealers' Association and the American Seed

Trade Association will be in session.
The first seed marketing conference was held in Chicago June 25 and

26 of this year when committees were appointed to consider certification,

legislation and extension of the seed industry. These various committees

will now report and make recommendations for the expansion of the service.

The main purposes of the conference, are to bring about uniformity in

seed certification methods and procedure, to coordinate the seed certifica-

tion work being done in the various States, and to devise means for preserv-

ing the identity of certified and non-certified seed in commerce.

After the conference Mr. Wheeler plans to visit some of the branch-

offices while Mr. Edler will go to leading seed distributing points in the

Middle West to discuss seed trade conditions, and investigational work.

7. STATE OE KENTUCKY ADOPTS '

.

• ! • ' '

"

"
U. S. TOBACCO TYPE^CLASSIE I CAT!ON

.

.

The State of Kentucky has' officially adopted, for the purposes of

mandatory reports on the sale, of leaf tobacco, the type classification of

American-grown tobacco, Which, was 'published by the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture in January, 1916, as Miscellaneous Circular No, 55.

Kentucky ranks first in the number of types grown as well as the number of

pounds produced. Six important types of tobacco, namely, U. S. Type 22,

23, 24, 31, 35, and 36 are grown in the gtate. In 1925 the State produced

nearly 400,000,000 pounds of tobacco.
The adoption of the-U. S. Type Numbers by the Kentucky State

authority marks an important step in bringing about a uniform classification

of American-grown tobacco, states the Warehousing Division.
The Dark Tobacco Growers' Cooperative Association adopted and has

been using the U. S. Standard Grades for Tobacco since the organization of

the Association four years ago. Recently this Association signed a. contract

to furnish the Portuguese" Government with' dark tobacco, the contract having

been obtained by W.M.Eallon,, formerly of ' this Bureau and associated with

E.W.Wilkinson in tobacco - standardization work in the Warehousing Division.

8. SPECIAL REPORTS ON CHRISTMAS TREES BY E. & V. DIVISION

At the request of ' the Director of Extension Work, University of Vermont,

at Burlington, Vt. , a mail report will' be furnished him each Eriday from now

until Christmas, covering the arrivals and prices of Christmas trees in the

following markets: Washington, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Pittsburgh.

These reports will be mailed directly to Vermont by the local representatives,

and the information probably will appear in the mimeographed bulletins.
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9. SECRETARY 1 Sj^PM^jjLgg^g?™
LEAVE PGR gEliPCRA^i ,i

;f/I0YEES , AMENDED .

Secretary's Memo. ITo. 563 contains an amendment to the Admistrative
Regulations that temporary employees are not entitled to leave with ]pay.
All employees under appointment pending certification are included in this
recent amendment. Prior rulings against leave with pay allowance covered
virtually all other temporary classes.

The regulations are also amended to permit temporary employees re-
ceiving permanent appointment, to "be allowed leave with pay or reimbursement
for leave charged without pay for temporary services within the calendar year.

10. CERTIEI CATION AND SHOWING;

0E GRADES' ON PIELD ROLLS. .

•

P. B. A. Circular No. ,51 of November 19, 1926, "Certification and show-
ing of grades on field rolls," deals with the instructions carried by Supple-
ment No. 2, General Regulations No. 34, -of the General Accounting Office. The
new requirements are that each roll (field rolls only) contain additional cer-
tification as follows: "that deductions have been made from the compensation
of all employees against whom charges have accrued during the period of the
payroll and that the determined reasonable value of allowances furnished in
hind is stated in every case;" and that in -connection with name and designation
of position the employee's grade he hereafter shown. The supplement indicates
that future reprints of the standard payroll form will include this new certi-
fication. ' V

11. LIVESTOCK DIVISION EXHIBIT .

'

WINS GOLD MEDAL". AT SHOW . .>/',.•

The livestock and meat grades- exhibit • outlined and conducted by repre-
sentatives of the Livestock, Meats and Wool Division was awarded a gold medal
at the American Institute Show held in .New York City during the Week October
25-30. The principal, feature of this exhibit was the display of four live
steers, of choice, good, medium and common grades, and the corresponding
grades of dressed beef. The animals and the meats, which were furnished by
local packers, were selected by representatives of the New York City office
of the Division. At least one representative from that office was on hand at
all times to distribute information pertaining to grades and to answer the
innumerable questions raised by visitors, among whom were producers from the
Eastern states as well as from the West, dietitians and teachers, housewives,
wholesale and retail meat dealers, commission men and many others. Many
favorable comments were received, housewives in particular advising that the
talks and the display were interesting as well as educational. One patron of
the show stated that he had-' visited the booth on three different nights and
had learned more about meats on these visits than in forty years previous.
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12, MARKETING SPECIALIST (WOOL)
EXAM I NAT I ON ANNOITN CSD_

Tne Civil Service Commission will receive applications for an unassem-
bled examination for the above position until December' 21, Entrance salary
for this position will be $3,000 a year, for assignment in the Washington
office. Applicants will be rated on education and experience, and a thesis to
be submitted with application. Graduation from a college" or univer-
sity of recognized standing and at least four years experience, or a combina-
tion of education and experience will be required. At least two years of the
experience must have been had during the four years immediately preceding this
examination. Experience in the selection and grading of wool and mohair for o

comiaescial purposes, .in purchasing and selling in large quantities, in educa-
tional or investigational work with knowledge of marketing and grading, or in
any occupation of responsible character involving an intimate knowledge of woo
activities, Wool scouring knowledge is particularly desirable. Duties of this
position will be to handle

,
grade , and sort wool and mohair used in the prepar

ation of official standards. Applicants should apply at once for Form 2118,
stating the exact title of the examination.

13, MANUSCRIPTS SUBMITTED 13Y THE BUREAU IN OCTOBER ;

The following' manuscripts were submitted to the Division of
publications during October: '•

.

" ,'

Christensen, C, -'L, : The~Business Set-up of a Cooperative
Marketing Association, For 'Department Circular.

Gardner, Chastina: Cooperation, in Agriculture, A selected
and annotated reading .-list. , '(Supersedes Mis. Cir.ll),
For Miscellaneous. Circular".'

The following articles have been approved for
'

publication in
the periodicals named:

Christensen, C. L. : New Division of cooperative marketing to
serve cooperative movement. For South Dakota farmer and
breeder.

Davis, R. W. ': Marking requirements for fresh fruit and vege-
table packages. For Barrel and Box.

Elsworth, Rj, H. : A quarter of a century of cooperative develop-
ment. For Cooperative journal,

lirkpatrick, E. 'l. and Smith, C. B, : problems of farm youth.
For Rural America.

Sherman, C. B. : Health expenditures in farm families. For
Nation's Health,

Tapp, J. W« : principle of comparative advantage applied to

farm management studies of regional competition between
farmers. For Jour, of Farm Economics,
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14. IN THE LIBRARY:

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending
November 18 are:

Bastiat, F. Bastiat and' the ABC of free trade.,. Ed. by Lorenza
Garreau. London, T, Fisher Unwin ltd. [1926]

Burns, E. M. Wages and the state; a comparative study of the problems
of state wage regulation... London, p. S. King & Son, ltd., 1926.
(Studies in economics and political science no, 86 in the series
of monographs "by writers connected with the London school of

economics and political science)

Gt .Brit .Ministry of agriculture and fisheries. Report on the market-
ing of pigs in England and Wales. London, H.M. Stationery off.,

1925, (Its Economic series no. 12)

Gt .Brit .Ministry of agriculture and fisheries. Report on the market-
ing of poultry in England and Wales.' London, H.M. Stationery
off., 1926. (Its Economic series no, 11)

Harvard university. Bureau. of business research. Bulletin no, 56,

Distribution of textiles ; Cambridge, Mass., 1926.

Nebraska, University. College of business administration. Committee on
business, research. Nebraska' studies in business no. 16, Contacts
of the state university with the manufacturers of Nebraska,
Lincoln, July,' 1926." .

' "
,

North Carolina. State college of agriculture and engineering. Bureau of

economic and social research. Research bulletin no. 1, profitable
farm organizations for the coastal plain of North Carolina, by'

G. W. Eorster, R.J.Saville and J. 3. Hutson, Raleigh, N.C.,1926.

Nova Scotia. Agricultural enquiry committee, 1926. Report .. .Halifax,

'

U.S., Minister of public works and mines, King's printer, 1926.

U.S.Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Statistical abstract
of the United States 1925. Washington, Govt. Print. Off., 1926.

U.S. Library of Congress. Division of documents, popular names of

federal statutes ... rev. June, 1926... Washington, Govt .print

.

off., 1926. ...
.
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BUREAU BREVITIES,

15. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PRICE OF HOC-S are analyzed and discussed by G. C. Haas
and M. Ezekiel in Dept. Bui. 1440 which came from the press in time for distribu-
tion at the International Livestock Exposition. The statistical basis for the con-
clusions is set forth in considerable detail, and. many charts are used. Footnotes
state that the analysis on which the bulletin is based' was initiated by Mr. Haas in
an effort to arrive at means of forecasting hog prices. He worked out the forecast
ing technique and then cooperated with Mr. Ezekiel in the study of the way farmers
could use these results and in a joint study of tiie fundamental economic
relations of factors affecting hog prices. The study of the economics of the
market and forecasting prices by the percentage -change method were completed by Mr.
Ezekiel after Mr. Haas left for Europe and Mr. Ezekiel wrote the bulletin. He hope
to issue a more popular discussion of the subject in a latere Farmers Bulletin.
Credit is given to Misses Margaret' Matheson and Anna R. Sullivan for assistance on
the statistical phases of the work.

HERE AND THERE IN THE BUREAU. .

C.V.Whalin, Livestock, Meats and 'Wool Division, will go the last of the week
to Chicago to confer with members of the Branch office and to make contact with
the trade. He will also attend the livestock hearing Dec. 3 and 4.

Robert Bier, Fruits -and Vegetable Inspection, addressed a meeting of the
Peninsula Horticultural Society at Dover, Delaware on Friday.

A, ¥. McKay, Cooperative Marketing, will start on a trip Friday through the
Northwest States to address a series of State Beekeepers' Associations. He will
make preliminary arrangements for a study of cooperative marketing of honey in the
intermountain regions and in other sections of the United States during the month
he will be away,

H.H, Willis , came from Clemson College, South Carolina last week to confer
with members of the Cotton Division- regarding cotton spinning tests, and to make
arrangements for cooperative worn with some of the Southern States.

The corn receipts to the Chicago market continue so heavy that appeals are
taxing the force in the Grain office to capacity, with overtime and extra help, in
order to render prompt service. L.F.Butler, of Buffalo, W.M./Chel'f, of Philadelphia
and Mr. Simpson of Louisville are there assisting during the rush season.

Mr, and Mrs. CheIf are the proud parents of an eight -pound daughter who
arrived while he was in Chicago.

Frederick S. Hodge, Section of property and Supplies, who has been absent
several weeks due to illness from infected teeth, was able to return to duty on
the 18th j we are glad to report.

Mrs. M.H.Bagloy, Photographic Laboratory, will spend ten days at Raleigh,
North Carolina where she will go for Thanksgiving.
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R. P. Teele, Land Economics, has returned from a six weeks' trip through
the South Atlantic States, where, in company with R* D. Marsden, of the Bureau
ox Pnolic Roads, he was making a study of the existing drainage districts, to
determine to what extent the land in these districts has been put into cultiva-
tion; and the financial condition of the districts.. Drainage district laws are
based on the principle that the land shall pay for its own reclamation, by means
of ^ the issuing of bonds, to be paid from the products grown on the land. The
main object of the study is to determine to what extent districts are accomplish-
ing this. Districts in other regions have been included in the study.

M.A.Crosby, Farm Management and Costs, who had recently visited his brother
at Ithaca, New York, received the sad news that he had passed away last week^
The late p. J. (Richard) Crosby, who was Professor of Extension at Cornell University
was a member of the States Relation Service from 1S02 to 1913 and was widely known
both in the Department and in educational circles.

B. W. Whitlock and B. J. Stubblefield of the Pacific Coast Headquarters,
Grain Standards, were the judges in a grain judging contest held at North
Portland, November 1. Grain judging teams from the Agricultural Schools of
British Columbia, Montana, Idaho and Oregon took part. Two days before the
event, the ^competitors visited the Bureau Grain Office to study the assortment
of commercial samples which has been saved for the boys to improve their
understanding.

Miss Maude I, Gross has been given an appointment as Junior Clerk-Typist
in the Division of Cooperative Marketing, by transfer from the Treasury Depart-
ment, Bureau of Internal Revenue.

J.G.Cross, Transportation Specialist of the Bureau, will return to Wash-
ington about December 2, after a tour of several weeks in the interest of the
Bureau.

B.C.Boree, Pruits and Vegetables, came in yesterday from a trip through
the middle western States,

Mrs. Elizabeth Smoot, Cotton Marketing Division, is spending this week in
New York City.

Miss Mary B. Hall, Fruits and Vegetables, has our sympathy at the death
of her uncle, Charles P.J.Mo'oney, editor and owner of the Commercial Appeal of
Memphis, Tennessee. Mr. Mooney paid occasional visits to the Bureau and was
known to many members of the staff.

The craze for reducing has struck the inmates of the Personnel Section
with vengence. Some have taken up bowling, others walk several miles to the
oi f ice and one of the young ladies has foresworn whipped cream on her cake.
These measures however, have not proved strenuous enough for William A> De
Vaughan who has recently purchased a set of left-handed golf clubs and a pair
of snappy knickers. Now he can be found any evening chasing the pretty little
fluffy ball around the wood-shed. A tourist, on passing through Del Ray last
week asked if the De Vaughan wood-shed was not a relic of the War. He was in-
formed that the holes he noticed were not made by cannon balls but by golf
balls and some day, he could state with pride that he had seen the wood-shed
where the "World's Champion Golf-player" perfected his famous drives.'
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1. CENTER MARKET TQ
.

jEmij_0PEH
UlT'i' [L "sTo'o xl'STBAD'OF 5 P.M.

By order of the Secretary, the regulations have been changed to permit
Center Market to remain open half an hour longer in the afternoons, in order to ac-
-commodate shoppers who are necessarily detained until late in the day. This
1.rder is effective December 1 and will continue in 'force for an indefinite time.

This will be welcome news to many who go from the Eureau to Center Market
and have had only a limited time for buying before the market closing hour, 5 o'clock

2. BUREAU EXHIBIT AT FARM
jQUTvEaU ji'LjNation exposition.

Bureau exhibits are to be used at the National Farm Bureau Federation Agri-
cultural Exposition at Chicago1

, December 6 to 8.

There will be two booth's- one devoted to the 'subject of Cooperative Market-
ring, and the other to six. outstanding lines of work in the Bureau, including the
Market News Service, Standardization, Inspection, Warehousing, Crop' and Livestock
'Estimates and the Outlook Eeports;

;

The Cooperative Marketing exhibit consisting of five panels, shows the
growth of cooperative organizations from 1890 to 1925, with a graphic chart of the
^organization of the Cooperative Marketing Division in the Bureau.

In the other booth, the Market News panel shows bjrmean s of enlarged photo-
graphs the visualization of market transactions throughHfee medium of the market
reports. Standardization of farm products is portraj*ed by a large pile of cull
apples outsid.e a vinegar factory, illustrating that cull products can best be
marketed through a by-product plant and not in market packages, while well-packed
/products secure for the producer the benefits of standardization.

A colored ]?hotgraph bf an inspector at work, illustrates the application
of standardization in the Inspection Service.

The value of the Federal warehOiise receipt is suggested by the use of an
enlarged facsimile of a grain warehouse receipt which states that it provides
"protection for the farme^" and that grain covered by such receipts is easily
financed because it is properly stored, protected and graded.

The Outlook Report of the Bureau is portrayed by a landscape. In the fore-
ground are farms, roadways' and villages, all eloquent of future possibilities.
A text says, "Judging the Future by the Past is Man's Safest Way to Analyze the ' .'

Probable Course of Everts", adding that the Report inerprets facts gathered on
agricultural products thereby forecasting the probable demand and supply. The

Crop Estimates, panel shows an appropriate' picture' and text. „
The panels used are of a new design, three feet by' four feet, with detach-

able legs and back supports, making of each piece, an easel which may be used
separately or in groups as the need may demand.

.

The Exhibit Work of the Bureau is under the direction of Mr. Marquis, as

a part of the Division of Economic Information. J.C.Gilbert assists Mr. Marquis
in the Exhibit Work.
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3. MR. CASTLE RETIRES
FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION .

Another member of the Bureau Staff to he retired, is Cornelius P. Castle,
Assistant Photographer, of the Photographic Laboratory, Division of Economic
Information, who is leaving the Service on December 1.

Mr. Castle was appointed to the Bureau just eight years ago and has served
in the Photographic Section during that time.

'

He will have reached his 75th birth-
day on December 9, having been retained beyond the retirement age by reason of his
good health.

His co-workers and friends in the Bureau have planned a farewell luncheon
to be held on Wednesday when they will present Mr. Castle with an appropriate gift,

as a token of their regard. Mrs. Castle is invited to be a guest.
Our best wishes go with Mr. Castle.

4. LOAN OP TRUCKS
DURING- CHRISTMAS SEASON .

In a letter to the Secretary, the Chief Coordinator has requested that
trucks at field stations that can be spared during the Christmas mailing season
be placed at the disposal of the Post Office Department. He states that in view
of the great saving to the Government effected in previous years by the coopera-
tion of other departments by lending trucks to the Post Office Department, it is
desired that a similar procedure be followed this year.

If .each of our field offices that maintains trucks- that can be spared dur-
ing this season, will notify the Coordinator in that area, the Post Office Depart-
ment will furnish the gas, oil and grease necessary in the operation of the trucks
borrowed, they will keep them in repair daring the period of their use, and Will
return them to the point from which obtained in the same condition in which they
were turned over to the postal service, ordinary wear and tear excepted.

5. AUTOMATIC PENCILS AVAILABLE.

At a recent meeting of the Federal Purchasing Board the Chairman invited
attention to a report to the Director of the Btireau of the Budget from the Civil
Service Commission on a two-year trial of automatic or magazine pencils. The
report indicated that results of such use were satisfactory, that there was a
material saving over the estimated cost of ordinary pencils, and that there was
a saving in time to the employee of indeterminate but real value. It was the
thought of the 3ureau of the Budget that the use of automatic pencils should be
encouraged and extended. Magazine pencils are now carried in stock by the Bureau
Supply Section and the Central Supply Unit and are- obtainable in limited quanti-
ties on requisition. The initial cost of the pencil is 26 cents each and the

cost of the leads is 27 cents per dozen tubes of 12 leads each. It is suggested
that offices using lead pencils to a considerable extent give these magazine
pencils a thorough trial.
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6. RECEIVES APPRECIATION 0?
NEW YORK MEAT TRADE

.

"The Retailer's Position in Meat Distribution" is the subject of an

article B»3P. McCarthy, New York representative of the Livestock, Meats and fool

Division contributed to the elaborate printed program and souvenir of the Second

Inter-Branch Dinner and Dance of Six Greater New York Branches of the State As-

sociation of Retail Meat Dealers, affiliated with the national organization,

held at the Hotel Astor, November 28.

In another part of the program appears a hearty word of appreciation of

Mr. McCarthy's services in behalf of the retail- meat merchants of the city.

The pleasant relations existing between them are emphasized, with the forthcom-

ing benefits to be derived from such an understanding,.

The program contains also a tribute to David Van Gelder, a progressive

Brooklyn dealer who was the first in the country voluntarily to place his store

under the supervision of the Bureau for periodic inspections certifying to the

public that the meats sold there v/ere guaranteed by the government to be as

advertised. He is declared to have set a precedent and many other dealers have

followed his example. He is a pioneer in a field that will be of great benefit

to both the industry and the public throughout the country, states the writer.

7. WELFARE ASSOCIATION OFFERS

The Welfare Association of the Department seeks to add to its resources
by handling other articles than candies for holiday purchasers. The following
items may be had in the basement of the Main Building, or orders n~ay be placed
through G.W.Morrison, Room 400, Chairman for this Bureau, 'fhe request is made
that purchases be listed as soon as possible.

PECANS - "Steuart" .60^ per lb,

WALNUTS, buttered . . .

'

„ .42^
ALMONDS, Non-Pareil 35^
BRAZIL NUTS -.25^
STUFFED DATES . , . .35^
SHELLED PECANS, halves 85<£

SHELLED WALNUTS , halves . 80
SHELLED BRAZIL 83^
SALTED ALMONDS ; 1. 10

^

SALTED EE \NUTS 32^
DROMEDARY DATES (10 oz. boxes) , 20^ per box.

PIGS, package (8 oz. ) » ,14^ per pkg.

PIGS, layer, (10 lb. boxes) 2.25 per 10 lbs., or

ANY WARES POP HOLIDAY SALE.

2b<p per lb.
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10. GRAIN BULLETIN FINDS FAVOR
Y/ITH TRADE JOURNAL.

The November, 1926 issue of "The Cracker Baker" appears an article on
what flours should "be used for best results. Reference is made to Department
Bulletin No. 1420, as follows:

"The United States Department of Agriculture,*** has just issued a bul-
letin giving its findings through experimentations with various wheats for
the physical qualities of the individual kernels which is extremely interesting."

J, II. Shollenberger, Hilling Investigations and D.A.Coleman, Chemical Re-
search Laboratory, Grain Division, are the authors of this bulletin.

11. STOPPED SHIPPING GRAPES,

ON BASIS OF MARKET REPORTS.

That the daily market reports are of benefit in more ways than one is

shown by the following letter, recently received by C. E. Schultz, Fruit- and
Vegetable Division, at the time he closed the Fresno, California field station:

"I note that you plan to close the Fresno office at the end of this
week. I wish to thank you for the daily bulletin or market report of grape
shipments. It has been of great value and service to the writer; it has
enabled me to note the slump in the eastern auction market on the Atlantic
Coast, from one end to the other. Undoubtedly, it saved me many hundreds of

dollars in enabling me to stop gathering my crop for at least a month during
the low prices. From the time that I noticed the slump, I had a number of

cars rolling to the East, which caught me for a little over a hundred dollars;

others, I noticed, were caught for thousands of dollars. The bulletin has
been of great value to us shippers, and I sincerely trust that you continue
it from season to season. Thanking you very much for the service rendered, I

remain, etc."

Commenting on this letter, Mr. Schultz said:, "The California grape
deal was not very successful this year, but I know of several shippers who

quit shipping as a direct result of our information. If they also had crowded
their supplies onto the already glutted markets, the result might have been
worse than it was."

BUREAU BREVITIES ;

12. U. S. STANDARDS FOR BUNCHED BEETS, BUNCHED CARROTS 'AND BUNCHED TURNIPS, LETTUCE

AND CITRUS FRUIT (FLORIDA) 1926, have been issued separately, and mimeographed.

13. MARKETING COLORADO APPLES, SEASON 1925 is a mimeographed summary by J.D.Evers
in cooperation with the Colorado Agricultural College.

14. MARKETING TEXAS SPINACH, SEASON 1925-26, by J. Austin Hunter is the report

on the market news service conducted at San Antonio by the Bureau in cooperation

with the Texas Department of Agriculture and the local Chamber of Commerce.

15. MARKETING WESTERN NET/ YORK APPLES, SEASON 1925-1926, is a review of the shipp-

ing season by A.E.Prugh. This report gives market quotations, shipments and the

standard grades used in the marketing of apples in that section.
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16. METHODS AND PRACTICES OE RETAILING MEAT are reported "by 1,7. C. Davis in

Dept. Bui. 1441. The factors studied are: Number of stores in relation to

population, location of store, coTame of business, character of business, practi-

cal knowledge of proprietor, sources of supplies and method of buying, facilities

and equipment, sanitation, bookkeeping, salesmanship, selling practices, mis-

leading practices, frequency of turnover, cutting tests, disproportionate demand

for different cuts of moats, spread between wholesale costs and retail prices.

Recommendations for improvement are made by the author.

17. MARGINS, EXPENSES , AND PROFITS IN RETAILING MEAT are analyzed and discussed

in Dept. Bill. 1442 by Kelsey B. Gardner, The data were drawn from 16 cities

distributed throughout the United States. Among other factors studied are:

Total returns to proprietors, stock turn, equipment investment. Comparisons

are made between results of this study and results of other studies in so far

as practicable. Eootnote credit for collection of data in the field is given to

E. B. Ballow, H.E. Buchanan, E. E. Manning, and R. M. Roudabush, and credit is

given to Misses Christine R. Beard and Avis B. Damon for assistance in the tabu-

lation of data and compilation of results.

18. CONSUMER HABITS AND PREFERENCES IN THE PURCHASE OF MEAT and in its consump-

tion, as determined by house-to-house interviews, are compiled, analyzed and
discussed in Dept. Bill. 1443. This survey was planned and organized by J. Clyde

Marquis, the field work of gathering the materials was supervised by L. A.

Adams and the data were analyzed and the manuscript -was prepared by Kelsey B.

Gardner. Footnote credit is given to Miss Mayme C. Parker for assistance in com-
piling the data and in making the computations. This is the first printed pub-
lication of just this character that the Bureau has issued. The aim of the study
was to obtain information which might make clearer some of theppurchasing habits
of housewives; their knowledge concerning grades, quality and cuts of meat; and
their preferences for 'various kinds and cuts of meat and use of meat in the

household since all of these are of effect in bringing about some of our present
methods of retail meat distribution.

19. THESE THREE PUBLICATIONS, which came from the press just in time for the

International Livestock Exposition are the result of a survey of the retail

marketing of meat that was provided for by Congress in our appropriation acts

for the fiscal years 1925 and 1926. The survey was divided into three parts:

(1) Methods and practices of retailing meat; (2) margins, expenses and profits;

and (3) consumer habits and preferences in the purchase and consumption of meat.

A study of these factors and of their influence upon the market for meat consti-

tuted the general plan as a whole.

20. TORNADOES IN THE UNITED STATES , is the title of an address by V.N.Valgren,

Agricultural Finance, at the annual convention of the National Association of

Mutual Insurance Companies at Louisville, Kentucky, in October. This paper

which gives surprising facts about wind storms and the havoc they cause in

destruction of- lives and property, was presented in full in a recent issue of

the Journal of American Insurance.
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8. I1T THE LIBRARY;

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending November
26 are:

American library association. A survey of libraries in the United
States... Chicago, American library association, 1926.

American national live stock association. Proceedings... 29th annual
convention... held at Phoenix, Arizona, Jan. 1926. [Denver, Record
stockman print, 1926]

Canada. Dept. of agriculture. Eruit division. Eruit and vegetable
market summary (with -notes on crop conditions) May, 1926. Ottawa,
1926.

Ceylon. Dept. of agriculture. Cooperative societies. Report on the
working of co-operative societies, 1924-25. [Colombo, 1925]

Gt. Brit. Ministry of agriculture and fisheries. Allotments act, 1922.

Memorandum on the rating of allotments. London, H. M. Stationery
off. , 1922.

Hamilton, W. H. Current economic problems; a series of readings in
the control of industrial development... 3d ed. Chicago, 111.,
The University of Chicago press [1925]

Kelly, M. C, community capitol; a preogram for American unity.
Pittsburgh, The Mayflower press, 1921.

National industrial conference board. The cost of living in the United
States, 1914-1926. New York, National industrial conference board,

inc. , 1926.

Silk association of America. 27th raid-year report, 1925/26. New York,

Silk association of America [1926]

U. S. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Trade promotion series.

no. 37. International trade in coffee, by M. L. Bynum. Washington,

Govt, print, off. , 1926.

9. GOLE TOURNEY OE COTTON DIVISION
HELD THANKSGIVING- MORNING .

A golf tournament of the Cotton Division marked the close of the season

with an 18-hole ^game at the Argyle Country Club on Thanksgiving Day.

By a process of elimination, there were five in the final play-off, C.L.

Einch, E.G.Parker, R.L.Kause, R. M.Roudabush and L. Lackey, making up the team,

with Mr. Einch victorious in the final showing, and Mr. Roudabush a close second.

The entire, game was well-played from start to finish, with no player out

of 'the running until the 15th hole when Mr. Kause and Mr.. Lackey were eliminated.

At the 16th hole Mr. Parker was eliminated. -. At the 17th, Mr. Einch and Mr.

Roudabush were even and in the 18th, Mr. Einch established his championship over

his able opponent.
The prize was awarded Mr. Einch with congratulations.
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HEBE AND THERE III THE' BUREAU.

Mr, Tenny and other members of the Bureau who are attending the Inter-
national Livestock Exposition and other meetings in Chicago this week: departed
Sunday afternoon, a number of Division leaders traveling on the same train with
Mr* Tenny. Mr. Marquis, William F. Callander, W. A. Sherman, Chris L. Christensen,
W.A.Wheeler, C. V.Whalin, Roy C. Potts, O.C.Stine, A. W, McKay, E.W, Stillwell , G.A.
Collier, G.C.Edler, C.L.Harlan, C.G, Randell, H.C.Slade and J.C.Gilbert represent
the Bureau at these important meetings.

E.B.Ballow, Cooperative Marketing, has returned after an absence of ten
Weeks in California where he collected information to assist A* W. Swarthout in a
study of the Poultry Producers of central California.

W. C.Bolle, a representative of the Bund van Nederlandsche Graan Importerus,
Rotterdam, was a visitor at the offices of the Grain Division both in Washington
and in New York recently. He came to America to obtain information on the inspec-
tion and grading of barley, and is much interested in the system in use here. He
believes it is superior to the Canadian system as practiced in Montreal. Mr. Bo lie
is also a grain dealer and a member of the grain committee in Rotterdam. This com-
mittee in a sense corresponds to an inspection department, which samples and
analyzes grain, and acts in arbitrations.

Dr. Leland D. Ives has been appointed as Assistant Inspector in the Division
of Dairy and Poultry Products, by transfer from the Bureau of Animal Industry of
this Department. He will supervise the inspection service on live poultry in New
York City, the conduct of which has recently been arranged by cooperative agreement
between the Bureau and the trade in New York City. He will have supervision of a
corp of inspectors who will assist in the work.

Dr. Ives entered the Bureau of Animal Industry in 1906, and because of his
study of sanitary methods, has become well-known to the grade, and is particularly
acceptable to both parties of the cooperative agreement.

Miss Nettie Bradshaw, Land Economics, returned to the office Monday, Nov.

29, after a short vacation in Philadelphia.

H.J.Besley, Grain Division, will return the middle of the week from a
trip through southern and middle western States.

The teacher and a class of 28 boys in vocational agriculture from Paris,
Missouri, visited the Kansas City Grain Supervision office during November.

The Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates reports two Thanksgiving
Brides: Miss Mayme Hilgendorf was married to Alvin D. Re ichert of Wisconsin,
and Miss Jessie Walter became the bride of Charles A. Wrigglesworth. We join
with their Division in wishing them many years of happiness and good fortune.

Mrs. Margaret E. Pirie, of the Center Market Staff, spent Thanksgiving
and the week-end in Philadelphia.

Miss Winifred L. Stockton, Crop and Livestock Estimates, has spent the

past two weeks very pleasantly if her home in Peoria, Illinois.
at
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L.H.Bean, Statistical and Historical Research, has returned from a trip
which took him to Memphis, Tennessee to confer with E.M.Daggitt, who resigned
from the Division on September 30 to go with the American Cotton Growers' Exchange.
They worked together putting in shape material for a bulletin on factors influenc-
ing the price of cotton, started by B.B. Smith also formerly of the Bureau, Mr.
Bean went later to Cleveland, Ohio to confer with Mr. Smith regarding the publica-
tion. Before returning to Washington., he went to Boston to attend a conference of
the Harvard Committee on Economic Research to consider the outlook for business
conditions during the coming year.

Robert Bier, Fruit and Vegetable Inspection, is scheduled to attend the
Vegetable Session of the New Jersey State Horticultural Society at its meeting on
December 8. Mr. Bier will talk on inspection as an aid to tomato marketing.

R. S. Kifer, Farm Management and Costs, spent several days in Hew York City
on annual leave recently.

A.P.Brodell, Earm Management and Costs, has gone on a two months' assign-
ment to Oklahoma and Texas to assist in an investigation of the economics of
gathering cotton by the snapping and picking methods. He will also assist in a
study of big scale cotton farming in Texas, to determine the economics of such
activity.

H.K. Holman, Warehousing Division, started yesterday on a tour through
several Middle Western States which will keep him out of Washington until after
the Christmas Holidays. He will inspect warehouses to investigate their operat-
ing methods and whether the requirements of the Warehouse act are properly ob-
served. Interviews with bankers will also take part of Mr. Holman ! s attention.

•J.E.Barr, Bean Standardization, recently returned from a five-weeks'
trip to Rocky Mountain bean-producing states in the interest of Bean inspection.
In Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, agreements were consummated with the State
Departments of Agriculture whereby inspections were traired and licensed at
principal shipping points to issue joint Federal-State certificates of grade
on beans. Inspectors of the Denver Grain Exchange also were licensed to inspect
beans under the U. S. Standards,

At Decatur and Bloomington, 111. agreements were concluded with inspectors
?/ho were trained and licensed independently to inspect Soybeans under the revised
U. S. Standards issued Sept. 1, 1926.

William G. Murray, Assistant Agricultural Economist, has been appointed to

the Division of Agricultural Finance, where he will assist in the study of farm
credit problems. At the present time he is representing the Bureau in a study
of. the livestock credit situation in the Northern Grea,t Plains Region, this study
being made in cooperation with the Montana, North and South Dakota State Agricul-
tural Colleges. Mr. Murray received his B.A. degree from Coe College, Cedar
Rapids, IoY/a, in 1824, and his M.A. degree from Harvard in 1925, where he did
special work in the field of economics, especially banking. His experience in-

cludes one year as graduate assistant at Iowa State College- in the field of farm
finance.
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PERIODICAL REFERENCE TABLE

The most used economi'6 periodicals and tiio.se relating to radio are not circu-
lated but are placed on a specially designed table' as soon as received so as to be
available 'to every one who cares to consult theia. This table, which has heretofore
been in Roora 308, has been moved to Room 316 at . the south end of the Dook 'stack,

which will be a much quieter place. It is hoped that this change i.ay enable readers
to use these periodicals in more comfort than has been possible before, hiss Louise
0. 3ercaw is in charge of this table and may be reached by telephone oh Branch 532.

The periodicals kept on this - table 'are the "following:
American academy "of 'Political and International Labour Review

Social Science. ' ^nnals
.American Economic Revi ew
American Political Science

Review '
•

'
"

American Statistical kssocia-
" tloii. Journal

.

Bradstreet r s

Breeders' Gazette
Country 'dent 1eman
Commerce and Finance
Commercial and Financial "

Chronicle
Dun's Review
Economica
Ec onoiai s t ( Chi cago

)

Economist
'
(London)'

Ec o nomi c G-e ography
'Economic Review
Economic world
Edinburgh Review
Harvard Business Review
International Review of Agri-

cultural Economics

Sournai of Farm Economics
Journal of political Economy
National City Bank of Hew York.

Ec onomi c Condi t i o ns

hation and Athenaeum .

Ration's Business'

hew York Times Annalist
nineteenth Century and After
political Science Quarterly
popular Radio
Quarterly Journal of Econoiaics

Radi o

Radio broadcast
Radio Jews
••Revue Bc'onomique Internationale
Round Table
Royal Statistical Society. Journal
Statist
Southwestern Political arm Social

Science Quarterly
U.S. Department of Commerce, Corimerc'e

Reports
U. S .Federal ''Reserve Board. Bulletin

LEGISLATIVE idBFERB^CE WORK

The Legislative inference ','Joric, Riss Emily L. Day in charge, has also been
• raoved to Room 316. In calling kiss Day by telephone branch 582 should be used.
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S IGURD REVIEW

Grundriss der Sozialokonomik. VII. Abteilung. Land-und forstwirtschaftliche produk-
tion. Versicherungswesen, Tubingen, J.G.B.Mohr, 1922. 339p.L,C.

This volume, which is the seventh section of a survey of economic and socio-
logical problems by leading German scientists and economists, deals with agri-
cultural production, credit and insurance. It contains the following articles

;

Wittich," : 7/erner . Epochen der deutschen agrargeschichte , p. 1-26,
The author sketches briefly the main trends of agriculture in Germany

from the earliest times to the present day. In the I-beginning the small farmer
had his day. He usually owned a farm of from thirty to sixty acres which he
cultivated with the help of his family and a few servants. Gradually hamlets
or villages grew up, and, while in many cases the farms still remained isolated
units, in others larger or smaller groups were formed, the so-called "Bauer-
schaften" , that owned pasturage or woodland in common. Whether this system of
farming was so prevalent in early times because the number of free men ex-
ceeded that of the serfs or vassels and each one wanted to be a landowner,
or because the number of free men was limited and each one owned various farms
which his dependents cultivated for him is a question that, in tha author's
view, has not been satisfactorily settled.

The same uncertainty does not exist when we come to the Carlovingian
period, the period of the large landed proprietor. The king, the church,
and the nobility owned large estates. These estates formed well-regulated
organizations, the various farms belonging to them being cultivated by vassals
and underlings who paid tribute in money and kind to the overseer. From an
economic organization formed for the purpose of supplying the needs of the
owner, there developed gradually' an organization the primary aim of which was
no longer production but revenue. The tenant was the real producer, the
owner the rent-collector. The small farm remained throughout the unit of
agricultural enterprise. The technical and economic aims remained essentially
the same through the years; the changes caused by political and social de-
velopments were the most apparent. The history of German agriculture up to
the middle ages is not a history of technical and economic development so much
as it is a history of external political and social conditions in the midst
of which agriculture was carried on.

Economic changes first made themselves felt in northv/estern Germany
in the thirteenth century. The estate owners did not prosper there as they
did in southern and wes tern Germany, so, for purely economic reasons, they
freed their serfs, took back the land into their own possession, and rented
it to free men on short leases. Serfdom gradually disappeared, though in
Westphalia not till the eighteenth century. The tenant as a rule paid his
rent in grain which the landlord no longer used entirely for his own house-
hold but much of which he sold in the market. It was the beginning of the

capitalistic system.
At the end of the eighteenth century in northeastern Germany there

existed also a technical and economic organization. The

- 2 -



farmer was technically independent but economically and legally dependent on
the landowner and the state. In Southwestern5 Germany > on the' contrary, the
farmer was independent. His farm had become his own property.

Then from France and England' there emanated the doctrine of freedom
for the farmer from all limitations. The pays ioc rat ic philosophy and the
Renaissance had their effect which varied in the different sections of the
country. Hew and up-to-date methods of cultivation, the adoption of the dis-
coveries of chemistry, neu machinery, scientific training, and the accession of

capital ms.de a deep impression on the agriculture of northern Germany in par-
ticular. In the south the small farm continued to "be in the majority, a
fact which simplified many problems including that of labor.

The author's conclusion from his survey is that the whole question is

not merely one of agricultural production; in the last analysis its social
and political' aspect is equally important.

Brinkmann, Theodor. Die Oekonomik des landwirtschaftlichen betriebes, p. 27 -124.
The author argues that the law of diminishing returns as applied to

the land is the fundamental law of agriculture. Intensive cultivation of the
soil must not go beyond certain limits if the highest possible return is to be
obtained. The amount of capital and labor employed must be taken into account
in the calculation of the net profit. Besides there are four outstanding
factors which may make or mar the success of the agricultural enterprise.
They are the position of the farm With respect, to markets, the natural con-
ditions of climate and soil, the degree of development of general economic
conditions, and the' personality and skill of the agriculturist.

Esslen, Joseph Bergfried, Der Bodenpreis und seine Best immungsgrx adds . p. 125-130.
This is a preliminary article on the factors that determine the

price of la d. The author's thesis is that these are substantially
the same as those underlying prices in general.

Grunberg, Karl, and Wegener, Eduard, Agraryerfas sung. I, Begrif fliches
und Zustaudliches . II. Die Reformen und Umwalzungen seit dem
Weltkri.ege, p a 131-132. ,

The various farming enterprises are discussed according t<" size
from the large landed estate to the small holding. The administration
of the farm by the owner or his representative , the time lease, the
lease that may be inherited, ana farming on shares are outlined, and
the problems of farm labor discussed.

A chapter by Eduard 'Wegener is devoted to changes and reforms
since the world war in various European countries,

Mauer, Hermann. Agrarkredit. p. 193-230.

A historical and critical survey of agricultural credit is

contributed by Hermann Mauer, revised, and enlarged by Eduard 7;egener.

Yfygodzinski , Wilhelra, _ Landwirtschaft und Absatz. p. 231-240.
The author sketches the development of markets for agricultural

products. He emphasizes the fact that agriculture, to a

- 3 -



greater degree than any other industry, supplies its own needs.
It disposes of its surplus products in a variety of ways from the
early system of exchange and darter to the highly developed
and more or less intricate processes of the large modern market.
The author discusses the marketing of milk and other products
which must be handled quickly, of meat and grain which may be
kept and stored for a considerable length of time. Finally he
makes brief mention of cooperative societies which have reached
their highest development in Denmark, and perhaps also, in the
author's view, the highest' development of which they are capable.

Hausrath, Hans. Forstwesen. p, 241-297.
A sketch of the development of forestry in Germany.

Moldenhauer, Paul. Versicherungswesen. p. 301 -334.
A brief discussion of insurance in its various forms. The

author concludes that private and governmental insurance organiza-
tions ought to continue to exist side by side* A.M. Hannay

.

BOOKS

Christianity as a,n Economic Facto r

We have recently received Sir Josiah Stamp's small work entitled The
Christian Ethic as an Economic Factor (London, The Epworth Press, 1926) It

is an expansion of the Social Service Lecture of 1926 and is published for
the Social Service Lecture Trust the purpose of which is "to set forth the
development of a Christian sociology and the expression of the Christian
attitude in reference to social, industrial, economic and international sub-
jects." The -chapter headings give a fair idea of the contents. They are, in

part; The economic problem
; The Christian ethic as motive, The Christian

ethic as a scheme, Changes in the ethical dynamic, The Christian ethic as a
mind-stimulus. There are also three appendices (1) on spending, (2) on sav-
ing and (3) on redistribution of the standard of living. The Journal of the

Royal Statistical Society reviews the book in its July issue, p. 748-749* From
this review, signed by "A. W. F." (probably A. W. Flus, one of the vice-presi-
dents of the Society), the following extract is taken:

"Sir Josiah Stamp passes under critical review in these pages several
of the popular short cuts to the milleiiium, and indicates the nature of the

limits within which attempts to improve the world in which we live, by treating
its economic problems on a plan which ignores the conditions in which the prob-

lems arise, can hope for success." 280 St24

Cost of Living

The : National Industrial Conference Board has issued a new volume with
the title The Cost of Living in the United Stages 1914-1926. (New York, National

Industrial Conference Board, Inc., 1926) It is a thorough revision of the vol-

ume issued in 1925 on the Cost of Living in the United States. In the present

volume "the comparative analyses of the important cost of living indices have

been retained, with such changes and additions as seemed necessary to clarify

the explanation. In addition the figures themselves have been revised to include

all significant data available at the beginning of 1926." 284.4 N212C1

- 4 -



Dairy Statistics in Now York

The Statistics Relative to the Dairy Industry in New York State, 1925, has
been issued as Bulletin 192 of the Department of Farms and Markets of New York in
cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics,. Attention is called to the increased volume of material
made available in the 1925 reports received from the commercial dairy plants
of the state. Monthly figures are now available for the first time on several
important phases of the industry, many of them on a county basis. "The com-
pilation of this bulletin thus represents the joint work of the Division of

Dairy and Poultry products', Roy C. Potts in charge, and the Division of Crop
and Livestock Estimates, ¥. F. Callander in charge, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the Dairy' and Pood Bureau,
Kenneth F, Fee, Director, and the Bureau of Statistics, R. L. Gillett

, Director,
and Ray Huey, Assistant Statistician, of the New York State Department of
Farms and Markets. The Director of the Bureau of Statistics is also the fed-
eral agricultural statistician for Hew York." 2 N482

Economic History

A valuable two-volume work has been recently received entitled A Guide
to the Printed Materials for English Social and Economic History 1750-1850,
(Nov/ York, Columbia University press, 1926) It is one of the series called
Records of Civilization and was compiled by Judith Blow Williams, Assistant
Professor of History in Wellesley College.

References on agriculture are given in volume II, p. 35-73, on coopera-
tion, p. 297-306 of the same volume. The editor of the series, professor James T.

Shotwell of Columbia University, writes in the editor's preface "This volume
is a pioneer work offering a real contribution to the social history of modern
limes," 241,3 MS7

Federal hid

The National League of Women Voters (522 Seventeenth St. N.W. ,
Washing-

ton, D. C) published in March, 1926, a pamphlet of 53 pages written by Dorothy
Kirchwey Brown entitled Federal Aid to the States. It explains what is meant

by federal aid, gives British and Colonial precedents, and outlines the land

grant policy of the first half of the nineteenth century in the United States

and the new principles involved in the federal aid policy of today. In the

summary the author writes:

"We have seen from' this story several things that must be borne in mind

in considering the future.

"One is that the federal add system of today is not a sporadic and sud-

den growth but rather the modern version of a policy which has its roots deep

in American history and in the practices establisned by the several states.

"The second is that while its growth has been somewhat more rapid in

the last few years so that the appropriations now amount to a considerable sum

- 5 -



(approximately $90,000,000 for 1925 not counting the $30,0.00,000 subsidy to
$A@ National Guard) , still the total cost is only a drop in the bucket of our
vast national appropriations (almost $3,000,000,00.0 in 1925, excluding the
festal Service) . c , Cur 'federal aid' expenditures should he judged in their
relation to our whole national fiscal policy. So considered, they form only
about three per cent of oar whole national expenditures'; Of the sum spent
for federal aid, the- appropriations for highways form about five-sixth (seventy-
five millions out of ninety millions), The amounts for federal aid to educa-
tion and health and coacervabiori are insignificant - about one-half of one per
cent of our annual appropriations.''

"The third is that the problems for which we have always given national
aid to local communities are education and transportation,.,

'''I'hs fourth and most interesting point to remember is that the method
of giving federal aid has changed gradually from a system of total irresponsi-
bility - when federal grants were simply largess to be scattered generously and
without regard for the way 'in which they were used - to a method whereby
national appropriations are safeguarded and must be used for national purposes
when they are granted for these purposes. At the same time, every modern fed-
eral aid act leaves to the states the power of initiative, of planning, and of
execution. This happy combination of local authority and national responsibil-
ity has been brought about both by more intelligent framing of legislation and
by the skillful administration which the scientific and technical bureaus of
the national government (the Forest Service, the Children's Bureau, etc.) have
brought to bear on the acts entrusted to their charge."

The author then asks "Is federal aid a wise governmental measure?"
She draws up the principal objections to federal aid, as given by its present-
day opponents, and answers thorn one by one, making an excellent case for federal
aid. There is an appendix which presents in usable form the statistics of
federal aid. 280 BS12

Iand Planning

Land Planning in the United States for the City, State and Nation
(N» Y., Uacmiilan, 1926) by Harlcan James, Secretary of the American Civic
Association and the Federated Societies on Planning and Parks , has been re-
ceived in the library.' It contains a preface by Richard T. Ely and an intro-
duction by Albert Shaw. From the latter the excerpt following is taken:

"The rehabilitation of our country districts is essential to the future
welfare of the nation, 3xxt the happiness and prosperity of rural neighbor-
hoods is not to be brought about by fruitless attempts to check natural move-
ments of population in a period when travel is easy and: when labor naturally
and properly seeks the best markets,. There lies spread out before us a great
field for the application of statesmanship to conditions that are presented
in each one of our commonwealths by the disclosures resulting from economic
and social surveys ., , We have allowed the 7;eaith of our States to become
very largely concentrated within the limits of our larger municipal corpora-
tions. A mistaken system of taxation applies the wealth of the community to
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the provision of the best possible schools for all children living within
city bounds, while it is left for children in the country districts to be
supplied by the taxation levied upon impoverished farms. This is not merely
an outgrown survival of the crude pioneer, practice of local independence in
such matters, but it is deadly in its destructive influences. Those who would
plan for the maintenance of prosperity throughout the domain of a great State
like ilew York or Ohio should begin with the simple principle that taxation
for school purposes should not be levied locally, but should derive from all
the taxable property of the State a fund which should then be so distributed
as to give every child in the commonwealth equality of educational opportunity."

Some of the chapter headings folio?/: piecemeal land planning, putting
Land to its proper use, The Great agricultural lands, Federal and state plan-
ning agencies. 98.5 J23

Livestock Marketing
The Marketing of Farm produce , Part 1, Livestock, by F. J. ^rewett (Oxford

Clarendon press, 1926) has been received in the library. This pamphlet of 103
pages opens with an extract from a farmer's letter to the Agricultural Economics
Research Institute dated January, 1925, which states that the question of market-
ing is the dominant factor in agriculture today. "It is here that the big leak-
age is occurring and it is here that the producer is being robbed."

' Mr, prewett

,

the author of the pamphlet, is a farmer on a commercial scale, Mr, C.S.Orwin,
Director of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute .writes in the preface.
He has also hsxL farming experience in Canada. The conclusions of the author
as stated in the summary are:

"The ultimate object of marketing reform is that the organized producer
should sell direct to the organized' consumer. The difficulty is to get col-
lective organization among farmers . . . In England the consumer has organized
in advance of the producer, and any scheme for centralization of farmers' co-
operative producing societies should keep in mind the capacity of this scheme
to work in harmony with the consumer's organizations, the Co-operative VJhole-

sale Society and the retail societies which it serves. In the Co-operative
Tihole c.aIe Society and the retail societies there already exists machinery
with which farmers' co-operative societies, and particularly a centralized
society for wholesale transactions, could establish immediate contact...

If live-stock marketing is to be reorganized on efficient lines, it will be

necessary for the producer not only to build his own markets and slaughteries

,

but to organize a central society the function of which will be to receive in

advance from farmers* societies information as to forthcoming supplies, and,

by an extensive knowledge of demand over the country, to dispose of his pro-

duce virtually before it leaves the farm. In a scheme of this kind complete

stabilization of supply, and consequently of price, can be attained, accompan-

ied with the minimum of s-pread between producer and consumer . . . It is because

the joint-stock middleman has failed, that the producer, in order to survive

against the importation of cneap feed from abroad, the bulk of it co-opera-

tively processed and sold, must build up for himself a national machinery for

food-distribution, in conjunction with the already co-operatively organized

consumer. 280.3 P92
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Marketing

Ivan Wright of the University of Illinois and Charles E, Landon, of

Duke University are tile compilers of a volume entitled Headings in Marketing
principles (itfew York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1926) They state in the preface
that their object is "to provide for the student and teacher of marketing an
organized presentation of the best materials available explaining and illustra-
ting the fundamental principles of the economics of marketing and prices."
There are thirty chapters covering practically every subject ordinarily included
in a course on marketing. Paul D. Converse, who writes the foreword, highly
commends the good judgment shown in the selection and arrangement of the material
280.3 1793.

The problem of Abundance

A financial policy for the Independent Labour party with a summary of

proposals and criticism of the Finance Enquiry Committee reports has been writ-
ten by 17, T. Symons and Fred Tait ana issued in pamphlet form with the title
of The Just price (Labour Literature Depot, 14 Great George St., London, S. Yf«

1, 1926) The few extracts given below will serve to show the trend of the. ar-
gument .

"The problem of politician and industrialist alike is no longer that
of shortage but of abundance. All the major difficulties of modern nations,
both national and international, now arise from the overwhelming productive
power of thuir xjeoples. politicians and industrialists are both engaged in
the unnatural and hopeless task of damming up iihe gigantic stream of goods
and services brought about by the use of steam and electricity i A machine,
controlled by one man, can to-day produce more in an hour than hundreds of

hand workers could produce in a long working day. The means of transport
are increased so greatly that comparison.: with former times outruns imagina-
tion. Statesmen and manufacturers are distracted between the search for pur-
chasers of the plethora of goods, and measures for holding the torrent:" in
check. The search for' Foreign Markets is the mainspring of political endeav-
our in many modern States, Consequently- foreign policy dominates home af-
fairs; and the atmosphere is charged with explosive material through conflict
between the great nations, each driven by the Same necessity, whilst measures
for checking and delaying the stream are characteristic of large scale indus-
trialism, despite the creation of permanent, unemployment , and depression of

the home standard of living. These two factors have their political reactions
in the instability of government's , and their social consequences in human
misery with which we: are only too terribly familiar. There can be no doubt

that the age of shortage is past, and with it the political and industrial
problems truly associated with a condition-: of shortage .. .The real shortage

is only in money, and it is to that shortage we have to devote attention.

The defect has always been latent in the system of loan credit to which all

industry has gradually been subjected, and upon which the banks have gradu-
ally built up their monopoly in the creation and destruction of money, but

the fact that only Great Britain/ and in more recent pre-war years, Germany

and Japan, had developed the system far, and that they had, almost unchal-

lenged, the rest of the world in which to dispose of their unsaleable sur-

plus of essential raw materials and manufactured goods, served to conceal the

fatal defect ... *
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"The tragic absurdity of this frantic endeavour to turn into forced
exports commodities which are so urgently needed by our own citizens, has not
yet formed the subject of any sustained examination by Socialists. . . We have
been deceived, of course, into confusing this purely financial difficulty
with the real need we have for exchanging products of this country for other
commodities and raw materials of many kinds from overseas, and for which, up
to the point of genuine exchange, money is available... The crucial question
is this; Shall the productive and distributive system continue to be fitted
into the financial system or shall the financial system be adapted to the

productive and distributive system? Shall we submit to the throttling of

human skill and invention and energy by lack of money to buy the products, or

shall we create and distribute money, scientifically regulated to equalise the
price-values of goods and services when they are offered for sale or for use?
Shall we ensure that every price-value created brings into use an-, equivalent
money token expressing it and enabling it to be passed from the producer to the
consumer?... The achievement of the controllers of the financial system is that
they have become the government of the world, wielding dominion over all polit-
ical governments. And the essential characteristic of the financial system is

not that it secures a fabulous profit out of its transactions, but that, dealing
in monuy as a commodity, it acts as every other monopolistic enterprise, in

keeping its commodity dear and in short supply. . . The operation of Finance is

indeed based upon a principle and the strongest justification is advanced in

support of it. The principle is that goods cannot be sold to the consumer be-

low the total costs of their production. This principle is enforced irrespec-

tive of whether in fact money representing the total cost is available for pur-
chase of the product. Consideration of this principle, simple as it appears,
gives the key to the whole modern condition of poverty in the midst of plenty,

nay poverty produced by plenty - as when farmers are ruined by a bumper crop.1

"The financial system has two aspects: The credit system, i.e., how
money gets into circulation; and the price system, i.e., .how money is taken
back. .. Credit and price are the twin citadels of power in the world of to-day,

and our lives are at the mercy of those who control them both. .

.

"The financial principle that goods and services cannot be sold to the

public below cost sounds innocent enough. It is self-evident that they cannot
be sold below cost price without ruining the producer, whether the State or an
individual. But our challenge is to the financial law that the consumer must

pay the whole of the price. This principle was established when labour costs

covered almost the whole expense of production, when usury did not come into

the .transaction, and when, therefore, the money needed to buy the product was

nearly all paid out in wages and expenses of management to those who made the

goods... The 'wages' of the machine, though included in price, are not paid
out to anyone. .

.

"We have said that price is the key, and have discussed the mechanism
of price, but behind the mechanism is an essential living fact. The conception

of 'the JUST PRICE is a heritage from the Middle Ages. The JUST PRICE in the

modern world is the fraction of total costs embodied in any given article or

service which represents values destroyed or used up. It is at this price that

goods should be offered for sale to you and me... The part of cost that

should not be charged to us in price is in reality our collective value, our

proved capacity for making further goods. It is a national asset. It is the

national credit. It is the value of the nation as a going concern, upon which

alone all money created by the banks is based. It is communal value, and should
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"be used comraanally. . . The nation can therefore express this comrrtonal value in
money, and hand it to the producer, who thereby receives part of his costs from
the consumer in price and part from the nation as a credit, issued not at random,
not in advance, not in the banking way that produces a. rise in prices, "but solidly
upon real values clearly ascertained. And the justice of the proceeding con-
sists in this; that in the factors of cost that remain for making more goods,
are stored the whole of our cultural inheritance, all the accumulated inven-
tions and skill of men, whereby they have lifted themselves from servitude to

conquest of ITature. .

.

"It is characteristic of very great changes in world history that on the

practical side a small alteration has led to stupendous results. Practically
speaking, the division of price in the manner we have indicated is not a matter
of great difficulty in modern accountancy. Indeed its very simplicity hides its
tremendous importance from our eyes. The £}o-operative Society has a mechanism
that indicates one way in which it could be applied. Their members pay the full
cost price for an article but receive a voucher which entitles, them to a rebate
at the end of a stated period; the. rebate can be taken in goods or money when
the true cost of the Society's operations can be ascertained and the correct pro-
portion applied to the individual purchase... The prodigious results possible
may be suggested by the fact that it is well within the mark to assert that on
the average at least half the cost price of any given article of our daily pur-
chase consists of the national credit embodied in it, and its proper price for
sale to the consumer would therefore be half its present price - equivalent to

doubling wages at a stroke. 11 284.3 Sy6

V^o duct ion Economics

John D. Black, Professor of Economics at the University of Minnesota,
is the author of a volume entitled Introduction to Production Economics (New

York, Henry Holt & Go. ,
1926) which has recently appeared. The author states

in the preface that he has placed much emphasis upon an understanding of the

elementary quantitative relationships of economic science. He thinks that most
of the bad economic thinking irk;the world is due to a 'failure to comprehend
elementary economic relationships such as are expressed in the principle of com-
parative advantage and the principle of diminishing outputs. He thinks that
no one who really understands the principle of .comparative advantage can believe
that a protectionist policy is necessary to maintain the American standard of

living. Another principal characteristic of the book, according to the author,

is its effort to show the relation between economic science and natural science,

and the manner in which the two become jointly applied in the handling of any
so-called economic problem. Chapter five discusses the principle of compara-

tive advantage and chapters eleven and twelve the principle of diminishing

physical outputs and of diminishing and increasing economic inputs. It is

hoped that in a subsequent issue we may be able to present a critical review
of the volume, especially of these chapters. 280 B562

.

Research in Progress

The University of Virginia Record Extension Series for July, 1926 (v. 10,

no. 11) is devoted to University Bibliography Including a Brief Statement of £e£

search in Progress July 1925 - July 1926. This is the first issue of what is

planned to be an annual publication of the bibliography of the staff of the
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university. The entries under the James Wilson School of Economics and the

Mc liltire School of Commerce are of interest to agricultural economists.

Statistics

The fifth edition of Arthur L. Bowley • s well-known Elements of Statistics
(London, P. S. King & Son, 1926) has been received. The Economist (London)
for October 2, 1926, reviews it as follows:

"The present volume is a reprint of the 1920 issue with a few corrections
and additions, and practically all the illustrative material relates to the

pre-war period.
"Obsolescense of material does not necessarily prejudice work whose ob-

ject is the study of methods rather than the study of facts as such; but it

cannot be denied that the value and interest of the book to the public at
large would have been much enhanced had the author had time and opportunity
to bring his material and his references thoroughly up-to-date. It is disap-
pointing to find that the section on the Census refers to the Census of 1911.

The discussion on index numbers ignores the recent revision of the Board of

Trade wholesale price index and the review of the whole subject recently
undertaken by Professor Irving Fisher, whilst it barely mentions the Ministry
of Labour Index of retail prices. The section on Pareto 1 s equation stops
short of the interesting verification of the "law" for seven million odd in-
comes by the Inland Revenue Department, and one would imagine that the science
of statistics had nothing whatever to say about national wealth, unemployment
insurance, or business forecasting, despite the valuable contributions made
by the author himself to these subjects.

"The Elements of Statistics is not an easy book to read for the author
has an impatient habit of skipping everything he thinks obvious, without
waiting to consider whether it will be quite as obvious to his readers. In
spite, however, of minor drawbacks , Dr. Bowley' s book easily keeps first place
as the soundest and most comprehensive text-book for the serious student that
has yet appeared in this country. Besides being our greatest living authority
upon prices and wages, Dr. Bowley is our greatest exponent of statistical
method in the socio-economic field. It would be hard to find in the whole
range' of statistical literature any book so closely packed with stimulating
thought, and no practitioner who wishes to get beyond the veriest elements
of his craft can possibly afford to be without it."

PERIODICALS

Food and Population

Sir A» D. Hall, Chief Scientific Advisor, British Ministry of Agriculture

is the author of an article entitled Food and Population in the Edinburgh Re-

view for October, 1926. Ee writes in part as follows:

"The level of agricultural production in any country is fixed in the

first instance by prices, and to a less degree by the standard of living in-

sisted upon by the labour employed. An enhancement of production is only

attained, speaking generally and subject to certain exceptions discussed later,

by a greater expenditure of labour per unit produced. As. a matter of fact,
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the "bulk production of wheat in the world is from countries of low yield per
acre. In the United States. India, Russia, Canada, Argentina and Australia.,

the average yield per acre is- about 13 "bushels. Nevertheless it is these coun-
tries with their low yield per acre which produce surplus wheat for sale; they
set the price of wheat in the world's market, and during the last fifty years
their wheat acreage has been rapidly increasing, while that of the high yield
countries has tended to fall, except so far as the fall has been countered "by

protective. duties,
"The cost of labour has been the determining factor on the great wheat

plains of the New World and Australia, where the low yields are more than com-
pensated for by the high production per man employed* In Australia, a single-
handed farmer will grow 1500 bushels of wheat; in England the average output
per man is less than 1000... High yields are only to be obtained at the cost
of labour, and the competition of "urban industries is making agricultural la-
bour steadily more expensive in Western countries. . . The level of agricul-
tural production in any country at any time is a complex made up of the social
and technical traditions of farming, the run of prices, and the competition of
other industries for men and capital. Prices determine what the level is to-

day, and we shall only deceive ourselves if we fix our attention too much upon
what it may be in the future... .

"The white population of the world is still increasing rapidly, though
the rate of increase is somewhat diminishing. In. the last century room was
provided for an increasing white population by the settlement of the Americas
and of other fertile but .uncultivated lands. Similar land is not in sight to

meet the continued increase of population. The existing ratio between land
and population, about t\io and a-half acres per person,- may be modified, either
by a lower standard of living or a higher level of cultivation. The white
peoples will not- permanently accept the former alternative; industrial com-
petition makes the latter more difficult* Intensification will not begin ex-
cept under the stimulus of higher prices and a return for agriculture commen-
surate to that obtainable in urban: industries..." ;

•

Forecasting and Prices ; :
.

,
.

' ..

At the meeting of the Royal Statistical Society, June 15, 1926,' E» C.

Snow read a paper entitled Some Observations on Trade Forecasting and Prices,
which is printed in the Journal Of the Royal Statistical Society for July, 1926.

The author introduces the subject by stating that "recent discussions upon
trade forecasting and business barometers have placed such an empha.sis upon
the significance of monetary factors in determining the. trend of trade, that

a few observations aimed to throw some little light upon the importance of

these factors in relation to other factors in determining movements in prices

and trade activity do not seem to be out of place."
After quoting the quarterly statement of the Federation of British

Industries on the significance of monetary factors in price movements the

author proceeds to show that the supply of money is of little importance

in creating world-wide depression^ in certain industries such as leather
,
cotton,

jute, etc. He thinks that it is difficult to accept...the view that what is not

true of each individual industry is of great importance in considering industry
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as a whole, "It is agreed that there is a factor common to them all - the
monetary factor - "but it does not seem to he justifiable to assume that this
factor, which happens to he common to all, is the really important one which in
itself produces variations in industry as a 'whole, and therefore also in the
constituent industries," The article is followed by discussion led by Norman
Crump, R. G. Hawtrey, and others.

Land

The Journal of land and Public Utility Economics for October, 1926, con-
tains much interesting material, including the following:

Wallace, Henry A. Comparative farm-land values in Iowa.
Johnson, Griff. The appraisal of Iowa farm-land values by an insur-

ance company.
Black, Albert G. , and Black, John D-, The principles involved in farm-

land appraisal procedure for loan purposes.
Maxton, J. ?. Reform of the agricultural land system of Great Britain,
Teele, P. P.. The financing of hen-governrnental, irrigation enterprises.

New Cooperative Marketing Journals

The first issue of a new-periodical with the title The Cooperative Market-
ing Journal (investment Building, Washington, D. C» > has appeared. It is dated
December, 1926, and the editors are given as Walton Peteet and Robin Hood. An
interesting group of articles by well-known persons compose this first issue.
The titles of these articles, follow:

Peteet, Walton. Tennessee *s new cotton contract, p. 1-7.

Nourse, E. G. The growth of cooperative law. p. 8-11.

Jesness, 0. B. Cooperatives and price control, p. 12-16.
Steele, A. E. S, When .the member supports sound practices, p. 17-19.

Christensen, Chris, . Management of cooperative associations, p. 20-22.

Hood, Robin, A proposal for a new na.tional council, p. 23-29,
Elsworth, R. H. A quarter century of cooperative development, p. 30-32,

The Co-operative' Union "of
' Great Bri bain and Ireland has begun to issue

a regular periodical every second month- or six times a year called The Cooper-
ative Review (Holyoake House, Hanover Street, Manchester, England) Numbers
one and two for August and October, 1926, have been received in the library.
Both numbers are full of interest. B. P. Spraggon, Agricultural Organiser
of the Cooperative Union, is the author of an article in the October issue en-

titled British Co-cperators and British Agriculture.

xiaw Materials

The Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science in the City of New
York for July, 1926 (v. 12, no.l) is devoted to international problems. Part II

treats of raw materials in relation to international peace and economic prosper-

ity and contains among others the articles whose titles follow:

Summers,. L. L. Economic relations between raw materials, prices and

standards of living: their international effect, p. 123-134.
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Durand, E. Dana. Economic and political effects of governmental in-
terference with the free international movement of raw materials,

p. 135-144.

;Bowman, Isaiah. The concentration of population and the distribution
cf raw materials. p, 145-152,

Schneider, Franz, Jr. The world l s rubber supply, p. 153-158,

Durand, E. Dana. The world's cotton supply. pl68-174.

In addition to the articles noted above, Part VI, which is devoted to

international problems of Latin America, contains ' a well documented article
on Agrarian Reforms in Mexico by Charles W. Hackett of the University of Texas.

280,3 Acl

Uotes

Australia. Tariff board.
Agricultural implements... Deport on agricultural implements, and

recommendation in connexion therewith. Australia, Pub. for the government
of the Commonwealth of Australia, by H. J. Green [1925] 58 Au7

Baker, Oliver E.

Agricultural regions of North America. Pt. 1 - The basis of classification.
(Economic Geography, v.2, no. 4, Oct., 1926, p. 459-493)

Bastiat, Frederic.
Bastiat and the ABC of free trade, translated from the writings of Frederic

Bastiat, and edited by Lorenza Garreau. London, T. Fisher Unwin, ltd. [1926]
285 B29

.

Baumert, Watson A.

A method of forecasting the prices of wheat by-products. A dissertation
submitted to the faculty cf philosophy of the Catholic University of ^jnerica,

in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philos-
ophy. Washington, D. C. , The Catholic University of America, 1926. 284,3 B32

Burns, E. M.
.;

Wages and the state; a comparative study of the", problems of state wage
regulation. London, ?. 5. Zing & Son, ltd. , 1926. (Studies in economics and
political science no.86 in the series of monographs by writers connected with
the London school of economics and. political science) 283 B95

Ceylon, Dept. of agriculture. Cooperative societies.
Report on the working of cooperative societies for 1924/25. [Colombo,

1925] 280.29 C334

Cocks, F. S.

Socialism and agriculture; a popular explanation of the I. L. P. agri-

cultural proposal. [London] The Independent labour party information com-

mittee [1925?] 281 C64
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Glni, Corradi. - •

The contributions cf Italy to modern statistical' methods. (Royal statis-
tical society. Journal, v. 69 ,

pt. 4, July, 1926, p„ 703-724) Contains biblio-
graphical notes.

Gt. Brit, Pood council.
Report by the Pood council to the president of the Board of trade on whole-

sale tea prices. London, H. M. Stationery off. , 1925. 3Cp. F.I1

,

Griffith, G. T.

Population problems of the age of Mai thus. Cambridge, University press,
1926. 280 G37

Chapter seven is entitled "factors affecting the death rate: agriculture
and food.

"

Hardy, Charles 0.

Tax-exempt securities and the surtax. Hew York, The Macmillan company,
19S6. (institute of economics. Investigations in finance)

i

Moulton, Harold Ga and Pasvolsky, Leo.

World war debt settlements. New York, The Macmillan company, 1926.

(Institute of economics. Investigations in international economic reconstruction)

North Dakota wheat growers association*
Pacts; Comparative statement, cost of production schedule, income schedule,'

Grand Porks, Lak. , North Dakota wheat growers association, 1926. 59 N813 \

Ontario. Legislative assembly. Agricultural enquiry committee.
Report cf the Agricultural enquiry committee on marketing of agricul-

tural products. Second report; co-cperation and national marketing. Toronto,
Printed by C. 17. James, 1926. 280.3 On82

Surface, Prank M,

American pork production in the world war, Chicago, A. W. Shaw, 1926,

46 Su7

A criticism of this book appears in Wallaces' Parmer for October 15, 1926,

p. 3, and a reply by Mr, Surface in the same publication for November 12, p. 8,

Tripp, Guy P..

Electric development as an aid to agriculture. New York, The Knicker-
bocker press •(&..„. P. Putnam* s sons) 1926.

U. S. Bureau* of foreign and domestic commerce.

Marke-t,.research agencies; a guide to ..publications and activities relating
to domestic "marketing, Washington, Govt. print. off

. , 1926. (Domestic commerce

series no, 6).
' 157.54 D71

"

Warne, Colston Estey.
The consigners 1 cooperative movement' in Illinois. Chicago, University of

Chicago press, 1926. 280.2 W24 . ...
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Waters, Charlotte M.

A "short survey of the economic. • development of England and the colonies,
1374-1914. London, iJ. Douglas [1926] 277 V/31S

Williams, T. C-.

The history of commerce, London, New York [etc. 1 Sir I. Pitman & sons*

ltd.-, 1926. 277 167 .

librarian, (

Bureau of Agricultural ' Economics
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ISSUED WEEKLY FOR THE STAFF OF THE BUREAU OF A45RJOULTU RA.L ECONOMICS.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

December 7, 192S.-" •• "- v.- :.. :vv., :. Lv.v,
;

1» SERIES OF LIVESTOCK- AID .
..MEAT &RADS. .HEARINGS : CONCLUDED

.

•

The Marketing .Livestock, Meats. and Wool Division has
.
just concluded a.

series of : nine grade conferences held in the western producing. areas of the country,
to develop tentative grades for veal ers and veal, . calves and calf carcasses,, live
sheep and lambs, and dressed lamb and mutton,/ .

In presenting these tentative grades, it was gratifying- to. note a decided
spirit of cooperation in all branches of the industry. Attendance at the hearings
generally was good, and the lack of anything resembling opposition the principles
of standardization was particularly satisfactory. \Jn fact the opinion was almost
unanimous in favor of standardization and grade standards.

Similar hearings may be held in several .of the consuming centers along the
Atlantic Seaboard before the tentative grades are presented to the Secretary for
prolumgation as official U. S. Standards. , While the topic of greatest interest in
the producing sections was grade standards for live animals, the hearings in the
East will deal .largely 'with grades for dressed carcasses. The strong demand for
the meat grading service throughout the country has demonstrated the need- for of-
ficial grade standards. .' V

2. WEEKLY .CHOPS AND MARKETS '

V'i£*
'

'

"

•'• :

-

.
.

.

' TO SE "DISCONTINUED AETER " JANUARY 1. - .:
•;.*:

After January 1, CROPS AM) MARKETS will consist of a single monthly publica-
tion, only. This will' be"- enlarged 1

to carry many new tables presenting statistics
"orderly carried in the weekly. Other material which is available in mimeograph
form will not be printed in CROPS AND MARKETS.

There will be no reduction in the total amount of material published by the
3ureau §ince special articles and reviews which are not suitable for the monthly
puDiications will be issued in mimeograph form.

Any request for material- which has hitherto appeared on weekly CROPS AND
MARKETS and is not listed in the monthly, after January 1, should be referred to
the Division of Economic Information and arrangements will be made to supply such
facts in the most convenient and economical manner.

The development
:
of . the, services of the various offices and the extension of

lists of mimeographed publications, has made it possible tb eliminate the weekly
publication and still give, prompt and effective service.

• All copy for CROPS AND MARKETS will be handled by Miss Viehmann as usual.

I Tfc
.
DEC I 3 *

Yolr 15 , No . 23-r~r-



2. The B. A. E. News Vol. 15, No. 23.

3. MEAT GRADING SERVICE
IN GREAT DEMAND IN NEW YORK

Housewives in New York City will soon have no difficulty in obtaining
high grade meats if the demand for the meat grading service of the Marketing
Livestock Meats & Wool Division continues to grow. Four applications recently-
received in one week from retailers of choice grade meats brought the total 11

number of stores using the service up to thirteen since early in September.'

These stores are visited at irregular intervals by representatives of the
Division, and a certificate showing the grade of meats handled is furnished
the applicant. One retailer volunteered the information that since the ser-
vice was started at his market a short time ago his cash receipts had shown
a gain of around $ 140 on Saturday and $20 on other days of the week, due to
the grading and the advertising- which he used in connection with it. While
the service to retailers is still in the experimental stage, results so far
have been quite satisfactory.

H. MRS . FEME RETIRES
FROM GRAIN DIVISION.

After nearly 20 years Departmental service, about nine of which have
been spent in the Grain Division, Mrs. Alwilda M. B. Peake has been retired
effective March 9, 1926, on account of total disability.

Before coming to the Department of Agriculture, Mrs. Peake had held
temporary appointments in other Executive Departments, beginning with the Of-
fice of the Second Assistant Post Master General, in December 1907. For 12
years prior to that time she taught school in Washington. -

'

Mrs. Peake's capabilities were marked and varied. Combining high abili-
ty as a statistical clerk, with typing, stenographic and general office experi-
ence, she rendered very valuable service in the Grain Division. Her co-workers
will greatly miss her sunny smile and pleasant word. and many of the Bureau will

no. doubt- take the opportunity to call and visit with her at the Home for In-

curables, Wisconsin Avenue and Tilden Street.

5. SMALLER MARKETS BEING STUDIED
AS POTENTIAL CAR-LOT TERMINALS

.

It is believed .that many of the smaller cities, which do not take car-lot

or which take only a few carloads of various fruits and vegetables annually, are

potential markets for a wider distribution of heavy crops, such as Georgia peach

es.
. .

-

Acting on this belief, the Fruit and Vegetable Division, is making a

survey in many of the smaller . cities in souteastern Pennsylvania where dealers

and other agencies will be consulted. J. W. Park who has been assigned to hand-

le this study left last week for York and Lancaster and will confer with State

officials at Harrisburg, going later to Mt. Carmel and Easton.

This investigation will seek to determine why these smaller markets do

not take car-lots directly from shipping points and whether or not there is a

possibility of developing car-lot., business.
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6. KEEN INTEREST AND RECORD ATTENDANCE
MAM LIVESTOCK EXPOSITION .

'

\

At the International Livestock Show and other meetings held at Chicago
last week, the Bureau was represented by Mr. Tenny and several Division leaders,
who took.' an active part in the various interests presented.

In speaking of the Department exhibits, Mr. Marquis said the interest
displayed by the large crowds was most gratifying, and that the Bureau exhibit
showing grades of meat and livestock created much favorable comment. The plan
of the Bureau exhibit was a presentation of grades in two forms not hitherto
used. The first, showed the grading of herds on the way to market, sale of
cattle by grade, sale of the carcasses by grade, and Hw the retailer is coming
to know more than ever before about grades. To emphasize this further, the
Department exhibit with a large panorama showed herds, packing houses, and
meat in the retail shops. '

The second part of the exhibit showed how the consumer makes grades, by
b«ing willing to pay more for better cuts. This feature attracted particular
attention.

The exhibit on the hog outlook presented for the first time, also was
well received and stimulated study and comment by visitors. The attendance at
all times appeared to be larger than at the shows during recent years.

7. HAY SCHOOL FOR ARMY MEN
IN PROGRESS HERE .

A school for training officers of the Veterinary Corps, U. S. Army, as
Federal hay inspectors is now in progress at the Hay Standardization Laboratory,
This school is conducted each year as part of the course for Army veterinary
officers attending the Army Veterinary School. The work in this subject is

given at the Hay Standardization Laboratory by Bureau members, and officers
qualifying are licensed as Federal hay inspectors by the Department of Agricul-
ture. They are thus enabled to give Federal inspection on hay offered- for de-
livery to the Army on contract. The present class includes thirteen officers
of the Veterinary Corps of the U. S. Army and two officers from the Ctban Array,

who are attending the U, S. Army Veterinary School.
A class is also being conducted for the men in attendance at the enlist-

ed men's school of the Veterinary school, so that these men may become familiar
with the standards and other work relating to hay inspection, thereby being
better enabled to assist the officers in their work,

g. HARVESTING METHODS BEING ......
STUDIED BY FARM MANAGEMENT .

'

Arrangements have been made for the Division of Farm Management and Costs

to cooperate with the Bureaus of Plant Industry and of Public Roads and the

Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station in a study on harvesting and storage

of grain crops. The advantages and disadvantages of newer types of harvesting
equipment as. compared with types now in use, also a comparison of various meth-

ods of storing and processing grains incident to harvesting will be included

in the study. .

Information for this project will be collected through questionnaires and

through the cooperation of farmers.
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9. origin-verification of seed ..;,.•/:•...
•

urged at conference '

..'

i, ;•
. The . ve.Fi^fica.tion of the origin of: growth of alfalfa and clover seed

w&s. recommen.ded at the second geed- Marketing. Conference, which was held in Chi-

cago, November 30. .at the call of -Mr.. Tenny,, who served as Chairman. W, A.

Wheeler, Hay, Feed and. Seed, acted, as secretary, G..C. Edler and G. A. Collier
also of, that Division were present. Representatives of the Wholesale Grass Seed
Dealers 1 Association, American Seed Trade Association, International Crop Im-

provement Association,-'' Agricultural Colleges, Federal, and State Departments
of Agriculture and others were present at, the conference.

.

-

The certification and marketing committees, represented "by crop improve-
ment and seed trade associations, and cooperative seed marketing organizations,
m^t the day before the. general conferenceto discuss details of seed certifica-
tion and marketing and to prepare recommendations, to be considered at the gen-
eral session, Mr. Wheeler .and. G. 0.- Edler,. who- have- handled the seed marketing
work, of . the Bureau for the ten years it has been conducted,, outlined to. ,

the

committees several topics for consideration based upon the work of the: Bureau.

Other recommendations were that the Bureau devise a system of inspection
and verif ication of s tock records of seedsmen and promulgate .regulations under
which seedsmen on their own request may be permitted to issue tag certificates
of origin on seeds which it may handle and that such seed as shall comply with
the regulations as to origin shall be designated by the term "Verified Origin."

That this Bureau, in cooperation with State agencies, devise a system
of verification of origin in producing sections in order that such seeds may
enter Into interstate commerce with- proper verification as .to State of place
•of. -origin; ' .:/-::-:

:

. V -

'

'

\.'~.\ That seedsmen be urged to keep complete stock records as to the origin
of .seeds handled and that the conference commend: the, studies already made, that
these .studies be: continued so that complete forms may be available to the seed ,

trade* as soon as. possible; • -, •

:

:

'

-. That the crop: ^improvement., associations be commended for their .excellent

work in certifying valuable varieties and strains and. that this work be continu-
ed and developed by them, rather than by the Federal Department;

That the various associations should make an. effort to. secure greater uni
formity in methods,;, terminology,; .and nomenclature, in order to -alleviate any dis-
cord that may exist among the States in their certification work;

.
And lastly,-, that the International Crop Improvement Association, the

Wholesale Grass Seed Dealers 1 Association, and the American Seed. Trade Associa-
tion immediately pass resolutions supporting the recommendations of this con-
ference.

One of the important actions of the conference was an effort to clarify
the use of the terms "Certification" and "Certified Seed".

The.-.International -Cr-qp Improvement Association at the meeting held the

day after the .seed conference supported the recommendations for. the use of the

"Verification" and "-Verified-Origin" instead of the term- "Certification,

"

It was .recommended that these two terms be. limited in their application

to . high-quality ..seeds .of known variety or pedigree. The terms "Verification"

for use in attesting " to such factors as the origin of growth of seeds and

"Verified Origin" .for seeds authenticated as. to origin were recommended.
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10. RURAL COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
IN ILLINOIS TO B5 STUDIED,

Another cooperative study to be made by the Bureau and the northern Ill-

inois State Teachers College will consist of rural community organization.
The object of this study is to determine the value of community organ-

ization in concrete terms of better economic and social life, and the effect
of those who migrate upon other communities.

To determine these factors, a comparative study will be made of the
Quaker Lane Community, which has maintained an effective community organization
over a long period of years, and of the British lane Community, which has main-
tained a weak community organization. All ..factors bearing upon rural family
life will be considered,

Dr, Galpin, Farm Population and Rural Life, will direct this study as
a part of the numberous cooperative observations in progress by the Bureau.

1

1

• COOPERATIVE STUDY TO BE MADE
WITH UNIVERSITY OE MISSOURI

.

In order to ascertain the type and extent of services of community
organizations, institutions and movements participated in by young people, to-

gether with the conditions of organizations in which young people take part in
various ways, also to determine in what respect the various community activities
are meeting the needs of 3

roung people, and the established standards of such
organizations, the division of Farm Population and Rural Life is making a study
with the University of Missouri.

A study of the young people's organizations and adult organizations
which should provide for the participation of young people in the communities,
will be made in sections of Missouri, where schools, churches, clubs will be
included in the survey.

12 . RELATION OE TOWN .AND' COUNTRY
INTERESTS , SUBJECT OF STUDY.

The Division of Earm Population and Rural Life has entered into agree-
ment with the Oklahoma A. & M. College for a cooperative study of the basis .of
relationships between towns and country, of mutual benefit to both groups.

Information for consideration will be collected in a typical county where
towns of various sizes are located. It has been noted that in the past farmers
have remained near smaller towns, but in more recent years they are beginning
to feel at home in the larger towns. In beginning this study it is felt that
people of towns are beginning to foster all kinds of social and economic, rela-
tions between the growing towns and farms. The economic phases will be studied
in the relationship of the size of the town to merchandising, to financing and
to marketing. Communication and transportation, education, religion, social
and organization phases will be considered.

L. D. Howell, Associate Professor in Agricultural Economics at Oklahoma
A. & M. College, will represent that institution in the study which is to be
conducted in Oklahoma as an agricultural State, effective November 16.

Mr. Howell will be remembered by many of the Bureau who met him when he
had a temporary position with the Division of Land Economics in Washington, lias

t

summer

,
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13. "SBSQUI" EXHIBITS PACKED FOR
B5TURN 3Y MR. DUVALL. '

••
;

•
•

AS the close of the Ses quicentennial Exposition last week, the attention
of a Bureau representative was required to supervise the crating and shipping of
the exhibits to the Bureau warehouse in Alexandria, Virginia.

In the absence of the exhibit workers, Carroll P. Duval1 was assigned to
this duty in Philadelphia, where he spent from Wednesday until Saturday. He now
reports all displays taken down, crated, and shipped. When they arrive in
Washington this week, they will be stored for future use. Much of this material
will be available for other shows, and with slight retouching, displays may be
arranged for Divisions that have been not previously been provided with exhibit
material,

lU. RACE AMONG- BUREAU

BOWLERS CLOSE .

A merry fight is being waged by the bowlers of the Bureau.
In the Ladies League, Information is leading Pruites and Vegetables by

two games and the Stenographers are trailing Pruits and Vegetables two games.
Lano. Economics is in fourth -place by a one-game advantage over Parrn Management,
while Livestock is a game behind Parm Management and only nine games below the
leaders. The high team set and game were recorded by Information with the -Sten-
ographers a close second. Bertha Greevy of the Information quintet has high
individual set and Nellie Burkhart, of Land Economics, second high set. Teresa
Adams, Stenograph!'. : scored high game by one pin ever Emily Clark's earlier
record of 115.

The Crop Estimate girls, bowling in the Ladies Departmental League,, have
moved into a tie for second place, and are only one game behind the leaders.

They have high hopes for further victories , to enable, them to step
into first place.

In the Men's League, four teams are in the thick of the struggle. Pruits
and Vegetables and the quintet from the Standardisation Building are tied for
leadership and 'just one game ahead of Grain and the Center Market aggregation
tied for second honors. Parm Management, five games behind the leaders.' occupi-
es fifth place, and Cooperation, the "Baby Team f

? (this is its first year) is,

shall we say temporarily, in the cellar position. High team set and game were
hung up by Center Market, and E. E. Barber, bowling with that team, smashed the

maples for high individual set. R. L. Kause, of Standardization, rolled high
game.

The Economics team in the Agricultural Interbureau Leage is puffing a-
long in second place. High team set in this league was scored by Economics
while individual records made by Bureau men include second high individual .set

by R. D. Conklin, of Livestock, who rolls with the Interbureau five, and third'

high game . by Harry Dixon, of Grain.
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15. MANUSCRIPTS SUBMITTED BY THE BUREAU IN NOVEMBER .

The following manuscripts were submitted to the Division of Publications
during November:

Coleman, D. A.,, and Rothgeb, B. E. : Heat-damaged wheat.

For Department Bulletin.

Rules and regulations 0 . .governing the inspection and cer
tification of live poultry. S, R. A. No; 103.

Sechrist, E. L. : standards for honey. Eor Department
Circular, (in cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology).

Willis, H. H. ; Msnufactuing tests of cotton of the white grades
of the Universal standards for American cotton. For Department
Bulletin.

The following articles have been approved for -oublication in the
periodicals named:

Baker, 0. E. : Agricultural regions of the United States:
The South. For Economic Geography.

Christensen, C. L. : Management of cooperative associations.
For Cooperative Marketing Journal.

Davis, W, C.
: Discouragement - Some causes, effects and

cures. For National Provisioner.

Davis, W. C.
: Some things retailers should know. For

National Provisioner.

Ezekiel, M. :
• The Ddoiittie method for solving multiple

,
correlation equations versus the Kelly- Salisbury
•Iteration' method. For Journal of American Statistical
Association.

McKay, A. W.
:

Marketing agricultural products. For American
Yearbook.

Sherman, C. B.
:

Mystery is gone from marketing. For Kiwanis
Magazine.

Sherman, C. B.
: Federal warehouse act will help. For

Progressive Farmer.

..
Sherman, C. B. : Our typical farm family. For the Survey.

Smi

others
D

'

M°iStUre in riCG bran
* For R^e Journal and
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16. II THE LIBRARY:
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Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week
ending December 3 are:

American railway association. Car service division. Report, 1926.
New Yoirk, 1926.

Canada. Dept. of agriculture. Live stock "branch. Markets intelligence
and stock yards service. 6th annual live stock market and meat
trade review, 1$)2!5. Ottawa, Printed "by direction of the Hon.

W. R. Motherwell, 1926.

The Farmer's wife. • The farm woman answers the question. St,

Paul, Minn. The ..Parmer f s 'wife (1926)

St.Brit. Imperial economic committee. Report,., on marketing
and preparing for ..market of foodstuffs produced within the
Empire. Fourth report - dairy produce... London, H. M.

Stationery off
. , 1926. (Parliament. Papers by command) Cmd.2725)

Machefel, L. La production et le commerce des cereales... Paris,
Librarie agricc/le de la Maison rustique (192b)

Orwin, C. S. & Kersey, H; W. . Estate accounts... Cambridge, Eng.,
University press, 1926.

U. S. Bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Domestic commerce
series no. 6.

iViarket research agencies; a guide to publications
and activities relating to domestic marketing. , . ^Washington,
Govt. print. off.

, 1926 e .

<-.,

U. 3. Superintendent of documents. Catalogue of the public documents
of the 65th Congress and all departments of the government of the

United States for the period from. July I, 1917. to June 30, 1919-
Washington, Govt, print, off., 1925.

U. S. War dept. Board of engineers, for rivers and harbors. Transpor-
tation on the Great Lakes... Washington, Govt.print, off., 1926,'

• ' *.&f*-r£
:

fct ¥.—oOo-r~f " •
•

'•

•

.

•

. ^fM^'

The Cotton Division announces that the Atlanta offices have heen moved
from the six^i. floor of tre Commercial Exchange Building, to the third floor of

the same building.
,. ,

'-.. *.;

THE WELFARE ASSOCIATION HAS NOTIFIED THE TOEAU THAT PECANS may be had at 57$
a pound now instead of 60^ as listed in the announcement in last week T s K3WS,
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17. IN CONGBESS:

The Short Session (second) of the 69th Congress opened on Monday Decem-
ber 6, Among bills introduced were the following:

H. R. lJ>hSk, by Mr. Black of Texas, to amend section 2 of an act approved
April 2, I92U, authorizing the Director of the Census to col-
lect and publish statistics of cotton.

H. R. 13^66, by Mr. Brand of Georgia, to amend section 7 of the Federal
Reserve Act, as amended, for the purpose of insuring depositors in
member banks of the Federal reserve system against loss.

E. R. 13^75. hy Mr. Lankford, to create a Federal cotton corporation, to

provide a reasonable minium price for cotton, and for other purposes.

H. R. 13^67, by Mr. Campbell, H. R. 13^77 and K. R. 13^78 by Mr. Lehlbach, to

amend the retirement act.

H. R. by Mr. Wright, to repeal an act authorizing the Department of
Agriculture to issue semimonthly crop reports.

H. R. 13^95 >
hy ^r. McSwain, to provide for the postponement of the payment of
the installments and interest for 1926 and 1927 upon Federal farm-
loan mortgages on lands in drought-stricken areas.

H. R. 13^97, hy Mrs. Rogers, to establish standard grades for apples when packed
in boxes and other containers.

H. R. 13^92, by Mr. Black of Texas, amending an act authorizing the Department
of Agriculture to issue semimonthly cotton crop reports and provid-
ing for their publication simultaneously with the ginning reports
of the Department of Commerce.

H. R. 13'+01, by %. Howard, to guarantee the deposits in national banks.

H. J. Res. 296, by Mr, White; prohibiting the issuance of radio-broadcasting
licenses within the United States until otherwise provided by law.

H. J". Res. 29^, by Mr. Dickstein, authorizing the Secretary of Commerce to

regulate radio-broadcasting stations, and for other purposes.
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IS. USES OF EASTERN FLOUR
DETERMINED BY 'STUDY ,

Milling and Baking Investigations have been making a study to determine
the type of flour most suitable for making certain bakery products. Because
of the simple process of making, pretzels have been decided upon as a satisfact-
ory product to start this study, and W. K» Marshall of that Laboratory recently
made a trip to Baltimore and eastern Pennsylvania to consult with flour millers
and bakers.

It was found that a fairly wide range in type of flour for pretzels was
being used, but a "straight*' grade flour made from Pennsylvania wheat was the
kind most extensively used. In some instances bakers were blending a. small per-

centage of Kansas or Northwestern hard, wheat flour with soft red winter wheat
flour of local production to give them a flour of the quality desired for this
purpose.

The demand for this type of baked product is increasing, as more than

one plant was found where additional ovens were being installed to take care of
the increasing demand.

19. p. b. a; circular no. 52 .

Notations on payrolls to the effect that employees from whose pay no
retirement has been deducted aad not within the retirement act, are no longer
required according to a ruling of the Comptroller General in a letter to the
Secretary of November 17, 1SS.S. No similar general certification in regard to
this matter other than the certification for deductions that have accrued dur-
ing the period of the pay rolls is necessary.

HERE. AND THERE IN THE BUREAU. j :

..

Mr, Tenny is expected back in the office today after a week's absence in
Chicago attending. the meetings held during the period of the International Live-

stock Exposition. On Thursday he will address the main conference of the Ameri-
can Engineering Standards Committee in New York City^ and on Friday he is sched-

uled to appear on the program of the New England Farm Marketing Conference at

Boston, by the New England Council.

Dr. E. L. Kirkpatrick, Farm Population and Rural Life, addressed the

International Association of Agricultural Missions in New York City, December 2

on the relation of the standard of living to the rural church.

Casper S, Bell, Grain Sampler of the Duluth, Minnesota Grain Office, who

has been ill recently, is able to be at his duties again, we are glad to learn.

John B. Shepard, Crop and Livestock Estimates, made a short trip into

New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York last week to confer with the agricultural

statisticians regarding the revised estimates of crops.

J. W. Tapp, Farm Management and Costs, is making a short trip to Ithaca,

New York to confer with officials of the Experiment Station regarding coopera-

tive studies.
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•Miss Jean M, Paterson, Clerk, has'been appointed in the Portland Grain

Office. ,'
, : , . .

• / ;

' F, B. • Wilkinson, Warehousing Division, " is in Kentucky interviewing members

of the tobacco trade and officials of the Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative

Association relative to the tentative standard grades for. hurley tobacco. He wil

go also to : Western Kentucky to discuss with the Dark Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association regarding changes in grade. ... .

Mrs. May G, Bland and Miss Myrtle Large, Cooperative Marketing, motored
to -Philadelphia for Thanksgiving and .a few days' leave. •

' -Dr. Samuel A. -Jones, Crop and Livestock Estimates, went last week to Ohio
and Michigan to consult the agricultural statisticians regarding acreage and pro-
duction estimates of crops, '.Dr.. Jones will be absent about.- a week.

Bay C. Bish of the Cleveland office, Fruits and Vegetables, had the mis-
fortune of having his home destroyed by fire early .in the morning of November 20,

when it caught from the ,adjoining building, "-Mr. Bish and his family escaped
but lost about two thirds of the property value of their home which they had pur-
chased in Cleveland Heights only a few years -ago. We. regret their serious loss.

W. J. Kuhrt, Cooperative Marketing, is on a tour through the Middle West-
ern States to further his study ©f farmers' elevators. He will address the
annual meeting of the Farmers f Elevator Association- at Watertown, South Dakota,
while in that State,

. A. B. Genung, Division of Economic Information, motored with his family
to New York State for Thanksgiving 'with relatives.

Carl P. Swinson j Farm Management and Costs, is to appear on the' program
of the Virginia State horticultural Society which meets at Charlottesville De-
cember 7~9.

R; C. Mill of the Chicago, Grain Office, made a trip to Nashville, Tennes-
see in November to discuss with a committee of the Nashville Grain Exchange re-
garding the memorandum Of agreement between the Bureau and the principal grain
exchanges Of the country.

James H. Collins, who was a member of the Bureau staff in the Fruits and
Vegetable Division Until 1$}19, was a visitor in. the Washington office last week.

Mr. Collins is now associated with the Chilton. Publishing Company in -Philadelphia,

E. G. Parker, Division of Cotton Mar?reting, was in New York last week to

confer with the chairman of the board of cotton examiners regarding cotton ten-

dered for delivery on future contracts on the New, York cotton exchange.

• B. Ralph Gould, • Statistical and Historical Division, is on a trip which
will include Cincinnati, Ohio; Louisville, Kentucky; Cairo, Chicago and other
points in Illinois to examine railroad records of the movement

.

of cotton. This
information will contribute to the study of cotton movements now.being made.

Another grouo of, students to show interest in the work of . the Bureau, was

the cl~ss accompanied, by professor, A. Daane of the Oklahoma A. & M.; College of.

Stillwater Oklahoma, who stopped at the Kansas City, Mo. offices .while en route
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to Chicago to attend the International Livestock Exposition. - They spent three

days at Kansas City, visiting the hay inspection tracks mornings, and the Grain
Supervision office in the afternoons.

Curt Hanfland, a German engineer, who has "been in this country for the
past five months getting material for a hook he is writing on the livestock and
meat packing industries was a visitor in the Bureau recently conferring with
officials of the Livestock, Meats and Wool Division.

A. E. Anderson, Statistician in Charge of the Nebraska office, Chester
D. Stevens, Assistant in the Hew England office, Frank E. Finley

'
assistant in

the Texas office, and Reginald Royston, Assistant in the Florida office, have
been called to Washington assist in handling the vast quantity of material which
it is necessary to review in connection with the December revisions. While in
Washington the younger men will be given a special course in statistics under
C. F. Sarle.

R. G. Hill, Fruits and Vegetables, left Sunday for the peanut sections
in sbut eastern States where he will. be making investigations as to the grading
of peanuts and the application of the present Federal grades.

H. S. Yohe, Warehousing Division, was in New York City yesterday confer-
ring with officers of the Merchants ' Association relative to the recent ware-
house survey made in the city and adjacent territory. H@ will confer with bank-
ers regarding credit available oh products stored in warehouses, also*

Alexander M. Moore of Texas, has been given an appointment in the Divis-
ion of Cotton Marketing, as Specialists in Cotton Classing, effective November
lb. He will serve as a member of the committee on final inspection of cotton
standards composed of three cotton specialists who must pass on and assume re-
sponsibility for the accuracy of each box of the Universal Cotton Standards.
For the past thirteen years with the exception of two years Naval.. Service; Mr,

Moore has been employed with the J. R, Bragg Cotton Company, Dublin, Texas. In
view of his wide experience Mr. Moore is well fitted for his new duties in the
Bureau.

After reporting in Washington, '%*. Moore went to Galveston to act as &
member of the Galveston and the Houston Board of Cotton Examiners for cotton to
be delivered on future contracts on the Chicago Board of Trade.-

Dr. 0. E. Baker, Land Economics i will address the Massachusetts Annual
Extension Conference at Amherst December 13, when his subject will be relative
to changes in land utilization in the United States.

The annual mid-winter frolic of the Minneapolis Grain Supervision office
was held in honor of Carl A, Waalen, Supervisor of that office, and Mrs. ' Waal-
en just before their departure for Indianapolis where Mr. Waalen has been
transferred to take change of the Grain work.

After a sumptuous picnic supper, cards, dancing' and games were enjoyed,
while Robert H. Black entertained the party with a moving picture show together
with slides depicting humorous happenings around the office* (by his co-workers)

During the evening Mr. Waalen was presented with a wrifct watch in ap-
preciation of his service in the Minneapolis office. The watch, we understand,
was quite useful as a "timer" on the motor trip the Waalen's made to Chicago
and Indianapolis,
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The annual "report" of the Bureau v/as released for distribution yesterday.

Preceding the usual annual statements covering the work of each of the divisions,

Mr. Tenny, Acting Chief of the Bureau, points out that the economic prolems that

have arisen, in the agricultural industry in recent years have necessitated the

development of new lines of research and services. The part that the Bureau has
taken in developing these services1/outlined with indications of the value if the

services to farmers who are attempting to adjust their "business to the new order.

TWo groups of problems are discussed: The economic problems within the agricul-

tural industry and those problems which are influenced by public policies such

as problems affecting taxation and credit, land utilization, and transportation.

Various services rendered by the Bureau in an effort to improve agricul-

ture are outlined in the preliminary discussion and are described in more detail
under the Division headings. The report points out that our analytic studies of

various problems are fundamental to the service work since they afford the basis
for adjustment in xoroduction and farm organization and should provide the basis
for sound policies for the future development of agriculture.

Copies of this annual .report can be obtained from the Division of Economic
Information and any copies that will not be needed for reference should be return-

ed to that Division after reading, for the edition is limited. Members throughout
the staff of the Bureau, both in Washington and in the field, can gain a useful
bird's-eye view of the work of our big Bureau as a. whole by reading this report.

2. SECRETARY'S REPORT
READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

The annual report of the Secretary of Agriculture for the past fiscal year

was released for distribution last week and is receiving much notice in the press.

The report reviews the year in agriculture , the review including later conditions
than those of July. The surplus problem is next discussed. Other section s of the
report that will especially interest members of this Bureau relate to such subjects

as developments in cooperative marketing, agriculture's uncontrollable expenses,
freight rates, highway improvement, farmers' taxes, the farmer and the tariff,

crops of the year, the situation regarding specific commodities, foreign markets,
oixtlook reports, agricultural readjustments, market news, foreign competition,
grading and inspection, population movements, developments under the Purnell Act
and the Department housing situation,

In fact, such a large part of this report relates so directly or indirectly
to our work,, or discusses problems in which we a,re so particularly interested that

many members of our staff will wish to read it. The Division of Publications has

a few copies for special distribution and the Bureau library has copies that can be

borrowed.
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3. MARKET NEWS SERVICE
POR LIVE POULTRY IN MOT YORK .

A new development in the market news service in the Division of Dairy
and Poultry Products has just been started in New York City in the form of a
market news service on live poultry.

This service will consist of information on the receipts, unloadings, and
movement of live poultry. Also prices and comments on market conditions. L.P.
Champiin, who has charge of the New York City Dairy and Poultry Products Office,
will be responsible for the conduct of the work, assisted by JrE-Draper who has
recently been appointed to the staff.

Pinal arrangements were made, last week by Rob R. Slocum and C.E.Eckles who
went from "Washington to inauguerate the service.

4. DIVISIONAL HAY INSPECTION
OPEICSS ESTABLISHED.

With the appointment of three new superivising inspectors for the supervi-
sion of Federal hay inspection, the organization of the Hay, Peed and Seeds Divi-
sion is considered complete.

The Division has recently added three nev/ supervising hay inspectors—Y/alte
J. Morgan, at San Prancisco, California; Heber J. Webb, at Salt Lake City, Utah; a
A- D. Harlan, at Atlanta, Georgia, The. present plan of dividing the country into
divisions for supervision purposes, Was inauguerated several years ago but no divi
sions were organized in the West until standards- were established for the hays
produced there. The ne¥/ supervising inspectors are expected, under the direction
of the Washington office to supervise the work of inspectors already licensed, to

train other candidates and to assist State and commercial organizations in educa-
tional work on hay standardization and marketing.

The divisions-as now established are:

The Northeastern- Division- Headquarters, Washington, D. Q.

New England States, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Yfest Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina.

The Southeastern Division- 1715 Citizens and Sou.Bank Bldg. , Atlanta.
Georgia, Plorida, Alabama, Mississippi, Lovdsiana, Tennessee, and
Kentucky, except points on the south bank of the Ohio River.

The North Central Division- Room 1209, 159 North Clark St., Chicago .

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, North and
South jDakota, and "points joining these States on the south bank of the

Ohio River and the western bank of the Mississippi River.
The West Central Division- 1513 Genessee Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Arkansas, Nebraska, Kansas',. Oklahoma and Missouri, except points on
the west bank of the Mississippi. River.

The Southwestern Division- Headquarters , same as for West Central .

Texas and New Mexico.
The Intermountain Divi sion- Room 304, Capitol Building, Salt Lake City.

Montana, tJcah, Wyoming
s
Idaho, Colorado.

Pacific Co as t Division- Room 244 , 25 Californi a SC. , San ffrauci oco,_

Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada, and Arizona. •

.
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5 * FLUID MIIK , CREAM AND
.

COipEIJS^D

MILK DAILY EI^EfrlS TO BE ISSUED.

Plans have "been made for further extension of the market news service on

dairy products in Hew York City. The service will include fluid milk, cream and

condensed milk in the metropolitan district.

Arrangements have just been completed by J. G. Cross, Transportation Specialis

of the Bureau, whereby railroads, trucks, and boat lines will furnish daily reports

of receipts. These will be compiled and issued. Later it is planned to issue a

daily review giving wholesale- prices for cream and bulk milk,

This service was undertaken at the .urgent request of the New York Milk
Conference Board and the milk trade.

6. DEVICE JOB. MEASURING
AIR'kELLS IN EGGS.'

An air cell gauge to be used in measuring the depth of the air cell in eggs

when graded in accordance with U« S, Standards , has recently been prepared and a

supply obtained for distribution by the Division of Dairy and Poultry Products. The

gauge which is made of cardboard is placed over the large end of the egg, when-

examining before the candle, and the depth of the air cell, measured in fractions
of inches.

7. EGYPTIAN COTTOIT MARKETING
METHODS" TO BE STUDIED .

That the American cotton bale arrives at market in poor condition is

generally known. The Egyptian cotton bale represents the model package. In order
to study the ginning and baling methods of Egypt, which might be helpful to the
industry in this country, William I. Holt, London Representative of the Cotton
Marketing Division, will spend a month in Egypt.

In March Mr. Holt will come to Washington to attend the International
Cotton Conference on Grade Standards.

8. COMMENDATION OP RAILROADS
POP MARKET NEWS SERVICE .

At a district meeting of the Regional Advisory Board of the American Rail-
way Association at Lincoln, Nebraska, December 8, the Idaho Potato Committee re-

ported on the Market News Service as follows:
• The Bureau of Markets "News Service 11

,
through their representative stationer

at Idaho Palls renders to the potato growers and shippers athighly valuable and
appreciated service. To the growers it is a check on prices their •products demands
at the distributing centers and on what is paid to them at the producing centers.
To the shippers and distributors, the information furnished by the carriers in re-
gard to daily loadings at producing points and passings at various transfer points
for destination centers, they should have in their hands advice to so arrange, their
shipments that unwarranted

'

gluts with depressed markets could be avoided.
There is a great field for this "service" to extend its usefulness and heart;,

and loyal support can well be given to this branch of our Government by the Agri-
cultural forces in Congress as well as by the carriers, the producers and the
shippers, :

declared the report.
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9. . RAIiROAD TO COOPERATE
IN GIVIHO INFORMATION.

A favorable decision by the Louisville and Nashville Railroad holding
that the Department is entitled to receive the usual intermarket information „

under authority of the U.S. Grain Standards act, has been reported. This ques-
tion has been raised in several different parts of the country and by a number
of carriers. In all instances, however, where legal advice has been obtained
from the legal counsel of the roads, they have held that the grain standards
act authorizes the employees of the road to furnish intermarket information.

This same question was discussed with several Boards of Trade, esx^ecially

with the Chicago Board of Trade, in this market the \7eighing and Inspection
Bureau took the position that the Department is entitled to the desired informa-

tion covering destinations and car numbers of inspected grain.

10. SPECIAL CALL FOR
COMPETENT STENOGRAPHERS .

The Employment Manager calls attention to the fact that vacancies are

occurring in C.A.E. Service Grade 3 which it is difficult to fill by promotion

from the ranks of Grade 2 within the Bureau. These positions in Grade 3 fre-

quently call for special training. At the present time vacancies exist in the

higher grade for competent stenographers. If there are any Grade 2 people who

are equipped to satisfactorily handle difficult stenographic assignments, it is

suggested that they register their names with the Personnel Office of the Bureau.

11. SETTLEMENT 70R SUPPLIES
USED BY THE A. & D. SECTION .

In Secretary's Memorandum No. 564, dated November 26, provision is made
for reimbursement by the Bureau for supplies used by the Department Addressing,
Duplicating and Mailing Section. This will be accomplished by transfer of
Bureau funds to the miscellaneous expenses appropriation of the Department on
bills rendered the Bureau monthly by the Central Stores Section. The Bureau
will be charged its share of the gross value of stock consumed during the period
as represented by the value of supplies actually delivered in the form of com-
pleted work.

The budget stock on hand will be transferred to the Central Stores Sec-
tion and the Bureau will write off its credits in the Addressing, Duplicating
and Mailing Section as of June 30, 1926. Secretary's Memo. No. 365 of January
9, 1922, is automatically revoked.

oOo

Fruits and Vegetables and the information quint of the Ladies League
emerged from the bowling fray of last night again tied for first place,with
the Stenographers, one game behind, a. close second. Grace Robinson, of Eruits
and Vegetables, who last week toppled 124 pins for the best individual game
of the season was tied by Bertha Greevy, of Information, who last night duplicate

Miss Robinson's set of 124, 86 and 104 of the previous week.

Land Economics now occupies third place and the Earm Management and
Livestock fives are tied for the cellar position.
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12. LANTERN SLIDES AND PICTURE FILMS

AS AID IN REPORTING SIUDT. . •
.•

W. J.Kuhrt, Cooperative Marketing, has recently returned from the Dakota.s

where he went to confer with members of the agricultural college at Fargo, and
tc attend the South Dakota Farmers' Elevator Association at Watertown. At this
convention he presented the results obtained from research work on farmers 1

elevators in the spring wheat area composed of North Dakota, Minnesota and
Montana.

,

With the aid of 40 lantern slides showing tables, charts- and graphs,
phases of the industry were featured including costs of operation, hedging,
storage and variation in protein, content of wheat;.

It is planned to have film E&rips -made., from these lantern slides, for
use by extension workers, field service agents of cooperative associations, and
in the class-room of marketing courses.

1 3. LIVESTOCK EXTENSION ; WORK
KEEPS MR. WALLACE -BUSY .

Grade standardisation programs on sheep and lambs were one of several
lines of activities on which James K, Wallace, Livestock, Meats and Wool, has
spent the past'"200 days in the West, and has recently returned to Washington.
He cooperated with the Extension service of New Mexico, South Dakota and
Montana, in holding a. number of cattle grading demonstrations in these states.
He also attended several Livestock association meetings to make addresses on
the benefits and need for market grades and. grading knowledge by the producers
and spoke. to the animal husbandry students at several of the colleges along
marketing lines. While in the west he also reported the livestock markets at
all the Pacific Coasts and Intermountain offices while the regular men were on
vacation, In Oregon he cooperated with the Extension Service in a livestock
and meat exhibit at the Pacific International Livestock Show at Portland where
grades of good and common steers and of cows as well as the corresponding
grade carcasses and the retail cuts were shown, On his way in from the west
Mr. 'Wallace took part in the series' of conferences held at nine of the larger
western livestock centers in connection with the preparation of standard grades
for sheep and lambs and vealers and calves and their dressed carcasses winding
up the trip at the Chicago International. Livestock Exposition,

—oOo—

-

Comments from the Radio Stations continue in strong approval of the-
Department service., The following was received by Sam Pickard, Chief of Radio
Service:

"We are delighted with the new features from your department and
are giving them all possible publicity. Congratulations" to yon and your
much improved agricultural service".

Station KQW,
San Jose, Calif.
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14. IIT CONGRESS:

H.E. 14245, by Mz\ Jones, relating to certain cotton reports of the

Secretary of Agriculture.

H.E. 14247, "by Mr. MdEeown, to create a Federal Farm committee to

standardise production of basic agricultural products,

levy an excise tax on contracts of purchase of nonstandard

production products, and for other purposes.

H.E. 14255, by Mr. Oldf ield, directing the director of the Bureau of

the Census and Secretary of Agriculture in the announcement

and publication of cotton-production figures for any year

for the United States and foreign countries to include in

the totals only actual weight of cotton ginned and baled.

H.E. 14562, by Mr. Black of Hew York, to establish the Federal alcohol

liquor board in %h.Q Department of Agriculture to aid in

putting the agricultural industry on a sound commercial

basis by providing incentives to crop diversification and

a market for surplus farm products.

H.E. 14686, by Mr, Tincher, to regulate the manufacture and sale of

substitutes for butter, known as margarine, oleomargarine,
.- and butterine, and to protect the makers of butter and the
users of butter from fraudulent imitation of butter********.

H.E. 14969, by Mr, V/elch of California, to amend the salary rates in an
Act to provide for the classification of civilian positions!
within the District of Columbia end in the field service.

H.E. 14836, by Mr. Hudson to amend the retirement act,

S. J. Ees. 132, by Senator Copeland, authorizing the Secretary of Commerc

to regulate radio broadcasting stations, and for other pur-
poses.

S. Ees. 286, by Senator Harris - Besolved, That the Secretary of Com-
merce is authorized and directed to investigate (1) the

development of new uses to which cotton and cotton products
can be placed; (2) the possibility of using the lower grades
of cotton in the manufacture of cloth and othe cotton pro-
ducts for use by the Federal Government; and (3) with the

cooperation of the Secretary of Agriculture, the possibility]

of using the lower grades of cotton for cotton bagging*****,

SIGHED BY PEESIDEHT:

S.J. Ees. 125, by Senator Dill, limiting the time for which
licenses for radio transmission may be granted, was signed
by the President on December 9.
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- Continued ~

CORRECTION: H.R. 13401, as reported last week, to guarantee the deposits in
National BANKS, should be H.5. 13501.

15. BT ^Hl LlBRiHY;

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending
December 10 are:

Associazione cotoniera italiana. Begolamento della camera arbitrale
e delle condj zioni general i per la compra- vendita di contoni.

sodi.. . Ivlilano, Capriola & Massimino, 1926*

California fruit growers exchange*
'
Annual report of the general

manager, 1925/25. [Los Angeles, 1926]

Illinois, University, College of commerce and business administration.
Bureau of business research. The method of analysing business
data, Urbana, university of Illinois, 1925. (Bureau of
business reserach. Bulletin no. 8)

Long, C. B, The co-operative consumers' movement in the United
States.., 4th rev, ed. Hew York, The Co-operative league of
the % S. A, , 1926.

National country life conference. Proceedings of the 8th, 1925,
Richmond, Ya. New York, The University of Chicago press [1926]

Orne, Andres. Co-operative ideals and probl ems, . .. Tr. by John
Dovmie, Manchester, The Co-operative union linited, l£26.

. 3, Bureau of labor statistics. Bulletin, no c 415,. v?h?lssal
1890 to 1925. Washington, Govt., print, off,

}
1925.

U. S. Dept. of commerce. 14th. annual report of the secretary.,.
1925/25. Washington, Govt, print. "off

. , 1926. .

Van Born, Harold A. Government owned corporations... New York,
A. A. Knopf, 1926.
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B~JF.EA.tJ BREVITIES .

16. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS OK FARMERS' COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATTOTTS has been issued in
mimeograph form, and contains a list of Department ard Farmers' Bulletins,
circulars, preliminary reports and other material which is for distribution.

17. THE BUSINESS SET-UP OF COOPERATIVE MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS is concisely dis-
cussed by Chris L s Christ ensen in Dopt, Cir. 4C3 just off the press. This circular
is based on Mr. Christensen ! s address given before the Institute of Cooperation
last summer* Copies of that address in mimeographed form have been in such demand
that a wider distribution in permanent formed was decided upon.

18. Bulletin No, 192 recently issued by the New York State Department of Farms
and Markets entitled "Statistics Relative to the Dairy Industry in New York State
for 1925", and which was compiled in cooperation with the Bureau, has received much
favorable comment, according to the Agricultural Statistician of the State.

19. SPINNING TESTS OF LEADING- VARIETIES OF NORTH CAROLINA COTTONS (Crop of 1925)
preliminary report by Horace H. Willis

f
who has been making spinning tests at

Clemson College., The tests for North Carolina cotton were made at the request of

the director of the State Agricultural Experiiient Station. Assisting Mr. Willis,
were E. S. Gummings , SL B,Richardson, J, T. Wigington, K„J. Griffis and Miss Etta Zeh.

20. IRRIGATED FARMING IN TWIN FILLS COUNTY , IDAHO is the subject of an economic
study reported by Byron Hunter and S : B c Nuckols in Dept., Bui, 1421, now available.
The -study covered a 4-year period and included a review of the agricultural
development and readjustments of the section, a business, analysis of the farms,

costs of producing each of the primary crops there grown during the period and
average cost of keeping work horses and the cost of horse labor per hour. The
results should aid farmers of that area to make a wise decision as to what pro-
duces and how much to produce, how to produce them, and. how to dispose of them.

i

21.1 COST OF PRODUCING BEEF in the Flint Hills Section of Kansas was studied
'

by the Bureau and the Kansas Experiment Station during the past few years and the

results are published in Dept. Bui, 1454, just issued. The study aimed particular-
ly to determine the number of acres of grass required to put normal gains on

steers that graze in the Flint Hills territory, methods used in handling the steers,

in this section, together with a determination of the economic position of summer

grazing of cattle in Kansas in its relation to the beef-cattle industry and to the

markets for livestock, R, H. Wilcox, formerly of this Bureau is joint author with
several members of the staff of the Kansas Experiment Station.

22. PUBLICATIONS ISSUED 3Y THE BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RELATING TO

Markets, Crops and Farm Management has just been revised and is available,
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HEHi. AND THEPE IN TEE BUREAU

Mr, Tenny is in Rochester, New York, today attending a conference on western
New York fruit. This conference will "be attended by representatives of the leading
fruit counties and others who will present the fruit situation in the farious coun-

ties, M.H> Cooper, Id
1arm Management and Costs who accompanied Mr, Tenny, will remain

in New York until the latter part of the week, preparatory to making an outline for

economic research in the apple industry.

William A. Siahoenfeld, Cooperative Marketing, who is engaged in the New
England Milk Study in Boston, will go the last of the month to Cleveland, Chicago,

and St. Louis to confer with officials of milk producers associations. Returning
to his assignment at Boston, Mr. SChoenfeld will stop off in Washington early in

January.

Francis C, Bis son has been appointed as Marketing Specialist in the Eay,

Peed and Seeds Division, effective November 22, and has reported for duty at the

Chicago office. He will supervise the development cf market news service on grain

hay and feed for the north central district and will make special studies of cash
and future grain markets,

Mr, Bisson, who is appointed from Minnesota, has had eleven years experience
in the grain and elevator industry, in addition to market news work for trade publi-

cations. Recently he has "been engaged in statistical work for daily papers on the

Trading Floor, of the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and has been conducting a dai 1;

market service for the trade.

Thomas M. Hughes, Grain Sampler. of the Cincinnati Office, and Miss Helen
Byrne, were married Saturday morning, November 27 in Cincinnati, After a wedding
breakfast at Hotel Aims, Mr. and Mrs, Hughes left for a trip to Eastern points.
We join with the Grain Division in extending our good- wishes to the happy pair.

James I. Johnson, New York City Cotton office, will be in South Carolina
until the last of the week demonstrating the practical forms of the Universal
Cotton Standards before officials of the State Warehouse Commission.

H. F« Meyer, who was a member of Dairy and Poultry Products Division in 1917
and 1918, was a. caller in the Bureau last week. Mr. Meyer is now sales manager
of the Land 0 1 Lakes Creamery, Incorporated, at Minneapolis.

G. E.Sdler, Hay, Feed and Seeds Division, will take a vacation at Lagrange,
Illinois, from December 22 to January 3.

C. G, Handel 1, Cooperative Marketing, has just returned from the Highland
country of west Texas where he studied the operations of the Producers Cattle Pool.

He reports over 11,000 head mostly calves and yearlings, were shipped by the pool

direct from the range to corn belt feedlots, many of the calves going to county
agents and vocational teachers to be used for Boys and Girls Club projects.

George Butterworth, Cotton Marketing Division, is traveling through, the

New England States for the next -few weeks to purchase cotton to be used in the

preparation of the Universal Cotton Standards.
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GvH„.Heck<3, Director of the California State Department of Agriculture, and

Lee A. Strong, Assistant Director, were visitors in the Washington offices last

week. They conferred with members of the Fruit; and Vegetable Division.

A«E.Prugh, who has been on assignment at Spokane, Washington, will come

to Chicago this week to assist in the Fruit and Vegetable offices, and will take

annual leave from there, during the remainder of the year.

W.l. Wood, Robert Martin and M« T. Hugdahl have returned to their respective
headquarters at Kansas City, Sioux City and Minneapolis after assisting in t he

Duluth Grain office for several weeks.

Henry M. Taylor, Agricultural Statistician for Virginia, is spending this week
in the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates, helping John B. Shepard on the

final fruit crop estimates.

E.C.Parker, Cotton Marketing Division, has gone to New York City to Confer
with the chairman of the New York Board of Cotton Examiners regarding classifica-
tion and certificate of cotton tendered for delivery on future contracts in the

New York Cotton Exchange.

William E. Callander, Crop and Livestock Estimates, has an appointment to

address a meeting of the Allegheny Shippers Advisory Board in Pittsburgh, on Erida;

Sympathy is extended to Bryce Morris, of the Chicago Eruit and Vegetable
office, in the death of his father which occurred last Wednesday.

The Indianapolis Grain office has received two groups of students recently
when the grain grading class of Purdue University and the class in agriculture
from the G-reensburg, Indiana, High School visited that office during the Thanks-
giving vacation.

Three of the Minneapolis Grain Supervision force took advantage of the

deer shooting season recently. M.J. Johnson, \Aio went to northern Minnesota, was
fortunate enough to bring back a deer but Pay Cassidy and Verne Cole were not so

lucky.

H.V. Demott, of the Domestic Wool Section, is taking his annual sojourn in

Miami, Elorida during the month of December.

B. E.Shaffer of the Eruit and Vegetable Division, has returned from
Charlottesville where he attended the Virginia State Horticultural Society meeting

last week.

C. A.Burmeister , Live s to ckc;\ Meats and Wool Division, will address the annual

meeting of the Managers of the Cooperative Livestock Shipping Associations in

Virginia, at Hoanoke, on December .17.

Charles' E. Gage, Crop and Livestock Estimates, was host at a "Shin Roast"
before his hospitable andirons at "Poverty Pines", his domicile in Palis Church,

Virginia on Sunday night. A group of statisticians from the field were entertaine.'
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\SSUED WEEKLY FOR THE STAFF OF THE BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D..C

err

Christmas and another New- Year are at. hand.

What do we hope from them and what are. we prepared
to give? The answer from each. one of the members
of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics will de- .

termine the measure of the usefulness of .our .;

Bureau. ''•
- • - - .

••

' I cannot let this -year come to an end without
expressing my sincere appreciation of the fine . .

spirit with which the wox"k of our Bureau has. been
carried forward. If we work for ourselves alone
we are poor indeed. If we believe .that every
worthy job can be made a.means of service to hu-
manity and if we act on that belief, we are rich
in- opportunity.

The work Of our Bureau is sound, .essential
and unselfish. Its ultimate accomplishment depends
almost wholly upon the spirit of our personnel May
the inspiration of a joyous Christmas stimulate the

spirit -of service still further. .

J?
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1. ARMY HAY INSPECTION
SERVICE INDEBTED TO BUREAU

>

An inspection of the hay inspectors' school now being conducted at the

Hay, Feed and Seeds Laboratory for army veterinary officers, was made Thursday
afternoon, December 16, by Surgeon General Ireland and Assistant Surgeon General
Kennedy.

In the summary on forage inspection in the annual report of the Surgeon
General to Fir. Tenny, attention is called to the great progress that has been
made in the army within the past two years by the adoption of Federal standards
for forage, along with special instruction to veterinary officers by this Bureau.

In closing, the report says that all parties concerned ate "talking the

same language, thus minimizing misunderstandings and controversies"* The amount
of hay rejected at the various army posts has increased steadily* due to the more
thorough inspection service.

2« ASSISTANT MARKETING SPECIALIST.
IN GRAIN, HAY, AND HAY INSPECTION;.

The Civil Service Commission announces the three unassembled examina-
tions for vacancies in Washington and in the field, at salaries of $2,400, each.
Duties will be to collect market information and statistics on hay from dealers,
growers, shippers and others in important markets and producing sections; to
prepare such information for publication; to assist with investigations in
handling and improvement in methods of collecting statistics on these products.

Applicants must show that they have graduated from a college or
university of recognized standing, or show sufficient experience to substitute
for training. Four years practical experience are required, including production,
handling, purchase or sale of these commodities . A thesis td be submitted with
application to examination, should include the results of original investigation
in collecting and arranging facts, or results of the applicant's experience.
Applicants should request Form 2118 at once giving the exact title of the examinaH
tion, as applications must ba on.-.file by January 11.

3. EXTENSION 'WORK IN KENTUCKY
BASED ON COOPERATIVE R*ESEARCH STUDY.

A circular which outlines systems of farming adapted to sets of resources
commonly found in the Purchase region of Western Kentucky, has just been completed
by J. B. Hutson, Farm Management and Costs in cooperation with experiment station
workers in that section. The circular which is being used as a basis for farm
Management Extension Work, is the result of a two-years' study with detailed
records and account books

.

The tables in this circular have been put in chart form by H.A.Ward,
extension specialist in Farm Management in Kentucky, and a set of charts provided
the banks and Smith Hughes schools of the area.

During December and January Mr. Ward and the county agents are holding

conferences in the counties to which the conclusions are applicable, to discuss

the results of this, study.
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4. NUMBER OF CROP REPORTS
MAY BE REDUCED

.

Following four days » hearing on the Jones Bill reducing the number of crop
reports and which provides for the reporting of grades and quality of cotton in
warehouses as well as during' the growing season, the committee last week voted
favorable action on the bill.

The bill as it now stands' reduces the number of bales forecast of cotton,
from 11 to 4, the first one to be issued September 1, 1927. The bill also changes
the date of reporting acreage of cotton in cultivation from June 25 to July 1.

If it becomes a law, only condition reports, without a. forecast, will be issued
on July 1, and August 1, and all mid-ninth reports will be abolished,

Mr. Tenny, Mr. Olsen and William F. Callander represented the Bureau,
before the committee hearings.

5« 1927 OUTLOOK REPORT
TO BE AVAILABLE EARLIER.

At -a Bureau coriference held in Mr. Tenny»s office on Wednesday, Dec-
ember 8, it was decided to prepare the Agricultural Outlook Report for release
on Friday, January 28,

The general meeting of the Outlook Committee, at which time the final
reports will be adopted, will be held beginning Monday morning, January 24,
continuing through the 28th. Each of the States is being asked to send a
representative to Washington for the meeting of the General Committee to
familiarize themselves with the data on which the statements are based and
the method used in preparing them.. It is hoped that every State will send
a representative to Washington and that each of these representatives will

the Outlook Report as a basis for a localized report for his State,
The commodities covered in the report will be practically the same as

in last year's report,' and the method of procedure"will follow closely
that of former years. A tentative report on each commodity will be prepared
by a special sub-committee prior to the meeting of the general committee.
These tentative reports will be taken up one by one by the general ' committee
and given a critical review and revision before final adoption and release.

The sub-committees will begin active work immediately after January i«
The date has been moved up ten days in response to requests of Extension

officials to enable them to prepare local outlook reports at an earlier date than

heretofore. This report will be a review, and outlook of the crop year and pro-

bable trend in 1927 ,' covering the general domestic and. foreign demand situation

foa all staple crops and livestock. Later in the winter when "intentions-to-planf

surveys are completed and other material is available, supplementary outlook state-

ments will be made available by the Bureau.
Cotton will receive special' attention. in the January 28 report, based on

careful surveys and analyses of the situation, in the hope of indicating cotton

prospects for next year as a guide to producers in planting the 1927 crop. A dis-

cussion of the world cotton situation .will be a part of the report.
•

' The date fixed for the report is the earliest that can be set so as to en-

able the department to make use of the results of the annual livestock survey as

of January 1 , and certain other consumption figures which are necessary to a pro-

per analysis of the situation.
In addition to the January outlook report, the Division of Crop and Live-

stock will issue the hog outlook statement in July .based on the raid-suEv.er pig

survey, a wheat outlook next fall, and sheep and -lamb, and beef cattle outlooks.
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6. IN THE LIBRARY:

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending
December' 17 are: '

•*
•

Australia. Bureau of census and statistics. Labour and industrial
branch. Labour report, 1924 f no. 15; July, 1925.' Melbourne,
H. J. Greene, government printer [1925]

Pleven, Rene. Les ouvriers de 1 'agricluture anglaise depuis la
guerre. Paris, Librairie Dalloz , 1925.

, .
. Queensland. Committee of direction of fruit marketing. The 2d

annual report... 1925/26. [Brisbane, Roberts & Russell, Ltd.,
1926]

Radhakamala Mukhopadhyaya. .The rural, economy of India*.. London,
New York [etc.] Longmans, Green and co., ltd., 1926.

Rumania. Ministerul- industriei |i comerciului . Directiunea generala'
a statisticei. Statistica preturilor . . .Statististique des
prix en 1924.. Bucuresti , 1925.

Rural industries bureau. The Rural industries bureau; its objects
& work, 1926. [London, printed by Sanders, Phillips & Co., 1926]

Saint Joseph. Grain exchange. Annual statistical report... 1925.
Saint Joseph, Mo. [1925]

Syndi cat ,de .1 'union .des . marchands de soie de Lyon. Statistique
de la production de la soie en France -et a I'etranger. 55th year
1925. Lyon, Societe anonyme de l'lmprimerie -A. Hey, 1926.

U. S. Bureau of the census. Financial statistics of cities having
a population of over 30,000, 1924... Washington, Govt, print,
off., 1926.

U. S. Congress. House. Committee on interstate and foreign' commerce*
price regulation for trade-marked' articles. Hearings ..." 69th
Congress, 1st sess, on H. R. 11. ..' April 22 and 23* 1926.
Washington, Govt, print. off., 1926.

U. S. Dept. of state. Foreign service of the United States; diplo-
matic and consular. Corrected to October 1, 1926... Washington,
Govt, print:, off.,, 1926.<

U. S. Tariff commission. Sugar. Report of the United' States Tariff
commission to the President, of the United States. Differences'
in costs of production of sugar in the United States and Cuba...
Washington, Govt, print, off., 1926.

U. S. War dept. Board of engineers for rivers and harbors.
Commercial statistics, water-borne, commerce of ' the United' States
for the calendar year 1925... Washington, Govt, print .off . ,1926.
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5.

BUREAU BREVITIES^

7. U. S. STANDARDS".- FOR SPINACH (1926) have been issued in mimeograph form.

8. THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL OF THE ARMY for 1926 devotes
about four pages to the hay inspection work the veterinary corps is doing
in cooperation with this Bureau.

9. EXPENSE FACTORS IN CITY DISTRIBUTION of perishables are analyzed and dis-
cussed by C. E. Artman,' formerly research agent in marketing, in Dept. Bui.
1411 just off the press. The New York metropolitan area is the scene of the
study; commodity differences, apportionment of distribution expense, types
of store operation are among the factors analyzed. Stress is laid on the
implications in commodity differences,

10. STATISTICS OF FARM MANAGEMENT AND COSTS are now available in convenient
form as Yearbook Separate 925. There are but two pages of introductory text.
These statistics were compiled in this Bureau by thiis' Bureau by the' following
members of the staff: W. P. Callander, L. B. Flohr, J. A. Becker, G. B.L.
Arner, H. W. Hawthorne, S. W. Mendum, M. R. Cooper, C. F. Sarle and Mrs.
Charlotte Ward.

11. STATISTICS OF FIELD CROPS OTHER THAN GRAINS t . is also available in
separate form as Number 925 of the Yearbook. The material was compiled
by the following members of this Bureau: W. F. Callander ,

'
Lewis B. Flohr,

Joseph A. Becker, G. B. L. Arner, C.F. Sarle, Miss Sallie F. Clower, Mrs. Char-
lotte M. Ward, C. G. Carpenter , Miss Li la Thompson, Miss Georgia E. Cantrell
Miss Caroline E. Gries, Mrs. June A. Hodgkins, Mrs. Florence C. Fitch,
John L. Wolson, P.F.Brookens , James J. Window, and T. A. Sommers

.

12. MISCELLANEOUS AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS , has been published as Yearbook
Separate Number 926, for convenience, and may be had. The statistics ' used
in this work were compiled by W.F.Callander, Lewis B. Flohr, Joseph A.
Becker, G.B.L. Arner, E.M.Daggit, Mrs. Jeanne Cavanagh, Mrs. Mable C."
Pierce, Miss Sallie F. Clower, Mrs. Charlotte M.- Ward, L.H.Bean, p.p. '

'

Brookens, R.H.Elsworth, Nils A. Olsen, C.L.Luedtke Henry Hawxhurst, O.E.
Bake?;, C;J.Galpin, E.L.Kirkpatrick, Mrs. Florence C. Fitch, and Miss Viola
E Culbertson, all of this' Bureau, besides members of several other
Bureaus of the Department.
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13. .The AGRICULTURAL APPROPRIATION BILL was reported out of the,
.

•

House Appropriations Committee on December 13. The bill carries the same
amounts as were allowed "by the Bureau of the Budget with the exception
of the item for Crop Estimates which was increased "by $50,000 to provide
for estimating the grades of cotton when, making production reports. The
committee has recommended also that the Salaries (old Statutory roll)

appropriation he added to the appropriations for which it is "being used.

The appropriation recommended for the entire Department is

$123,362,325. This recommendation represents an increase of $2,577,812
for departmental work and a decrease of $2,500,000 in road construction
funds, .

•

The following table shows the amount. under each sub-appropriation
of this Bureau fear the current year and as recommended by the House
Committee for fiscal year ending June 30, 1923;

...... Reported by Increase or
Appropriation House Committee • Decrease over

1 9 2 7 1 9 2 8 1 9 2 7

Bureau Administration $281,863
Farm Management & Practice 1

(including Cost of
Production) " 362, 956

Mkt'g. &• Distr. Farm Products 617,768
Crop & Livestock Estimates.. 648,095
Foreign Competition & Demand ' 39,660
Mk?t. Inspection of Per. Foods 377,210
Market News Service ..1,054,355
Cooperative Marketing.. l63,4Uo
Cotton Futures & Cotton
Standards Acts.. 202,300

Grain Standards Act .... , 699,080
U. S. Warehouse Act. ........ 2l6, 880
Standards Container Act .... . 0.000
Wool Section 6,290
Center Market Ill . 000

$271,750 $-10,113

362,956
571,780 -45,988*

698,095 + 50,000
39,660

383,1+55 + 11,245

1,0.5^.355
22Q, 440 + 57,000*

202,300 .

710, 1U0 + 11,060
231,320 + ik, 9U0

5,000
3,000 - 3.290

171.000

Total.... 4,896,397 4,931,251 + 84,354

Washington Salary Limitation**l, 730,000 1,864,000 + 34,000

**Exclusive of Cooperative *$57,O0O transferred from M & D. to

Marketing. Cooperative Marketing. Actual increase

on M.&D. $11,012. No change in
Cooperative Marketing.
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1^. IN CONGRESS ;

S, by Senator Mayfield, authorizing the Secretary of Agri-
culture to collect and publish statistics of the grade
and staple length of cotton.

S. ^866, by Senator Stanfield, to amend the retirement act.

S. *+SOS, by Senator McNary, to establish a Federal farm board to

aid in the orderly marketing and in the control and dis-
position of the surplus agriculUiral commodities. Mr.

Fulmer introduced in the House a similar bill H.R. 15337*

H.R. 153^5. by Mr. Jones, relating to certain cotton reports of
the Secretary of Agriculture.

H.R. 15123, by Mr. Kendal, to protect the Government and the pub-
lic from shortages of farm products.

H.R. 15206, by Mr. Connally of Texas, providing for research and
investigation by the Department of Commerce of cotton
and its byproducts with a view to discovering addi-
tional commercial and scientific uses for cotton and
its by-products.

H.R. 15207, by Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska, to create a Federal
agricultural corporation to provide economic guidance

of the production and the marketing of the basic com-
modities of agriculture.

H.R. 15273, by Mr. Hull, to amend section k of the Federal Reserve
Act.

H.R. 15279, by Mr. Hull, to amend an act entitled, "An act to
provide for the consolidation of national banking asso-
ciations," and to amend sections 5155 and 5190 of the
Revised Statutues of the United States, and to amend
section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act.

H.R. 152S0, by Mr. Hull, to further amend the national banking laws
and the >Federal reserve act.

Correction : EUR. 1^969, as reported last week, to amend the salary
rates in an act to provide for the classification of
civilian positions within the District of Columbia and
in the field service, should be H. R. IU696 .
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HERE AHD THERE jjf THE BUREAU

Chris L, Christensen, Cooperative Marketing, was in New York and Boston
last week, conferring with members of the trade and with William A. Schoenfeld
regarding the Hew England Cooperative Milk Study being conducted in Boston. He
will go to St. Louis December 28, for the meetings of the American Economic as-
sociation.

Dr. 0. E. Baker, Division of Land Economics, is to present a paper at the
Annual Meeting of the' Association of American Geographers to be held in Phila-
delphia, December 28-30. He will also confer with the Pioneer Belts Committee
of the National Research Council. Dr. Baker's speech at the meeting of the

former organization will be on "Changes in the Utilization of Land in the

United States from 1919 to 1926."

Felix von Bethmann Hollweg, son of the war Chancellor of Germany, has
been a visitor in the 'Bureau for the past week conferring with members of the
various Divisions relative to research in farming methods.

Herr Hollweg, has been in. the. United States since June touring the

country by automobile observing agricultural methods, conferring with agri-
cultural college and experiment station officials relative .to farming i^ractices.

in this country. He operates a 5000-acre farm 35 miles from Berlin over half
of -which he devotes to winter grain crops, potatoes and sugar beets, and he is

seeking the most efficient methods for conducting his estate. Having graduated
from the University of 3erlin with considerable work under Professor Max Sering,

he is interested in the economics of farming, particularly on a large scale.

Machine methods have taken much of his attention, also.

He is returning to Germany in- January.

H.' I. Richards of the Boston office came into Washington yesterday .and left

last night for Manhattan, Kansas to confer with regard to cooperative work in

farm organization. On the return East, Mr. Richards vail stop in St. Louis for

the annual meetings of the American Farm Economics Association, December 28 to 30.

Miss Sallie F. Clower, Crop and Livestock Estimates, will go to Houston,

Texas about January first, for three months to assist H.H. Schultz, the Agri-

cultural Statistician, in compiling special railroad shipping data.

Upon closing temporarily the Astoria, Oregon Grain Office, John McGuire

hao been transferred to Portland, Oregon.

E. W. Stillwell, Fruits and Vegetable Division, will be on annual leave

for the rest of the year, beginning December 22. "

E.J.Bell, Jr., .of Montana. State College, who came to Washington several

weeks ago" to assist in the Division of Cooperative' Marketing, has returned to

his work at Bozeman. -

T.R.Hall of the Fruit and Vegetable office at St. Louis began his annual

vacation Friday.
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Wells A. Sherman, Fruits and Vegetables, will address the annual meeting
of the Potato Association of America, at the University of Pennsylvania, Phila-
delphia, December 28 and 29. E.R.Biddle of the Philadelphia office, will be on
the program, also.

Charles Bruce, of the Omaha Livestock, Meats and Wool Office attended a
meeting of the Central Western Regional Advisory Board, at Lincoln, Nebraska,
December 8.

Dr. L.C.Gray, Division of Land Economics, is to read a paper on the "Market
Surplus Problem in Colonial Tobacco" at the annual dinner of the Agricultural
History Society to be held at Rochester, New York on December 28.

R. R. Pail thorp , Fruit and Vegetable Division, will leave shortly after
January first for Kansas City, Mo. to meet with marketing officials and potato
growers to discuss inspection and grading problems.

George 0. Gatlin, Cooperative Marketing, spent several days in Memphis,
Tennessee last week conferring with field service directors of the twelve state-
wide cotton associations affiliated with the American Cotton Growers' Exchange.

J. B. Hut son, Farm Management and Costs, has just returned after an absence
of six weeks in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Colorado. He conferred with experiment
station workers in Kentucky, addressed county agents at their annual meeting in
Tennessee and completed a bulletin on a cooperative farm records and accounts
study, in Colorado.

We regret to hear of the painful accident that occurred to Hazen P. English
of the Denver Grain office, when he had the misfortune to have a finger of the

right hand mashed.

Among those of the Transportation Section of Fruits and Vegetables, who
are celebrating the Yuletide but of the city, are Mrs. Alice Richey, at Battle
Creek, Michigan; Mrs.' Ethel Rice, at Harrisonburg, Virginia; and Miss Pet
Watkins, at Elkton, Virginia..

H.D.Williams, Kansas City, Mo., Livestock, Meats and Wool Office, will go

to St. Joseph, Mo. about December 23 to handle the work of J.D.Hall who will be

on annual leave for the rest of the year.

Porter I. Barnes of Alabama, has been appointed as specialist in cotton
classing effective November 29. He will serve as a member of- the committee on
final inspection of cotton standards to assume responsibility for the accuracy
of each box of standards. He will also purchase cotton to be used in prepara-
tion of standards, and when occasion requires will serve as a member of the

Board of Cotton Examiners at markets receiving cotton tendered for delivery on
future contracts. With nearly 25 years in the cotton industry which includes
practical and warehouse experience, Mr. Barnes is well qualified for his work
in the Cotton Division.

After reporting at Washington, his headquarters, he left for New York

to serve as a temporary member of the board of Cotton examiners.
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.'.J.F.Treadway,
.
Warehousing Division, at Atlanta, came to Washington to

confer- regarding apparent irregularities in the conduct of a Federally licensed
cotton warehouse in Georgia.

James Edward Draper of Virginia, has been appointed in the New York office
of Dairy and Poultry Products, as Assistant Marketing Specialist in Poultry Pro-
ducts, He will be engaged in the inspection work for eggs and will certify to

the quality and condition in accordance with the U. S. Standards and Grades for eggs.

He will be responsible for contacts with members of the live poultry trade and all
agencies from whom information is received regarding the movement, supply and
demand of poultry,

Mr, Draper, who was formerly employed in the Bureau of Animal Industry, has
had commercial and college preparatory work, and extensive experience in. the field,

with Swift and Company, and the Navy Department, His qualifications make him a
desirable addition to the staff. •

H.H.Hart, Division of Land Economics, will be on annual leave from December
21, until the first of the year. Other members of the Division who will be away
from the office during the Holidays are: Mrs. Grace L. Plagg, Mrs. Leona A.

Blankenship, Mrs. Sadee H. Stein, Miss Nellie Burkhart, Miss Elizabeth M. Knee,
Miss Edith P. Dansereau, Miss Mamie I. Herb and Alfred S, Dalton.

On December 3, R. L. Ringer, of the Portland office, attended the Marketing
School at Roseburg, and gave a talk on the interpretation of the Federal market
reports. This School is conducted by the Intension Service of Oregon Agricultural
College.

Saturday afternoon the members of the Division of Land Economics held
an enjoyable Christmas party. There was a beautifully decorated tree from,

which Santa Claus handed out presents to everyone present. Light refreshments
were served.

Ira T. Black and Heath L. Pemberton, Cotton Marketing Division, have
gone to New York City to assist with the v/ork incident to handling of cotton
tendered for delivery on future contracts on the New York Cotton Exchange.

R.E. Corbin, Chicago Fruits and Vegetables, will have a vacation from

December 23 to the end of the year.

Dr« B. Youngblood, Cotton Marketing Division, will go to St, Louis,. Mo.,

Sunday to confer with Southern Agricultural Economic Research Workers, in

session December 26 to 31,

S.H.Green of the Cleveland Fruit and Vegetable Inspection work,, spent

several days in Washington while on annualleave recently.

The Bureau will close at One o'clock P.M. on December 24.

Employees on annual leave on that day will be charged four hours. ..This order

however, applies to District of Columbia employees only, and not to -members

of the field office. -

Holidays will be observed in all offices on Saturdays, December 25

and January 1, 1927, respectively.
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'

' m ' T:MY BECOMES CHIEF OF BUREAU .

The appointment of Lloyd S. Tenny as Chief of the Bureau, was announced
by Secretary Jardine, on Thursday, December 23.

Immediately following the announcement , an informal reception was held
when local members of the Bureau expressed very sincere gratification at the
appointment of Mr. Tenny.

Mr. Tenny has been with the Department since 1902 except for the period
1910-1921 when he was engaged in fruit marketing' work in Florida and New York.
He became Assistant Chief of the Bureau in 1921 and has been Acting Chief since
the resignation of Thomas P. Cooper on June 10 last.

Mr. Tenny' s early work with the Department was. as Pomologist in the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Prom 1910 to 1913 he was active in State agricultural work,
during the latter part of this period being engaged in farm management field
studies and demonstrations carried on in cooperation with the New York State
College of Agriculture. Following this, Mr. Tenny served as Secretary-Manager of

the Florida Growers 1 and Shippers' League; in 1917-18 he was engaged in the com-

mercial development of fruit properties and the marketing of fruit products, and
was Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Florida State Plant Board and
Secretary of the Florida East Coast Growers' Association. Later he was in

similar work in New York State.
In 1921 Mr. Tenny returned to the Department to take charge of the Divi-

sion of Agricultural Cooperation in this Bureau, and designated as Assistant to

the Chief in the consideration of problems presented in the study of the whole

field of marketing. Subsequently he became Assistant Chief and more recently

Acting Chief.

He was born December 24, 1876, at Hilton, Monroe County, New York, attended

the public schools at Hilton and the State Normal School at Brockport. He entered

the University of Rochester in September 1897 and was graduated in 1902 with an

A. B. degree. He received a scholarship for investigational work at the Marine

Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, Mass., and later took special graduate work

at 3-eorge V/ashington University and at Cornell University,

Since he has been in the- Bureau, Mr. Tenny has been particularly charged

with service and regulatory work and has been well-known to the staff.
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2. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PASSES AGRICULTURAL BILL .

The Agricultural Appropriation Bill, was passed by the House of Representa-
tives on December 21. The amounts of the appropriations for this Bureau remained
the same as reported last week. The language of the item for Crop and Livestock
Estimates was modified by including the words "staples of Cotton" and by adding the
following proviso: "PROVIDED FURTHER, That no part of the funds herein appropriated
shall - be available for the preparation of mid-monthly reports of cotton estimates
for the months of July, August, and November." .

3. BUREAU MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE
• AT FARM. ECONOMICS SOCIETY .

;
<

The annual meeting of the American Farm Economics Society is being held in
St. Louis, Mo. -this.- week, with a representation from the Bureau as follows: Nils A.

Olsen, H.R.Tolley, C.L. Christensen, Dr. F.A.Buechel, Dr. O.CStine, Dr. " G. J. Galpin,
Dr. L.C.Gray, L.H.Bean, M.R.Cooper, K-. I.Richards, J.B.Hufcson, aid J-.D. Tapp.

Dr. Buechel, Dairy and Poultry Products, will appear on the program to dis-
cuss, a suitable course of training for research workers , such a course as he out-
lined for the Texas A. & M. College and is sought by the Land Grant Colleges over
the country. One of the handicaps of our own work of the Bureau is the lack of
trained men to fill positions with cooperative organizations, and as' leaders of

research enterprises. With such training the- Purne 11- Fund would become more truly
effective.

Dr. Stine will discuss a paper on the Outlook of American Agriculture-"The-
Cost of Production, Supply and- Demand, and the Tariff" as presented by Henry Schuitz
of. the U. S. Tariff

.
Commission.

Practically ail of the State Colleges of the. Mississippi Valley and the far
west will be represented, which gives members of our staff opportunity to discuss
phases of the work of common interest.

Dr. Galpin will take the'occasion to arrange a general conference of all

sociological workers acting under the purnell funds- in the colleges, to be held

early in the year.

4. COMPLETES SURVEY OF NEW YORK - -

STATE POULTRY INDUSTRY .

About 160 poultry farms were included in an economic study of poultry and egg

production during the past year in New York State recently completed by E.-R.-Johnson,

Farm Management and Costs, after several weeks stay in the region observed.

The work was done in cooperation with the Departments of Farm Management and

Poultry Husbandry of the New York State College of Agriculture. Detailed data con-

cerning the poultry farm business were obtained in each of about' 160 poultry farms

ranging in size from 500 to 6,000 layers. Records were secured in 15 counties, re-

presenting a complete picture of the commercial poultry industry in that State as

well as a fair picture of the industry in the eastern part of the country.

The material collected in the survey is now being summarized for publication

as a cooperative bulletin by the Bureau and Cornell University.
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5. DATA ON HARVESTER COMBINES
SOON TO BE AVAILABLE .

After six months' study of the use of small combines for harvesting wheat
and grain sorghums in the Great Plains region, L. A.Reynoldson, Farm Management and
Costs has returned to Washington with the material he collected, which will soon

be issued in preliminary report form.

The work on this study was done in cooperation with the Bureaus of Plant In-

dustry and Public Roads, and with the Agricultural Colleges in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska, and Montana. Records were obtained from about 300 wheat growers
who use combines.

Early in October methods of harvesting grain sorghums in Oklahoma and Kansas
were studied, when records were obtained from 200 farmers using different methods
of harvesting. Over 50 of these men used combines which had been purchased pri-
marily for wheat harvest.. .

"

This information will be of especial interest to farmers who are considering
the purchase of combines, for the advantages and the disadvantages of the machines
are pointed out, with the personal opinion of the men who own them.

6. CERTAIN LOCAL PURCHASES PROHIBITED

According to a recent ruling of the Comptroller General, all inks and glues
for use in Washington must now be obtained from the Government Printing Office, and
those for use in the field must be obtained from the ,same source if more economical
than when purchased from local dealers. This ruling is in accordance with P. B. A.

Circular No. 45, mentioned in The B. A. E. News of October 12, 1926.

Inasmuch as both the mimeograph ink and writing ink secured from the Govern-
ment Printing Office appear to be considerably cheaper than Government contract
prices or local prices,- the price of mimeograph ink being but &0cs per pound, -only
the Government Printing Office inks hereafter will be furnished to field stations.

Any local purchases of ink cannot be paid for under the above ruling except in cases
of actual emergency.

The General Accounting Office also has made suspensions from vouchers
passed by this Department, covering the local purchases of electric light bulbs .

Since bulbs are on the General Supply Schedule for delivery to any part of the

United States and in view of the Comptroller General's action in this matter,

bulbs hereafter must be requisitioned from Washington and not be purchased locally.

?. LATE BERRIES BEING MARKETED IN OREGON

R. L. Ringer, P. and V. representative in Oregon, reports that a crate of

Cuthbert raspberries was recently brought to Oregon City, from a farm four miles
distant, and the berries found a ready sale at $3.00 per crate of 24 boxes.

Commenting on the weather conditions, Mr. Ringer added:

-

"I have some green berries on my bushes but they don't ripen fast in

December, even in this balmy climate. We have flowers, too, in the garden. The

marigolds have not stopped blooming for two years."
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8 - APPLE PRODUCTION AND
PRICE TREND TO BE STUDIED .

The economics of apple production will form the "basis of a study which
will take M.R.Cooper, Farm Management and Costs, into the apple- producing section
of the Northwest, during January and part of February.

In order to determine the present trend in commercial production of apples,
the study will include age and number of. trees of the varieties grown, the markets
of apples from the various commercial districts, and prices and grade for each
variety.

The object of this observation is to give some knowlege of what is to he
expected from commercial apple orchards in the future, as well as the place that
the orchard industry will take in the agricultural program of each State.

BUREAU BREVITIES .

9. REGULATIONS GOVERNING- THE. INSPECTION OP LIVE POULTRY and certification are
now available in printed form as- Service and Regulatory Announcement .103. As the

regulations were in effect on and after November 15 a small supply of mimeographed
copies has been in use since that date. ...
10. INFLUENCE OF GRANULATION on chemical composition and baking quality of flour
is the subject of chemical tests reported and discussed in Dept. Bui, 1463. by

J.H. Shollenberger and D. A. Coleman. Degree of fineness and uniformity in size

of the flour particles are important to. the milling trade, to bakers and to wheat
growers for without information the baking quality of the different wheats can not

be properly appraised and the wheat grower will .not receive just compensation for

his produet, nor can he know the best varieties to grow. Footnote credit is given
to J. F. Hayes for assistance in milling, to H. . B. Dixon and H. C. Fellows for as-
sistance in making, chemical determinations .and to W.K.Marshall and Ray Weaver for
making the baking tests. .

::'
.

'

11. AMONG- THE MANY FEATURES AND VARIOUS PHASES OF SERVICE IN CINCINNATI, W. H.

Mosier advises that the circulation, of: market reports through the newspapers is one

of the most satisfactory he has ever known. Four daily papers in Cincinnati carry
the local reports, and the combined circulation' is about 505,000 copies. The fruit
and vegetable information of the B.A, E. is. used exclusively in these newspapers.

RELATION OF EFFICIENCY IN PRODUCTION TO RETURNS FROM FARMING, the address of H.R.
Tolley before the Association of Land Grant Colleges , which met in Washington in
November, has been mimeographed and'is available for limited distribution.
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12. X3ST THE LIBRARY :

Among the accessions to the Bureau Library for the week ending December
24 are:

Cassel, &. Das geldwesen nach 1914. . . Autorisierte ttbersetzung von
Wolfgang Biermer. . . Leipzig, G. A. Gloeckner, 1925. (Schriften
des Weltwirtschafts-instituts der Handel s-hochschule Leipzig,
hrsg. von dr. Ernst Schultze. bd.l)

Gt. Brit. Inter-departmental committee on agricultural unemployment
insurance. Report ... London,- H- M. Stationery off., 1926.

International cottonseed products directory... 1926/27. Dallas, Tex.,
The Cotton and cotton oil news [1926]

national association of cost accountants. Year book, 1926. Proceedings
of the 7th international cost conference . June, 1926. New
York city [1926] -•

U. S. Bureau of the census. Census monographs no. 6. Earm population of
the United States. Washington, 1926.'

U. S. Congress. Official congressional directory, 69th Congress,
2d sess. 1st ed. . Dec- 1926. "Washington,' Govt.print . off,.. , 1926.

U. S. Congress. House. Committee on appropriations-. Agricultural
appropriation.bill, 1928. Hearings ... 69th Congress, 2d.

:
sess.

Washington, Govt. print .off . , 1926.

U. S. Dept. of labor. -.14th annual' report of the Secretary of. labor,
1925/26. Washington, Govt.print. off . , 1926;

U. S. Dept. of the interior. General land office.
.

Report of the
commissioner .... .1925/26.

.
Washington, Govt.print. off., 1926*

U. S. Interstate commerce commission. 40th annual report .. . 1926.

Washington, Govt. print. off., 1926.

tf.-.-S. War dept. Bureau' of insular affairs. Annual report of the chief
... 1925/26... Washington, Govt,print, off . , 1926. * •.

_ o o o

T"he latest greeting from Mr. Estabrook shows his itinerary to Tunis,.

Tripoli, Bengari, Syracuse, Alexandria, Cairo, Jerusalem, Beyrut, Damascus,
Albania, and then Rome.

* 'He hopes to see members of the Bureau when' he comes to Washington, in.

February or March. .

'.
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13- IN CONGRESS:

H.R. 11768, by Mr. Taber, to regulate the importation of milk and
cream into the United States for the purpose of promoting
the dairy industry of the United States and protecting
the public health, which passed' the House during the
last session, was reported - out of the Senate Committee
with amendment, report 1210.

H.R.

H.R.

H.R.

15421, by Mr; Woodruff, to provide facilities in different
localities in the United States for. determining the
commercial merits of the most promising seedling potatoes
developed by the United States Department of Agriculture, tc

provide for the improvement of commercial seed potatoes,***.

15474, by Mr. Haugen, to establish a Federal farm board to aid in.

the orderly marketing and in the control and disposition ojf

surplus of agricultural commodities.

15476, by Mr. Morgan, to authorize the appropriation for use by the

Secretary of Agriculture of certain funds for wool stand-
ards .

H.R. 15534, by Mr. Garber, to amend the retirement act.

H.R. 15539, by Mr. Jones, relating to certain cotton reports of the
Secretary of Agriculture, was reported out of House
Committee without amendment, report 1643.

H.R. 15540, by Mr. McFadden, to amend the Federal farm loan act.

S. 4944, by Senator McLean, to amend the Federal farm loan act.

S. 4974, by Senator Ransdell, to amend and reenact an act entitled
"United States cotton futures act," approved Aug. 11, 1916,

as amended.

H. Res. 343 and H. Res. 347, by Mr. Browning, to instruct the Committee
on Agriculture to substitute an excise tax on protected
manufacturing for an equalization fee in agricultural bill.

H.J. Res. 312, by Mr. Wurzbach, to provide for an. investigation and re-

port to the Congress in respect of surplus cotton on hand
in the United States.
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HERE M .THERE III THE BUREAU .

Mi4
. Tenny wishes to thank the members of the Bureau for the many good

wishes that have come to him, in many forms, in connection with his appointment
and with the Christmas season. He has found great pleasure and stimulation
in the ring of sincerity and enthusiasm in these good wishes.

Dr. O.E.Baker, Land Economics, will attend the annual meeting of the

Association of American Geographers December 28 to 30. He will -deliver an
address on the "Changes in the Utilization of Land in the United States-,

from 1919 to 1926" . TSiil'e in Philadelphia, Dr. Baker will take the opportunity
to 'confer with the Pioneer Belts Committee of the. National Re search' Council

,

to consider problems in land utilization and land settlement.

J.H.Sfcollenberger, Milling and Baking Investigations, is in. Philadelphia
this week to attend a conference of the Americanphyto-Patholo'gi'cal Society
which is in session there. He will discuss with the conference smut as it'

affects the U.S. grain standards, alsc the effect of copper* carbonate dust on
the milling quality of wheat.

'

Mrs. Alpha Knight, Division of Statistical and Historical Research, will
spend Christmas and the week following at Kattiesburg, Mississippi.

The Personnel Section enjoyed a Christmas party Thursday, when-- the beauti-
fully decorated tree held presents-both practical and otherwi se-for everybody.

The Division of Dairy end Poultry Products gave a delightful Christmas'
party Thursday. After the tree had yielded a remembrance to each one present;'
ice cream and real home made cake were served.

H.S.'Yohe, Warehousing Division, is in York, Pa., today conferring with
officials of the Pennsylvania Canners Association regarding the organization of

a warehouse corporation to meet the requirements of the Warehouse act as it
relates to canned foods.

Miss Effie Woolverton, Statistical" and Historical Research, is spending,
the last two- weeks of the year visiting in Birmingham, Ala.

Mrs. Mattie Estelle Lawrence, Audits and Accounts, is spending the holiday?
with relatives in Alabama and. Mississippi . Sne will be absent' until January' 17.

"Miss Anna M. Swetman, Crop and Livestock Estimates, is spending the month
of December, at her home in Falmouth, Ky.. „ \ -

'""^

J. A. Burgess, Marketing Livestock, Meats and Wool Division,, is taking -the-

remainder of his annual leave from December 20 to 31.
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Mrs, Thomas J. Quinn, Division of Statistical and Historical Research,
who before her marriage on November 24 was Miss Edith M. Warren, will be at
home to her friends at the Foreland Apartments, Second and A Streets, Northeasi

Miss Elizabeth M. Cox, Hay, Feed and. Seeds Division, left December 20 for
Miami, Florida, whore she will pass three weeks vacation. Miss Cox made the
trip by boat, sailing 'from Baltimore.

Miss Lillian G. Wallace of the Personnel Section is wearing a beautiful
engagement ring, and is the center of much interest. • The lucky man is H.

Phillip Evans. ...

The following Holiday trips were made by members Of the Division of Farm-

Management and Costs; Mi ss- Martha Ayer, Warren, Pa.; Miss Helen Lee, Ann Arboj

Mich.; Miss Susie White, Waehapreague, Va. ; Mrs. Edna Pagan, Harrisonburg, Va.;

Mrs. Sue Parker, Boston, Mass.; Miss Edith E. Snow, Baltimore, Md.; Ann E.

Lodge, Meridan, Conn.

H.J.Besley, Grain Division, is traveling through the States of the Middle
West for the next two weeks to confer with members of the Grain staff and with
members of the trade. •

James IC. Wallace, Livestock, Meats and Wool "Division, left Monday to take

part in the Farmers 1 Week session at Bozeman, Montana,' -'and in the Tri-State
Farm Congress at Fargo, North Dakota. While in the West., he will go to Denver
to cooperate again with the Colorado Extension Service- in a livestock and vfae*

exhibit at the Western Stock Show. -

•"

Dr. W.J . Spillman, Dr. F.F.Elliott and Dr. Mordocai Ezekiel, Farm Manage-
ment and Costs, are on the program of the annual, .meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, at Phildadelphia, December 27 to

January 3. K.R. Tolley, who is in St. Louis this week, has prepared a paper
which will be read by Dr. Ezekiel.

On Friday the Frv.it and Vegetable Division closed the half day with thei:

annual Christmas party, attended by several special guests besides most of the

staff. Sandwiches and other" substantials were served and the event was a
happy one.

H.W.Samson will attend the meeting of the New York State Horticultural
Society in Rochester, January 12-14. £

.

'

W.M.Richardson, Crop and Livestock Estimates, has concluded three weeks'

vacation. .."
[

--

j

B.M.Dodson, Statistical and Historical. Research, is enjoying the month of '

December on annual leave.

Another merry Christmas celebration was held Friday by the Division of

Cooperative Marketing. K.B.Gardner, the genial Santa Claus, presided over the

Christmas tree, and dispensed gifts ranging. from engagement rings to rolling
pins, from flying machines to loud speakers.

,

.
^
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LIBRARY SUPPLEMENT TO CHANGE ITS NAME -

'

Beginning with the issue for January, 1927, the:

Library Supplement to the B. A. E. News will change' its

name to AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LITERATURE. The Library
Supplement has been issued since January, 1923, In that

year there were' only six issue's, January, February, April,

June, -August'. -and December. Beginning with January, 192^,'*

there has been an issue each month with the exception of"-;

July and August, 1925 and 1926, so that a full set consists
of 38 numbers.

' A.GRICUX-TURAL ECONOMICS LITERATURE -will begin with
v.l,'no,l, January, 1927, and will be continuously paged.
It will not be sent, as heretofore, to everyone on the mail-
ing list of the B. 'A. E. News, as it is believed that a' sub-
stantial saving can be effected by sending it only to those
who really find it of v.se. However, the first issue will be
sent out with a" circular letter to the entire B. A. E. News
mailing list. The circular- letter will ask that the blank
provided at the bottom. of the page be filled in and returned
by those in the Bureau who care to receive the hew periodi-
cal regularly. A prompt reply will be'necessary to prevent
addresses being dropped. • - ' •
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SIGKED REVIEWS

Argentine Agricultural Conditions -

Pfannenschraidt , Ernst. Die Argentinische landwirtschaft. Berlin, Paul Parey,
1926. 202p. (Der Weltraarkt fur agrarische erzeugnisse. Untersuchungen
des forschungsinstituts fur ag£ar - und siedlungswesen zu Berlin. Herausge-
geben von Prof .!'. Sering. Heft 2)

In a brief preface to this "book, Dr. Max Sering describes the author,
Dr. Ernst Pfannenschmidt, as a keen, careful observer with a wide knowledge
of economic conditions in the Argentine Republic where be spent the years
from 1910 to 1920 as agricultural expert in the service of the German govern-
ment. At his death in 1922 he left the result of his studies in manuscript
form. These notes have been edited and the statistics have been brought
as far as possible up to date by Dr. Fritz Ehrenforth.

Dr. Pfannenschmidt »s book does not belie the expectations aroused by
the author of the preface. It reveals a thorough knowledge of agricultural
conditions in the Argentine Republic, based not only upon carefully collect-
ed historical data but also upon personal, sympathetically critical observa-
tion.

The country is large and thinly populated. Its chief natural advantage
is its facility of access to the Atlantic ocean which has enabled it to
rank among the foremost exporting countries of the world. It has almost
no deposits of coal and iron but petroleum promises to become a valuable
asset. Viticulture, sugar cane and cotton raising, forestry, hunting and
fishing are of minor importance. Industry is in its infancy. The two oc-
cupations of vital importance to the people of the Argentine Republic are
grain growing .ftattle raising. These the author discusses in all their
ramifications. He describes in detail the methods used in the various parts
of the country in the preparation of the soil, the sowing of the seed, iie
harvesting of the crop. He pictures the cattle grazing from year's end to

year 's end under the open sky with little need of shelter except at times
from sudden storms, provided with a constant supply of fresh water and with
fodder grown specially for them, their breed improved by the importation of

the best stock from foreign countries.
The Argentine Republic held third place among the- large wheat exporting

countries from 1909 to 1§13. coming after Russia and the United States.

During the war she was outstripped by the United States and Canada, and these

countries were still ahead of her in 1923, As a maize exporting country she

stood first up to 1921 when she had to yield to the United States. As a meat

exporting country she stands first. Before the war she sent most of her cat-

tle and meat to Great Britain. Since the war she has found markets in most
of the important European countries.

Host of the large exporting companies are in the hands of foreigners. As

far as prices are concerned, speculation plays a by-no-means insignificant

part. The majority of the farmers are tenants, and are not independent. They

often require credit which they are just as often unable to pay off unless

they have an exceptionally good harvest. There is often a considerable dif-

ference between the price paid to the farmer for his grain and the price for

which it is sold in the market. In dealing with cattle and meat prices the
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author outlines the part played by North America in their determination.
He emphasizes the view that the great danger that threatens the Argentine
cattle industry from a. North American trust lies in the power of such a trust

to use its influence in other cattle raising countries to play off one country
against another.

A study of the cost of production ;of grain and cattle reveals the fact
that the profits of the. Agriculturist just about suffice to cover his
necessary expenses. It. is almost impossible for the tenant farmer to aspire
to the ownership of his land. In the rich natural soil of the country he
has a capital that he has hitherto failed to make the most of. The study
of the cost of cattle production is mostly .based on ,that of four ranches,
and is almost entirely confined to pre-war years and to the war period.

A brief outline of the establishment .and development -of institutions for
granting agricultural credit, including the well-known " Sociedad Rural Ar-
gentina" which has been in existence for fity years, is followed by a few
notes on the organization of the Ministry of Agriculture,

the author closes on a note of pessimism. He finds agricultural condi-
tions unsound in many respects, and in need of government regulation. In.

his view cattle raising should be restricted and grain cultivation developed,
more intensive methods being ,used. , But the people are conservative .and slow
to move, and there does not seem much likelihood of a forward movement in
the Argentine Republic in. the near future in the direction of a , reorgani za-
tion of economic conditions.

A number of tables containing production and export figures are given.
A. M. .Hannay.. . 31.9 P^7

Danish Cooperation

Begtrup, Holger, Lund, Hans,, and Manniche, Peter. The folk high schools
of Denmark and the development of a farming community. London, Ox-
ford university press, H. Milford [1926} l6Sp.

Gladstone called the cooperative movement "the greatest social
wonder of the present time"' and to Americans who do not yet feel
certain that they understand the forces underlying this movement in
a country where it is most a. "social. wonder", this little book will
prove illuminating.

The rise of the. Danish, preasantry from sullenness, suspicion, un-
progressiveness, individualism, to cheerfulness, confidence, scientific

• attitude, and. cooperation is the heart of the story. How a new spirit
came into the peasant class through the personalities of great-hearted
patriots impinging upon. the minds of peasant young men and women in
the folk high schools, is conveyed to the reader with subtle but con-

• vincing force. The reader comes then to see sad believe what Jacob
Lange of Odense, Denmark, said. a few years ago: "With us the peasant
is not the unthinking dray-horse of. society, hauling the chariot of
the refined and educated classes; but is more and more becoming the
main stem and root of the nation, fully able to take care of himself
and make beneficent use of every progressive step, and rising to that
stage where he perceives that nothing human should be foreign to him
any longer. " C. J. Galpin. . .
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON INLAND WATERWAYS

A Short Selected List of References on the Agricultural Phases
.

" of the Subject

Compiled "by Katharine Jacobs •

Clemen, Rudolf 'A.
' Waterways .in" livestock andmeat "'trade', (in the American

economic review, v.lS, no.U
,'

:

Dec. 1926, p. [6 1+0]-652)

Congressional digest, Washington, D. C. v. 3, no. 12, Sept. 132k,

Devoted to "Developing our inland waterways." The subject is dis-
cussed pro and con, by members of Congress, government officials, rail-
way executives, economists and engineers.

Dunlap, Renick W. Agriculture pnd water transportation; address ... before
the Mississippi Valley Association, St. Louis, November 1926, Monday
Nov. 22. Press release of the U. S. Dept. of agriculture.

Great Lakes, St, Lawrence tide-water association.^ Transportation; a continental
system. Review of the evidence before the International joint commission
relating to beneficial improvement of the St. Lawrence to admit ocean going
shipping to the Great Lakes. Submitted for the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence
tide-water association. Prepared by Chas. P. Craig and John S. Pardee ...

£Washington,. D. C] Great Lakes-St. Lawrence tidewater asso&iation, 1921. 93p.

Hoover, Herbert. Address ... before the Mississippi Valley association at St.

Louis, Missouri, Nov. 22, 1926.
Press release of the U. S. Dept. of commerce. A discugsion of the national

development ofour water resources and inland waterways.

MacElwee, Roy S. , and Hitter, Alfred H. ' Economic aspects of the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence ship channel ... New York, -The Ronald press company,

1921. 291p.
For supplemental report see entry under Hitter, A. H.

National rivers and harbors congress. The permanent relief of agricultural de-
pression. Washington, D. C. , 1925. (its Bulletin no. 1, 1925) 8p.

The concluding statement is* "Improving every possible outlet to the sea
to the utmost, and using all to the limit, will First, Decrease the cost of

shipping western products to distant markets; Second, Create new and better
markets close at hand; and Third, Change the Panama Canal from a hindrance to

a help. Agricultural depression will give way to an abiding prosperity - a

prosperity in which the railroads of the West, the cities of the East, and

the Nation as a Whole will amply share." •

Parker, Walter. The effect of port improvement and inland water highway develop-

ment om future markets ... (In American academy of politial and social

science. Annals, v. 127, Sept. 1926. p. 17U-1S0)



Hitter, Alfred H. Transportation economics of the Great Lakes- St. Lawrence
ship channel. ... (Washington, D, C. ) *' Great Lakes-St. Lawrence tidewater
association, 1925. 2?6p. ;

Section VII; Effect of the waterway upon the grain trade of the United
States and Canada (p. 125-232) .

...
U. S. Congress. House. Commit; tee. on rivers 'and harbors. Inland waterway

systems. Statement of Hon*. Herbert Hoover,' secretary .b-f commerce before
the Committee on rivers and harbors'... 69th Congress, ',1st sess. on.

the subject of .the development of inland waterway Systems in. the United
States. Jan. 30, 1926. Washington, .Govt, print.; off. , I526. 22p.

"

U. S.. Inland waterways commission;
'

' £*eiiiminary >#p<*ft ..„'., Message from the

President of the United States,' 'transmitting' a p'reliminary report of the
Inland waterways commission, Washington, Govt.

;

print, off., 190S. (60th
Congress, 1st sess. Senate,. ^"lfc0

>
4-J.^^»3'S|5y

:

" TP?P.- '

:

The message of the President, /Theodore'' Roosevelt, opens with this state-
ment: "I transmit herewith a'preliminary rep'ort'from the Inland 'Waterways
commission, which was appointed by. me last March' in' response " to a widespread
interest and demand from the people* The 'basis of this demand lay .in the
general and admitted inability of the railroads to handle promptly the traf-

.
fic of the country and especially the Crops of the previous fall."

.

U. S. International joint commission. St.. Lawrence waterway. Message from the
President of the United States 'transmitting a' letter from the Secretary of
state submitting the report of the International Joint commission concerning
the improvement of the St. Lawrence River between Montreal and Lake Ontario
for navigation and power. Washington, Govt, print. 'off, ,1922. (67th
Congress, 2d sess. Senate. Doc. no. 11^) : IS&pV ?

Supplementary to this report is Senate 'Doc ho. 179 of the 67th Cong. 2nd
session. •

:

'

:V
U. S. War department. Waterway from the Great Lakes to the

1

Hudson River. Let-
ter from the Secretary of war transmitting a report of the chief of engineers
on preliminary examination and survey of deeper waterway from the Great Lakes
to the Hudson River suitable for vessels of a draft of 20 or 25 feet. Wash-
ington, Govt, print.- off. 1926. (69th Congress; 1st session. House. Doc.

no.2S3) J6p.

'

:

On p.15-16 may be found "other available data." Pages ^S-51 treat of

the present conditions of the movement of grain and the
1 future possibilities.

Pages 57-5? treat of flour amd feeds, sugar', "meat 'and 'dairy products.

U. S. War dept. Board of engineers for rivers and harbors. Transportation on

the Great lakes. Washington, Govt, print, off * , 1926. 426p. .

Section 5! The grain movement (p. 76-242)'' •
' '•;'

/
.

Van Dorn, Harold, Archer. Government ownedcorporations. New - York, A.A.

Knopf, 1926. ' <} ' '-'••••' '••"

Chapter 9; Inland waterways' corporation, (p. 206-226) This organl-r

zation, the youngest of our government owned corporations was created on

• June 3, 192^. '•

• '

'
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BOOKS

Cooperation

Cooperative Ideals and Problems, by Anders Orne, translated into English
by John Downie (Manchester, Eng., The Cooperative Union, Ltd. , Holyoake House,

1926) has been received. The author entered the service of the Cooperative
Union of Sweden (Kooperativa Fo*rbund) in 1910, and from 1916 he has been its
Secretary ulitil last year when he resigned to become Director of the Swedish Post
Office Department. The translator states that the arguments -advanced in the book
"have been much debated throughout Scandinavia, where, however, critic and en-
thusiast are agreed that Anders bVne's work places Sweden clearly on the map as
regards co-operative thought and theory." .

There are chapters oh the classification of cooperative undertakings,
questions of practical organization, competition and cooperation, cooperation
and labor, cooperation and the state, and cooperation and education. Prom the
last of these the following extracts are taken; : "In a realistic view of mankind,
such as modern Co-operation specially prides itself upon, it is at once clear
that the power of education and training, in any given stage of civilisation,
has limits much narrower than was imagined in the older days. But on the other
hand the same view has made plain that within these limits there is undoubted
scope for progress in more than one direction. At the same time, too, experience
has taught us that in the course of the centuries these limits move and vary, at
least to some extent, with the progress or decline of civilisation generally.

"Everything considered, the intellectual life of the vast majority of
•people is extremely slow and torpid, and is roused and set in motion only with
much difficulty; it can scarcely be persuaded into any direction except where
strong common interests point; on the other hand, once it has been fairly started
it will continue to move ahead in exactly the same line for some time even after
the originial impulse has ceased ... This natural inertia in human intellectual
life is not all evil. Rather is it merely the obverse of that stability of will
and sentiment which enables us to hold fast at all times to our personal identity.

But we must reckon with it if we would grapple with the task of remodelling long-

established conditions.
."We have already tried to .show that the co-operative type of undertaking,

through the very forms that its activities as sume.poverfully influences the man-
ner of thought amongst its members. Thereby it builds steadily new stairways for
its own ascent. But this process must be comprehended by those taking part in
the work. They must understand that their efforts help onward to a desirable
social goal and they must perceive this goal in order to direct their labours
aright ... Education, in the sense in which we here use the word, is, however,
something quite different from communicating certain knowledge and routine in the

specialised work we have set ourselves to accomplish. Above all it includes dis-
cipline of the will and of sentiment, and in this our scope is limited ... Just
because of its free democratic character, a great deal in a co-operative under-
taking depends upon the ability of the individual to subordinate himself to the
will of the whole membership without being thereby reduced to a spineless, mind-
less cipher in the united organism ... Just here education is of tremendous im-
portance, since it aims to develop in the individual both mental self-reliace
and a sense of solidarity and responsibility without either of these attributes

overshadowing the other.

f



"There exists no universal recipe for such an education. .. . Above all,
perhaps, it will require development of a sense of proportion. ;Pbr this purpose
all man's powers must be trained and improved, .but first and last a certain spirit-
ual or mental balance must, be sought ... Those who have to bear front-line re-
sponsibility must possess sufficient .courage and intellectual probity to dare to
tell their electorate the truth, even should that run violently counter to its
numerous prejudices and misconceptions. The electors have an absolute right to
honest information on the real position of any question, and the. leader who fears
to fight for what he knows from his more intimate experience to be right is guilty
of a double misdemeanour; injury to the business he is elected to manage and dis^
paragement of the integrity and intelligence of. his electors. Most of the mis- :

fortunes of social life have come because the people have followed current preju-
dices, for lack of guidance to a better judgment from those more wisely informed*

"In matters of economics, bias and misconception are more rife than in amy
other sphere. The co-operative undertaking is directly interested that true and
tenable ideas should win their way among the common people." 2S0.2 0r6

Cotton .

Gilbeart H. Collings, Assistant Professor of Agronomy at Clemson
Agricultural College, is the author of She Production of Cotton (K. Y. , John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1926. 256p.)

In the preface he writes: "For many years agronomy teachers in the
southern agricultural colleges have felt the, need of a college textbook on
cotton. This book is the author's attempt to satisfy that need. *t is the
outgrowth of a series of lecture notes which has been used by him in cotton
courses at the Clemson Agricultural College during the last eight years. It

has been the author's aim to bring together from his experience and from the
great amount of published material the practices of our best farmers, as-

well as the scattered results of American, and foreign research, and to pre-
sent this material in suitable form for college students. The book should •

prove valuable not only to agricultural students studying cotton, but also
to teachers in agricultural high schools, agricultural lecturers, graduate
students in agriculture, as well as the large and rapidly increasing number "•;

of educated southern farmers."
In addition. to the chapters on the botany and the culture of Cotton

there are the following chapters of economic interest: Early History: of Cot-

ton; Climatology of Cotton and its Relationship to Cotton Production; Princi-

pal Soil Regions of the Cotton Belt; Ginning and Baling of Cotton; Warehousing

of Cotton; Marketing and Transportation of Cotton; Grading and Classification

of American Upland Cotton Lint; By-products of the Cotton Plant ;. Cotton Re-

gions of the World; History of Cotton Production in the United States; Produc-

tion of American-Egyptian Cotton.
"References" are given at. the end of many of the chapters. The Appendix

consists of 15 statistical tables and a list, of cotton cooperative associations.

72 c6q
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Government Ownership

Government Owned Corporations "by Harold Archer Van Dom (N. Y. , Alfred
A. Knopf, 1926) has "been added to the library. It is a volume of 3H pages
and describes quite fully the operations of -the Federal Land Banks which were
owned "by the Government for a few years, the U. S.. 'Grain Corporation, the War
Finance Corporation, the U. S. Sugar Equalization Boards the Federal Intermaliate
Credit Banks, the Inland Waterways Corporation, and others. • There is a chapter
on the evolution of government owned corporations ?nd another on. their future

;

The "administrative and legal problems of -such corporations are discussed also.

The author concludes that the efficiency of the corporate type of organization
as a government administrative -unit has been clearly demonstrated* "It is true
that an enterprise' inherently uneconomic or a policy essentially unwise cannot
be made successful by administering it as a government owned corporation ...

But a business fundamentally sound in which the government finds it desirable
•to engage has a better chance of efficient and successful administration in the
character of a government 'owned corporation than under any other form of adminis-
trative agency which has yet been devised. The development of this new agency
represents therefore a substantial advance in the science of administration.

"
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Land Valuation

Walter William Pollock, President, The Manufacturers 1 Appraisal Company,
and Karl W. E. Scholz, Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Pennsyl-
vania,- are joint authors of The Science and Practice of Urban Land Valuation (The
Manufacturers' Appraisal Company, H021 Walnut St., Philadelphia, 1926) The book
is an exposition of the Somers Unit System for the appraisal of sites for com-
mercial 'purposes and for purposes of taxation. The authors believe that the
principals of this system are sound and that the Somers computation methods "are
far in advance of and more complete than any formulae so far devised by other
students of land valuation.. " The book is divided into three parts (1) principles
of land valuation, (2) practice of land valuation, and (3> significance of scien-
tific land valuation. 2?2 F762

Sociology of Sural- Life

The Sociology of Sural Life by Horace Boies Hawthorn (H.Y. , The Century Co.,
1926) has been, received in the library. The volume, which consists of 517 pages,
is one of «?Le Century Social Science Series, edited by Edward Alsworth Ross of
the University of Wisconsin who wrote the editor's introduction, from which we
take the following; "Rural Sociology thrust its head up through the soil about
eighteen years ago. It came up because there was a demand for a treatment of :

-

those aspects of country life which had no place in the. young science of Agricul-
tural Economics. So it came to be a collection of studies of the ruual population,
rural health and hygiene, the farm home, the country school, the country church,

rural recreation, rural organization and leadership. -;.

"Now, in this book our author stands for a very different view. For

him the spinal cord of Rural Sociology is theprocess of socilaization as it

bears upon country dwellers - a side of life as basic and important as getting

three meals a day. Seen from this angle the farm home, the country school, the.



country church, good roads and the rest — all fall into their proper place as
having to do with providing wholesome social contacts. Then our author goes:;
on to work out a yard stick "by .which to measure the efficiency and economy of
socialization in different communities a.^d .wi"th^di^fe3f4aC

,ftypes - of organization.
So conceived Rural Sociology has a chance l to ;

became sl.

J full peer of Agricultural
Economics*.., - '

.;: .,

:
• - ><-.

. "With orginality, humor and eloquence our author ' contrasts the social '•

side of rural life with the eoncomic side, showing that the farmer outwardly •

rich-may he inwardly poor. He comes, near
:
to making' 'psychic ' income as

v

; real
and enticing as 'dolla.f T

,
income. His picture, of . the shriveled etiolated' souls

of farmers who may be doing very well financially is convincing.- Such vivid -.

phrases as 'social starvation,* 'social., Saharas, 1 'famishing personality, *

. tramped and desiccated .lives, 1 stick in the' memory. ' His doctrine- recalls the
words the poet William Morris puts into the mouth of old John Ball: 'Forsooth,
brothers, fellowship is heaven and lack of fellowship is hell; fellowship is-

'

life,, and lack of
.
fellowship is death: and the deeds that ye do upon the earth,

it jfes for- fellowship's sake that, ye do them. 1 ...
"The book brings a message of good cheer. Whatever may be happening

elsewhere, the Middle Western farmer is not becoming a peasant.
,

Moreover,
there is.no prospect of his ever becoming one* Professor .Hawthorn shows that
peasant-mindedness. is not tlie outgrowth of tenancy or small-scale faming,
but of mental isolation and stagnation.. What with automobiles, hard-surface
roads,' telephones and radio, .the conditions which begot . the dull, narrow,
.sordid suspicious peasant seemed to have passed away. forever. rt

. 2S1.2 H}1

PERIODICALS '.

Cartels

The Bulletin of .'the; British Library of Political and Eco'nmic Science
'

;

for November, 1926, ..contains], a two-page bibliography ' on International" Cartels;
The "New Steel Cartel".; launched by Germany, - France ,

' Belgium and Luxem- •'

burg is fully described" by Walter S. Tower in Foreign Affairs for November ,. 1926.
The. author is trade adviser to the Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

Cooperative Marketing

. .Carl A.. Renin of the University of -Texas reviews -at length Me.ars' and

Tobriner.'s Principles" and' Practices of Cooperative Marketing. (N. I. ,
Ginn.& .

co..;, 1926) in the September, 1926, issues', of
.
The Southwestern Political and So-

cial' Science quarterly. His criticism follows:; ."Taken as a whole the book is

'long on practice and short on theory. » Almost every conceivable business pract-

ice has been studied with a view of getting .the, da*a from operating cooperatives.

The many ways of handling any particular problem are well, presented. Anyone

interested in the movement, whether student, organizer, member, or official, can

find a full discussion of what cooperatives are doing along almost any line.

"As to the best way, however, except in -a few cases, the authors do not

care to commit themselves. Success has attended too many different ways '.of hand-

ling the same situation to ; allow dogmatic statements* This of necessity must

have been the result in writing oh such a subject. The movement is too new to

enable one to decide on best methods. 'The authors have done a memorable wor£ in

collecting the facts. It is on the basis, of this work that the book will win

the approval of those interested in cooperative marketing."
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Cotton ]
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r
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Josepia A. Becker is ..the author of an article in the .September, 1926., issue

of The Southwestern Political and Social Science Quarterly on Cotton Crop :

Reports of the United States Department of Agriculture. A full description

of the organization of the crop reporting service- is" given and the methods used

in making the estimates and forecasts of cotton production are discussed. The

author concludes as follows: "There has teen a feeling, which is only gradually

"being displaced, that there is something mysterious about our methods and that

we are somewhat loathe to submit them to the scrutiny of farmers, business men

and statisticians generally. The Department has no. desire to clothe its methods

with secrecy. As a matter of fact, it is realized that once people are fully con-

versant with the methods which are used they will be in a position to make valu-
.

able and helpful suggestions which would tend toward greater accuracy in these

reports; This is the end which is being sought. If, therefore, there are any
phases of the work of the estimating of the cotton crop which have not been fully
covered, the Department would feel it a great privilege to have an opportunity of
providing further information."

A. B. Cox is the. author of an article in the same issue entitled Recent
Changes in . Market ing American Cotton in Europe. He describes cotton markets
in Europe, systems of arbitration, financing of exports', sales by cooperatives in
Europe and concludes ;with the statement following: "The outstanding fact in
the history of cotton marketing since the war has been the increased importance
played by Americans and American institutions in the marketing of American cotton
in foreign countries, and especially in Europe. The changed financial situation,
the activity of the American Government, and the better organization of the Ameri-
can shippers are largely responsible for the changes enumerated. Whether America
and Americans will make still further progress in standardization and simplifica-'
tion of cotton marketing practices, and thus shorten the gap and lessen the margin
between the cotton grower and the European spinner, will depend largely on our
ability to put our best leaders in strategic positions*"

Economics in Japan

Kyoto University Economic Review is the name of a new publication of

which we have received volume 1, no.l, dated July 1926. It contains the
memoirs of the Department of Economics in the Imperial University of Kyoto

and is sold by Maruzen & Co. , Tokyo, Japan* It will be published twice a year
or oftener. This first issue contains an editorial forward by the Editorial
Committee from which we take the following quotation: "In recent years great

strides have been made in the economic studies of our country - so much so that

it will not be long before the Japanese Economic School can be established by
our economists.

"Many of the studies in the natural and social sciences already publish-

ed in our country have had far-reaching effects in the advancement of science

and the enhancement of human happiness,, but as the majority of .them were written

in the Japanese language they have not been accessible to Western Scholars.

Although studies in the natural sciences have been published by our scholars

through books, university memoirs, reports of various associations and others

all of which were written in Western languages, no .similar attempt has, so far,
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"been rna.de as regards the studies in the social sciences, the result being that
the real condition in the field of our 'economic- science -has been almost unknown
to the Western countries. Realizing that such a- Condition is truly regrettable
from the standpoint of intellectual, cooperation which should bu established by
scholars of all nations, the Economic Department of the Imperial University of
Kyoto. has decided to undertake the. work of publishing a series of memoirs,"

This first issue, contains, among, others the articles whose titles follow:

Tenant Systems in Japan and Korea, by Professor Shiro ' Kawada, who teaches agri-
cultural economics in the Imperial University of Kyoto, and A Study in the Index
Numbers of Prices of the Bank of Japan by Professor Saburo Shi'omi who' teaches
Public Finance and Banking in the University. The latter is a contribution to the
methodology , of index numbers as- well as a study of those now existing in

Japan, . .

This issue contains also a- very interest ing statement (p. 188-197) on the
work of the Economic Society and the Department of Economics of Kyoto Imperial
University with lists of the names of the' faculty of the Department with sub-
jects taught and the titles of 'their works, many of them; being on subjects with-
in the field of agricultural economics.'- '' 280;S K99

Ireland

Foreign Affairs for January, 1927, contains an article on Ireland's
Economic Outlook by Sir Horace Plunkett which contains much interesting
material relating to Irish agriculture.' ' From it the following is taken:
"Mr. -P. J. Hogan, Minister for 'Lands and Agriculture, far from prophesying
smooth things or attempting by soft answers to turn away wrath, cultivates
a gift of plain speaking such as no Chief Secretary in the old days who valued
either his post or 'his peace of mind would have dared to use., Like all stu-
dents who draw their 'conclusions from the facts of Irish life and not from ab-
stract theories,- he bases his hope for the future of our agriculture upon edu-
cation and organization. In his speech on the estimates for the Department, .

delivered last May, Mr. Hogan announced that the Government had .decided to es-
tablish two new university faculties - one for General Agriculture in University
College, Dublin, and the other for Dairy Science in University College, Cork;
and he insists that nothing must be left undone to ensure that these shall rank
at least as high as the faculties of medicine, law or engineering. In elementary
education it is now recognized that instruction should be giyen a rural bias,
and though the question of technical training after pupils have left the elemen-
tary school presents grave difficulties in a country with a scattered population
of' small farmers, Mr." Hogan believes that in addition to the existing system of

itinerant instructors much may. be done by improving the publicity work of his De-
partment, and mobilizing its various technical officers. to provide material for

the agricultural pages of the daily and weekly press ... It is almost incredible
that in face of .the experience of other countries legislation to provide, under
penalties, for the grading of butter and eggs should have, been opposed. Yet

the battle raged loud and long, and less resolute ministers might have quailed

before the storm.
"The new regulations have been in operation only a few months, and already

Irish eggs are at the. top of the British market. Th^t the Government are de-

termined to keep them there is shown by the action of the Department of Agricul-

ture, which has recently withdrawn the licenses of some thirty exporters for
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breaches of the regulations. This drastic prooedufce has taught, a very salutary
lesson. At present the Northern Parliament is engaged in amendihg its legisla-
tion in regard to the marketing of eggs, and it is interesting to note that
its exporters are pressing strongly for the adoption of the system of grading
which prevails in the Free State, Our butter, which. had tailed dismally be-
hind that of both Denmark and New Zealand, is also improving its position.
When arrangements are completed for bacteriological examinations -at the ports,
and a national brand is established, there is ©very reason to believe that we
shall regain our old supremacy iri British markets. In a speech/at the Imperial
Conference Mr. Kevin O'Higgins defined the new policy in an admirable phrase.
f Its aim,' he said, 'is to insure that the agricultural exports of the Free
State shall be consistently good and not occasionally excellent. 1 ... Ministers
are recognizing that unorganized farmers cannot make effective use of the schemes
provided by the Government for the benefit of agriculture. In the last Budget
a grant of L9.000 a year for four years was made to the Irish Agricultural Or-
ganization Society, to promote voluntary cooperation amongst farmers on the
ground that what the government, can do to improve their technical methods very
largely depends upon what they do for themselves to improve their business
methods. 11

Research in Agricultural Economics

The editorial in the Experiment Station Record for September, 1926,
was written by Eric Englund, ; Agricultural Economist of the Office of Experi-
ment Stations. *t consists of a clear statement and discussion of The Project
Outline in Agricultural Economics and should be of interest to all research
workers in that subject. The extracts following are taken from it: "Economic
research is the systematic study of the facts of economic life to determine
conditions and discover cgsual relationships in economic phenomena ... Facts
are the raw material, systematic analysis is the tool, but the search for rela-
tionships is the heart of economic investigation.

. "The investigator should search for facts and relationships, a knowledge
of which will aid in the solution of economic problems. A science may have its
beginning in truth for its own sake, but ordinarily its growth may be expected
to result in truth for utility. Furthermore, the public which has so generously
endowed agricultural economic research by State and National appropriations has
the right to expect results of a material and social value... Recognizing the

fluidity of economic problems, certain investigators show more or less reluctance

to accept methods of study that have been developed in other fields of research...

A realization of the complexity of economic problems often appears to result in

the formulation of very broad projects. The investigator sometimes seems to

think it is possible to overcome the difficulties due to complexity by making

the projects so comprehensive that he cannot possibly miss any part of the

problem. But, obviously, . the broader the project the more difficult it is to

determine separate causal relations, and the result of many all-inclusive and

hasty surveys is little more than a catalog of current practices. Therefore,

research work in agricultural economics is more likely to attain a high standard

if each undertaking is limited as far as possible to one phase of a problem,

with the objective stated specifically and the method of procedure outline with

care after the investigator has acquainted himself with the work already done
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in the immediate field of Ms problem. This approach calls- for a specific pro-
ject; hut it does not exclude the bringing together of the results of several
projects in formulating a basis for an economic program . .

.

"The objective should be stated specifically in the outline, defining
clearly the reason for undertaking the study. The experiment station, or other
research agency, is presumably confronted with a problem of some importance, or
facing a question upon which light can be thrown by fact finding and analysis
of data. Out of a painstaking attempt to state the object of such a study should
come a helpful clarification of the issue ... Work already done in the specified
field should be indicated briefly in the project outline to show the status of
the problem. The investigator should be familiar with what has been done in his
State or elsewhere on the problem he. proposes to study. Elementary as this
seems, this requirement is often not met, especially in a rapidly growing field,

such as agricultural economics. Here the demand within- the past decade has made
it difficult to develop an adequate corps of trained workers* Many have there-
fore begun independent work with little related experience and often with limit-
ed basic training. Progress ,in any field .of investigation, however, depends,
upon the extent to which each new investigation builds upon the past and the
extent to which it contributes new information and discovers new relationships.
Failure so to build upon the past frequently means aimless wandering about in
fields previously explored in the same desultory fashion. . . The plan of pro-
cedure should be a detailed account of the course which the investigation is
expected to follow. It should ndt be arbitrary, and rigid, but should embody
the investigator's best ideas at the. beginning of the study. At the same time,
it should be borne in mind, as already indicated, that the nature of the problem
may call for alterations of the original plan with the progress of the investi-
gation. Notwithstanding such changes, a carefully' prepared outline xvill give a
better start than would ordinarily be had without it.

"The outline of procedure has a two-fold purpose. It should encourage a«

careful charting of the course which the investigation is expected to follow,
and thereby strengthen the investigator's own approach. It should also enable
others to pass intelligently on its merits... The purpose of a project outline
is to raise the standard of investigation. It should do this first by defining
the question. to be studied and by indicating the major sources of information
and specifying a procedure which will be adequate to the undertaking. In the

second place, it should serve as an administrative means of carrying out a def-

inite research policy."

Spain and Portugal

Metron (v. 5, no. U.Dec. 12, 1925) contains a comprehensive article
on the wealth and income of the Iberian peninsula by Jose A. Vendellos ^entitled

La Richesse et le Revenu de la Pe'ninsule Iberique. The article is a resume of

the results obtained by the writer in applying to Spain and Portugal the methods

used in studying the wealth of nations under Professor Corrado Gini at the Uni-

versity of Padua. The wealth and increase of these countries both before and

after the war is compared with that of several other countries. A bibliography

of the works consulted is appended.
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